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MEANINGS OF LIFE AND DEATH FOR CHILDREN IN JAPAN:

AN INTERPRETIVE STUDY

Miharu Sagara

University of California, San Francisco

ABSTRACT

Among contemporary studies of children's notions of death, the cognitive

approach, which applies formal properties of death based on an overreliance on Piagetian

cognitive development theory, predominates. However, this does not explore what

death means to children, or the extent of children's understanding of death.

This study explores healthy Japanese children's lived experiences of grasping

notions of life and death without predetermined components of death, such as finality,

universality, and irreversibility. Interpretive phenomenology served as the philosophical

underpinning and method of data analysis. A total of 16 healthy Japanese children (7

girls and 9 boys, mean age 8.93) were recruited through network sampling in the Tokyo

area. Three interviews, each ranging from 15 to 90 minutes, were conducted with each

child. In the first two interviews, children were asked to draw a picture about life or

death and explain the drawing. The third interview attempted to clarify the information

gathered from the previous interviews.

The study shows that children directly grasped the meaning of life and death

from their everyday experiences, consisting more of children's spontaneous contextual

understanding of life and death rather than from given theoretical knowledge. These

meanings were culturally situated and cross-culturally shared. Japanese children

uniquely embraced the religiously incorporated view of death and the afterlife, reflecting



the Japanese pantheistic belief system. The children had a comprehensive view of a

flow from life through death to the afterlife, which constituted and consisted of the

notions of life and death. In this successive flow, life and death were regarded as

opposite yet connected. Although linear and circular types of flow from life to the

afterlife were found in children's perceptions, in both cases the Christian God was

perceived as the key. All of the children exhibited a holistic view of a person while

living.

<--~~
Elizabeth (Betty) Davies, R.N., PhD.
Professor and Chair, Department of Family Health Care Nursing
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Chapter One

REVIEW OF THEORETICAL APPROACHES

ON CHILD’S NOTIONS OF DEATH

This study explores what life and death mean to Japanese children and unfolds

the shared background meanings of life and death among the participants. The focus is

not to determine whether a child comprehends certain formal properties of death but to

understand the meanings of life and death to a child. Using interpretive phenomenology

as the theoretical framework, I develop my argument in relation to the following issues:

1. What is the rationale for the overreliance on Piagetian cognitive

development theory among the existing studies on children's death notions? Original

Piagetian theory and two most cited classical studies will be explored in order to examine

the validity of a Piagetian conception of children's death notions.

2. What does this formal cognitivistic approach find and miss in light of

children's conceptions of life and death?

3. What is the potential of the present study’s relatively new approach in terms

of discovering children's everyday understanding of life and death?

I should like to begin by scrutinizing Piaget’s original theoretical assertion of cognitive

development model and its relationship to children's conceptions of death.

Clarification of Piaget’s Cognitivistic Approach to Children’s Conceptions of Death

The literature search found that 26 studies based on the presumption that

children's notions of death that are connected with Piaget’s theory of children's cognitive

development. But is this association warranted by Piaget's own work, or by subsequent

research? Critics charge that recent studies both over rely on Piaget’s cognitive theory
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and simplistically apply Piagetian stages of cognitive development to children's notions

of death (Speece & Brent, 1987,1996). This overreliance may circumscribe the scope of

one's perspective and limit the depth of one's exploration in children's understanding of

life and death. Moreover, insufficient reflection on the theoretical basis of these studies

may even cause research to lose its credibility.

Piaget’s work has not been sufficiently reviewed in terms of its theoretical

connection to children's notions of death. The following questions are addressed: 1)

Does Piaget himself explore children's notion of death? In other words, does Piaget

designate children's death conceptions so thoroughly that successive researchers could

justifiably apply it as their studies’ conceptual framework? 2) Did Piaget actually link

children's notions of death with his theoretical main theme, i.e. children's general

cognitive development?

Before examining these questions, the review of the research itself, which is

based on Piaget’s theory must be required. Two of his early theoretical books appear to

be most cited by the later researchers regarding children's notions of death: The

Language and Thought of the Child (1959) and The Child's Conception of the World

(1929), e.g., Anthony (1940 & 1971), Safier (1964), Townly & Thornburg (1980),

Wenestam (1984), and Wenestam & Wass (1987). Regarding the research designs that

were underpinned these two books, Piaget does not give us a clear picture. However,

none of the subsequent researchers in the area of children's death concepts address the

rather vague picture of Piaget’s primary studies, yet they carelessly apply his theory from

two fundamental studies to their own research. Thus Piaget’s scarce delineation of his

empirical studies themselves contrast markedly to his deep and expansive theories of



children's cognition. Piaget's scant depiction of his empirical research design

undermines the justified association of his cognitive theory with children's notions of

death.

Let us now turn to discuss the first question: Does Piaget explore children's

notions of death? Piaget only mentioned children's notions of death in three parts of his

aforementioned two theoretical writings. In 1959, he wrote, “...death is inexplicable.

Apart from theological ideas, which the child of 6 or 7 has not yet incorporated into his

mentality, death is the fortuitous and mysterious phenomena par excellence” (p. 178).

In another section, he stated that “...the fact of death is an obstacle to these habits of

thought; and to curiosity about the cause of life...since the course of life can be disturbed

by death” (p. 206). In 1929, Piaget mentioned, “Questions of children of the age of 5, 6

and 7 are also very concerned with death and show their attempts to find a definition of

life” (p. 210) in relation to children's animistic tendency. Death is only mentioned as a

mysterious phenomenon and an obstacle to life by children aged 5 through 7. Thus

Piaget himself does not describe children's notions of death.

In addition, Piaget failed to distinctly connect children's death conceptions to

their cognitive development. As mentioned above, death is explained in relation to the

common questions of children from 5 to 7 years of age. Piaget only mentioned that

children at this stage might have a difficulty in grasping death phenomena “which will

cause the child to leave behind him the stage of pure finalism, and to acquire the notion

of statistical causality or chance” (Piaget, 1959, p. 178). In this way Piaget mentioned

briefly stages of children's development (not herein stated, either cognitive or not) and

Suggested one component, causality, as possibly acquired by children in the later general
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developmental stages. However, the linkage between children's death conceptions and

their cognitive development was not identified distinctively by Piaget.

Since Piaget himself did not explore children's death notions or the connection

between their death notions and cognitive development, then why do a considerable

number of researchers depend on Piagetian cognitive theory as the basis for their

investigations of children's notions of death? One possibility is that Piaget’s theoretical

analysis of children's animism linked with children's conceptions of life might lead the

researchers to predict children's concept of death based on their cognitive development.

These researchers assumed that children's conceptions of death would be parallel to or

synonymous with their conceptions of life.

Piaget’s whole section dedicated to animism was composed of the following

three chapters: 1) Consciousness attributed to things; 2) The concept of life; 3) The

origins of child animism, moral necessity and physical determinism (Piaget, 1929).

Piaget defined animism as “the tendency to regard objects as living and endowed with

will” (Piaget, 1929, p. 170 & Hatano, 1966, p. 149). In relation to animism, children's

concept of life was delineated as four developmental stages: 1) Life is assimilated to

activity in general; 2) Life is assimilated to movement; 3) Life is assimilated to

spontaneous movement; 4) Life is restricted to animals and plants (Piaget, 1929, p.

196-201). According to Piaget, 75% of his respondents failed to reach the fourth stage

before 11-12 years of age. Piaget added that these stages were parallel to the

development of children's notion of consciousness. The evolution of the notion of

consciousness is determined by the evolution of the notion of life (Piaget, 1929). Piaget

reported that children's tendency of animism decreased through stage 1 to 3 and



diminished at stage 4. This animistic tendency was complemented by the Piagetian

notion of participation (Piaget, 1929). Participation was explicated as the feeling

derived from egocentricity and caused the confusion between the self and the world in

children. Animism and participation are conceptualized as “the independent phases of

the same processes of naturalizing reality” (Piaget, 1929, p. 250). Three stages

constitute this process: 1) The self and things are completely confused; 2) The self is

differentiated from things, but subjective aspects still adhere to things; 3) The self is so

far distinguished from things (Piaget, 1929, p. 250-251).

Thus Piaget did explore the concept of children's animism and classified the

notion of life into the developmental stages. However, most crucially, Piaget does not

specifically make any linkages between children's conceptions of animism and death.

With regard to animism, the notion of life was delineated but not the notion of death.

Moreover, it was not clear whether Piaget opposed the notion of life to the notion of

death. Without a clearly delineated theoretical and empirical linkage by Piaget between

children's notions of animism and death, any subsequent assumptions that children's

death notions mirror animism remain unjustified. Thus researchers cannot rely on

Piaget’s linkage of children’s animistic notions and cognitive development to suggest that

children's understandings of death are likewise cognitively linked.

Furthermore, it is not clear whether Piaget provided us with any conceptual

thought relating children's animistic tendency and children's cognitive development.

According to Piaget, children’s animistic tendency progressed through stages, and

children younger than 11-12 years old were less likely to reach the final stage of the

notion of life. In addition, egocentricity, one of his core concepts of cognitive



development, was brought up rather indirectly in the argument in terms of children's

animism. That is to say, egocentricity was discussed in relation to participation, which
-

is complementary to animism in the process of grasping reality. Thus Piaget did not

seem to set out to establish manifestly the relationship between children's cognitive

development and their animistic tendency. Instead, he might have suggested an indirect

relationship, but not a necessary one. Therefore researchers assessing children’s notions

of death based on the theoretical rationale deriving from Piaget’s analysis of children's

animistic view and even those exploring children's animistic tendency itself through -~~ .

Piagetian cognitive theory need to strengthen their rationale regarding the conceptual -: R

linkage between animism and Piagetian theory of cognitive development. º
* =

In sum, despite a considerable number of citations by the researchers, Piaget - - - º
* * * *---º-

himself did not deal with children's death concepts. This finding supports Townley & — º

Thornburg’s (1980) indication of a cardinal misunderstanding found in the studies on *-*- º:

children's conception of death, “Piaget did not deal with death as such but rather with a cº ro º

child's cognition” (p. 18). Although Piaget certainly explored children's notions of life º-
* ,

with regard to their animistic tendency, he did not provide its relationship to children's

notions of death nor to their cognitive development.

In addition, the connection between children’s animism and their cognition **

remains obscure in Piaget’s discussion. The arguments given above strongly suggest
-

that if the researchers apply Piagetian cognitive theory to their investigation of children's

notions of death, they are required to clarify which component of Piagetian theory their

research stands upon and to provide the theoretical linkage between children's cognition

and their death conceptions, which was not addressed by Piaget himself. For example, _*



the researchers themselves may conduct a study to investigate the relationship between

children's notions of death and their cognitive development. Or at least they may cite

the existing study results to verify their theoretical underpinnings. In light of this

theoretical linkage with Piagetian cognitive tradition, the current studies will be reviewed

in the later section.

In addition, from the philosophical standpoint, Piaget’s assertion of human

development derives from a traditional mechanistic view of human beings, a formal

mental structure or a cognitive map constitutes human mind apart from a body.

According to this perspective, humans act, behave, think, and develop through

generalized laws along with the structure or the map. This is a representational theory

of the mind. As Benner & Wrubel (1989) point out, in the theory of cognitive

development, Piaget explicated discontinuity found in children's understanding of

subjects, e.g., numbers in terms of incorporation to the next developmental stage and not

from the standpoint of qualitative changes in children's thinking process. Piaget

construed radical discontinuity in the process of transition to a mature way of thinking,

positing that in advancing to abstract thinking that sensory-motor thinking was left

behind. He failed to acknowledge the role of sensory-motor thinking emerging in

children's more mature thinking. The following statement designates Piaget’s dualistic

standpoint of objectivity and subjectivity; “To arrive at such an objective view of things

the mind must free itself from subjectivity and abandon its innate egocentricity” (Piaget,

1929, p. 230). Thus Piaget's formal theory of children's cognitive development is

predicated on a mechanistic representational view of the mind where abstract

representations of the external world are unrelated to sensory-motor embodied ways of

~
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knowing.

Piagetian cognitive theory aims to explain children's development in light of

causal relations and does not intend to explore what it means for children to think in this

or that way. The following qualitative questions remained covert in Piagetian thinking:

How do children present their ideas about death? What are the children’s explanations

and accounts of death as articulated in relation to drawings, metaphors, and concrete

objects? Rather than evaluating how those ideas measure up to formal conceptions, the

prior question of what and how ideas are found and presented by children is left out.

Herein we can consider a qualitative approach to explore children's vision of death, not

from pre-determined cognitive standpoints, but from children's own everyday descriptive

terms. In other words, studies may be guided by simply asking children what they think

about death and unfolding the range of meanings from their collective answers in

interviews without setting prespecified limitations on the children's meanings. This

method will be discussed further in the later chapter.

Scrutiny of Classic Work: Dialogue among Anthony, Nagy, and Piaget

In addition to J. Piaget (1929, 1930, 1959, & 1969), the studies of S. Anthony

(1939, 1940, & 1971) and M. Nagy (1948) have guided the theoretical development of

almost all research on children's conceptions of death, e.g., Candy-Gibbs, Sharp, &

Petrun (1984), Kane (1979), Koocher (1973), Nakamura (1994), Okada (1990), Reilly,

Hasazi, & Bond (1983), Safier (1964), Townly & Thornburg (1980), Wenestam (1984),

and Wenestam & Wass (1987). In addition, Anthony and Nagy have received various

reviews on their studies by the current researchers. For example, Jenkins &

Cavanaugh (1985) noted that Anthony and Nagy introduced the conception of death as

* *
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developmental phenomena. Safier (1964) pointed out that Nagy's conclusions parallel

Piaget’s arguments on children's animism although their studies were completely

independent. In contrast, Fetsch (1984) stated that Nagy related the classification of her

study results to Piagetian cognitive developmental stages. Moreover, Townley &

Thornburg (1980) asserted that it was not Piaget but Nagy and Anthony who assessed the

findings of children's notion of death under the cognitive developmental framework.

We should therefore examine more closely the studies of Nagy and Anthony in order to

trace the theoretical foundations of children's conception of death. In particular, we

should focus on these two studies’ theoretical linkage to a Piagetian framework related to

children's conceptions of death. In other words, is each researcher's theoretical

underpinning in each study independent of the mainstream Piagetian general cognitive

development theory? This project of investigating the root of the current noticeable

application of the formal cognitivistic approach is significant to consider when evaluating

the reliability and the applicability of existing research findings in body of literature on

children's notions of life and death. In particular, in relation to the present study, it may

trigger the breakthrough of the traditional mechanistic representational view and shed

light on the necessity of the new approach to explore children's narrative and historical

understanding of life and death.

Nagy's Study on Hungarian Children's Notion of Death

In 1948, Nagy published her first English paper of the study on Hungarian

children's notion of death. The original research, “The Child of Death”, was published in

pre-war Hungary 1936. Nagy (1948) focused on the investigation of the theories that

construct children's notions of the nature of death. Her participants included 378



Hungarian children aged 3 to 10 years (49% girls and 51% boys) from different religious

backgrounds. Nagy's qualitative research method included the following three

procedures: (a) written compositions for 7-to-10 year-old children; (b) drawings from

6-to-10 year-old children; and (c) discussion for two groups of children aged from 3-to-6

years and 7-to-10 years. Nagy's theoretical position wasn't clearly described despite her

emphasis on the genetic standpoint as mentioned above. In particular, Nagy used a

psychoanalytic viewpoint to explicate children's identification of death with dreams and

sleep (p. 12).

Nagy set out to establish three developmental stages of the death notions of

children by categorizing their responses. These stages include:

1. First stage: There is no definition of death. Children under 5 years old are

strongly opposed to the existence of death and not able to emotionally accept it. Death

is regarded as reversible and not final. Death is interpreted as sleep or departure. Two

variations within this group of children emerge: (a) Death and life are fused; and (b) the

distinction between death and life has started. On the whole, herein there is no

distinction between lifeless and living in children's egocentric views. Thus an animistic

tendency is held in this stage.

2. Second stage: Death — a man. Children between 5-to-9 years of age accept

the existence of death. However, children still attempt to distance themselves from it.

As the most remarkable trait of children among these ages, death is personified either as a

separate person or as the dead. “The egocentric, otherwise called anthropocentric view,

therefore plays a role not only in the birth of animism, but in the formation of

artificialism, too” (p. 26-27).
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3. Third stage: Death the cessation of corporeal activities. Children older

than 9-year-olds regard death as “the cessation of corporal activities” (p. 25) depending

on natural laws. Death is recognized as universal. Egocentrism along with animistic

and artificialistic tendencies gradually decrease in this period.

The first thing to point out is that Nagy, as the first researcher focused on

children's notions of death, introduced its developmental aspect through the

aforementioned three stages. Nagy was the first scholar who empirically presented that

children's recognition of death changed as they grew up. Secondly, in terms of the

theoretical linkage to Piagetian cognitive theory, one must realize a great similarity

between Nagy's choice of the words to explicate children's developmental recognition of

death and Piaget’s theoretical assertion of children's animistic tendency. Although Nagy

did not mention Piaget’s work in her paper, her interpretation of the study results parallels

Piaget’s view of children’s animism in their cognitive development. These similarities

could lead her readers to find an inextricable link between children's death concept and

their animistic tendency. However, Nagy herself did not explore further this connection.

Thus, it is now clear that the four most employed components of the death

concepts in the later empirical quantitative studies, universality, inevitability,

irreversibility, and nonfunctionality, originate from Nagy’s research findings.

Subsequent researchers applied those components as “unquestioned” markers in order to

measure children’s maturity in the death concept. However, Nagy derived these

elements, not through assumed links to cognitive development theories, but through

analyzing the children's own words in the context of pre-war Hungarian society. One

must bear in mind that this context of the study calls for the cautious examination of the
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application of Nagy's results, particularly her controversial assertion of children's

tendency of personification of death (Gudas, 1993), to other studies in different cultural

backgrounds and time.

In sum, the review clarifies the origin of the most frequently applied formal

properties of death in the arena of children's death notions in Nagy's study. Nagy is also

identified as the first researcher who indicated the developmental aspect of children’s

understanding of death. In terms of theoretical connection to Piaget, the great

similarities between Nagy's interpretation of children's death conceptions and Piaget’s

delineation of children's animistic tendency through the cognitive development were

drawn despite Nagy's lack of preference to Piaget’s work.

Anthony's Study on English Children's Discovery of Death

In early 1939, Anthony completed her study of 128 English children living in

and around London (71 boys & 57 girls) aged 5 to 13. The study was reported both in

1940, “The child's discovery of death” (out of print), and in 1971, “The discovery of

death in childhood and after”. Anthony aimed to “establish general laws of human

development” (Anthony, 1940, xiii) and to explore the meaning of the word, death, to

children and the context attached to it. However, these aims seemed philosophically to

contradict each other. To establish general laws is to seek “the" truth, in other words,

context-free generalization. On the other hand, the exploration of human meanings of

death seeks to unfold situated meanings in context. Anthony theorized that death

meanings were inseparable from their context, yet at the same time, she theorized that

children developed formal concepts of death. Thus, Anthony’s former aim is

incompatible with the latter one.
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Data were collected through the following three methods: (a) parental home

records of children's questions, remarks, and responses related to death; (b) the

Story-Completion Test in English originally devised at the Institute Jean-Jacques

Rousseau of Geneva in French; and (c) an intelligence test with the insertion of the word,

dead. While (a) and (c) were chosen to assess children's description and apprehension of

the fact of death, (b) was conducted to explore children's thoughts of death in their

fantasies. The research findings were explained from standpoints of developmental

relations and cultural influences. Firstly, Anthony described the relationship between

the death concept and children's age by using five emerged categories:

A. Apparent ignorance of the meaning of the word dead.

B. Interest in the word or fact combined with a limited or erroneous concept.

C. No evidence of non-comprehension of the meaning of dead, but definition

by reference to (a) associated phenomena not biologically or logically essential,

or (b) humanity specific.

D. Correct, essential, but limited reference.

E. General, logical or biological definition or description. (Anthony, 1971,

p.49).

Anthony reported that two-thirds of respondents from the age of 5 to 12 (mean age 8

years old) fell in category C. While children below five years of age answered either in

category A or B, only children above eight years of age answered in category D or E.

Secondly, in light of cultural influences, Anthony reported that children in

category C responded to the word, death, in a culturally symbolic manner, such as coffins,

burial rituals, funerals, murders, and ambulances. They were “the very things which
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men have produced culturally...to relieve anxieties about death” (1971, p. 93). Anthony

also indicated that these children in category C grasped the phenomenon of death in

relation to human experiences and engaged in thinking through fantasies. It was

claimed that cultures had fundamental effects on children's ideas of death and their way

to discover the fact of death. Furthermore, it continued that “the aspects of culture (the

Sociological context)...were certain fundamental attitudes held...in common all over the

civilized world” (p. xiii).

Let us start by considering how Anthony dealt with the developmental aspect of

children's death notions. As mentioned above, Anthony (1971) argued for a positive

relationship between children's death concept, especially the meaning of the word, dead,

and their age in terms of mental age rather than chronological age. In particular, the age

7 to 8 was found as pivotal for changes in the notion of death. All the participants at

seven years of age and older fell into the category C and above. Only children older

than seven years were found to define “dead as the negation of living” (1971, p. 55).

Anthony regarded the concept of death as based on psychological development and

claimed that the process influencing this concept affected all other conceptual thoughts in

the same way as it did to the death notion. In terms of this distinctive age separation

between A and B groups, and C and above categories, Anthony notably supported

Piaget’s assertion of the turning point age of 7-to-8 in children's psychological

development regarding objectification of the surroundings: “This numerical result

confirms strikingly the relationship between age and certain stages of mental

development indicated by Professor Piaget” (1971, p. 86-87). On the other hand,

Anthony (1940) did not seem to be fully convinced by another Piagetian view of
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children's death thoughts as connecting their earliest emotional life to their later

intellectual development. In this relation, Anthony (1940) stated:

Piaget traces the earlier attitude of psychological motivation as cause, to the

emotional life of the child in the cradle... The child’s thoughts about death

therefore form a link, in Paiget's genetic scheme, between the emotional life of

the earliest period, and the intellectual developments which follow the stage that

he entitles egocentric. (p. 92)

As continued, Anthony agreed with Dr. Susan Isaacs's refutation of Piaget’s no further

provision of “such link within the inner psychological life of the child” (p. 92). In

conclusion, Anthony contradicts herself about Piaget’s assertion itself:

It must be admitted that he himself has not stressed the idea of death as such a

link, and has only lightly in passing suggested it as such. (p. 92)

This admission parallels our early review on Piaget’s rather meager reference to

children's death concepts in his own writings. Thus one should pay careful attention to

sort out what Piaget himself actually discussed and what he did not. In terms of her

frequent citation of Piaget’s theoretical arguments of cognitive development, Anthony

(1940) explained:

One is necessarily led to compare the findings with the theories of Professor

Piaget, because his work on the development of childish thought in general is so

outstanding. That work also has certain interesting observations to offer in

connection with our main subject. (p. 90)

In particular, Anthony used Piagetian cognitive theory and Freudian psychoanalysis as

her theoretical frameworks to analyze the data especially collected through parental
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writings. This review of her two books (1940 & 1971) reveals her acceptance of certain

components of Piaget's cognitive development theory paralleled by her study findings.

It is explicitly proved by the following account of Anthony’s vision of children’s

perception of the world:

...the early, impersonal (but still functional) definitions show confusion of

thought. There is a lack of analysis of the world of phenomena. It is as

though, in the young child’s world at this stage (A-B category) where things are

considered in terms of function, three kinds of functioning are cognized. These

three are, firstly, the perceptual self (ego), doing and suffering, clearly

distinguished from the rest of the universe; secondly, the fantasy self, as victim

and as omnipotence strangely inextricable from the universe; and thirdly, as

main determinant of things and events of life, as great mass of happenings,

goings-on, doings, in the background, in which adults mingle with impersonal

impulsions ... in the causation of events, and which (unless the child's

omnipotent self become specifically concerned in some part of it) proceeds by

some unanalyzed and inevitable force of circumstance. Amid this mass of

happenings, the only clearly cognized relationships are the relationships to

himself, in so far as his world is explicable, expressible, it is thus egocentric (in

Professor Piaget’s terminology). But the expressible world of the child is only

a very small part of his whole mental universe. (1971, p. 89)

Thus, Anthony incorporated five emerging categories of the meanings of death in her

study results into the combination of Freudian psychoanalytic developmental view and

Piagetian perspective on cognitive development, especially egocentricity. In this way,
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Anthony attentively grasped children's cognitive development as contributory to

developing notions of death but did not determine if it was indispensable for developing

their understanding of death. Additionally, Anthony acknowledged that Piaget’s

powerful legacy within the circle of the investigation of children's conceptions of death

might compel the successive researchers to believe this theory of cognitive development

as definitive in their exploration in this arena.

In summary, Anthony claimed a significant relationship between children's

death concept and their age. Strong support was given to Piaget’s assertion of the age of

7-to-8 as pivotal in children's psychological development about objectification of their

surroundings. At the age of seven, children started to regard dead as the negation of

living. Thus, similar to Nagy, Anthony indicated a developmental aspect in the death

concept. However, Anthony agreed only partially with Piaget’s following explication:

(a) Children’s objectivity evolves from a state of mind when the self is confused with the

universe; and (b) children's death thoughts are cardinal to connect their earliest emotional

life to their later intellectual development. The word, dead, was found to mean a

sorrow-bringing and fear-bringing thing, and on the whole, grievous since it deeply

related to separation from loved ones. In addition, Anthony uniquely discussed the role

of the cultural context on children's acquisition of death concept. Children in category C

were shown to present cultural symbolic traits. Moreover, the author argued, in relation

to animism, the notion of living and dead developed along with the discovery of the

appropriateness to the language system and its cultural context. Further exploration is

required to support this assertion. On the whole, in contrast to those who

unquestionably believed in and simply applied Piagetian cognitive approach to guide the
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studies, Anthony evolved the developmental formation of children's perception of the

world from her research findings on children's notions of death through the cautious

scrutiny of both Piagetian and Freudian models.

Current View of Formal Properties of Death Based on Formal Operations

Let us now shift our focus from the classical studies that have provided the

current researchers theoretical guidance on children's conceptions of death to the

contemporary work. In the first part, my review will aim to reveal the current

researchers’ theoretical underpinnings and to critique their rationale within Piagetian

cognitive theory. In other words, how did these current researchers justify or at least

explain the application of Piagetian cognitive approach to frame their studies on

children's notions of death? In the second part, I will discuss the contemporary research

findings that tested children's acquisition of formal properties of death. The findings are

organized into three topics; 1) the relationship between death conception and cognitive

development; 2) the relationship between animism and notion of life within model of

cognitive development; 3) the age within children's death concept studies.

Presumptions

As previously discussed, 26 studies were conducted within the Piagetian

framework of cognitive development theory.

Ten of these 26 studies (Anthony & Bhana, 1988; Huang & Lee, 1945; Okada,

1988, 1990; Reilly et al., 1983: Richards & Siegler, 1984; Safier, 1964; Schonfeld &

Smilansky, 1989; Tallmer, Formanek, & Tallmer, 1974; Wenestam & Wass, 1987) review

carefully the theoretical background and develop the discussion of the underpinning of

their research. For instance, Tallmer and her colleagues (1974) addressed the point that
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Piaget focused only on children's cognitive development and nothing further. This

statement guided one of their research hypotheses investigating if “the concept of death

in children has developmental features...in that older children would have more realistic,

adequate and causal notions” (p. 18). Schonfeld & Smilansky (1989) noted other

researchers’ inconsistent results to empirically validate Piaget’s cognitive theory while

focusing on children's cognitive factors and notions of death. Therefore Schonfeld &

Smilansky (1989) instead explored the influence of environmental factors on children's

conceptions of death through a cross-cultural comparison. On othe one hand, Huang &

Lee (1945), Richards & Siegler (1984), and Safier (1964) started their studies with the

review of Piaget’s theoretical assertion of children's animism and tested it. Safier

(1964), moreover, developed her research to explore the relationship between children's

animism and their notions of death to bridge the gap between Piaget’s actual assessment

and the conceptual scheme believed to be Piaget's. On the other hand, Anthony &

Bhana (1988), Reilly et al. (1983), and Wenestam & Wass (1987) established their

research questions based on the existing study results on the relationship of children's

understanding of death to their cognitive development. For example, Wenestam & Wass

(1987) explained the rationale for application of Piagetian development theory by

introducing previous reports of the positive relationship between death-related concepts

and cognitive development within Piagetian theory. Lastly Okada (1988 & 1990)

developed her own view of the importance of cognitive development as the pre-condition

for understanding death concepts. As exemplified, these ten studies succeeded to set

forth the rationale for their application of Piagetian cognitive theory to the investigation

of children's understanding of death.

s
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In contrast, five studies (Blum, 1975; Hansen, 1972; Koocher, 1973; Townly &

Thornburg, 1980; White & Prawat, 1978) tacitly assumed a relationship between

children's death conception and their cognitive development. No sufficient discussion

was given to support their presumption. In particular, Townly & Thornburg (1980)

appear to contradict themselves in their introduction. Although they asserted, “Piaget

did not deal with death” (p. 18), they also stated, “as a child moves through Piaget's

(1955) preoperational and concrete operational stages, many factors influence the

maturation of the child’s concept of death” (p. 17). The authors fail to explore the link

between Piagetian stage-based theory and children's notions of death.

The last 11 studies decided to test the relationship of children's death notion to

their cognition. Unfortunately eight studies (Devereux, 1984; Hagey, 1991; Hornblum,

1978; Kalmbach, 1978; Krasnow, 1993; Sisson, 1988, Steiner, 1965; Weber, 1981) are

only available in Dissertation Abstracts International. The space limitation of abstracts

may limit the presentation of the theoretical underpinning of the study. Among the rest,

three studies (Fetsch, 1984; Kane, 1975; Mahon, Goldberg, & Washington, 1999) failed

to mention the reasoning for the employment of a Piagetian theoretical framework.

In short, only 10 out of 26 studies clearly delineated their reasoning for using

Piagetian development cognitive theory as a research framework. Is this because that

the shadow of Piaget’s legacy is so overwhelming that even the researchers believed

unquestioningly? One is able to predict this shared strong tendency already in

aforementioned Anthony’s (1940) words on p. 90. The necessity of future exploration

about the relationship of Piagetian cognitive theory to children's notion of death is urged

in order to clarify the nature of children's cognitive development in relation to

R
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understanding conceptions of death and the child’s understanding of death as a storied

event. It may be that a child's narrative and biographical understanding of death

precedes logical operations. That is, before abstract conceptual notions of death

concrete encounters with death of animals and insects or with persons may convey a

historical more embodied understanding of death.

Findings on the Relationship between Death Conception and Cognitive Development

As Speece & Brent (1996) indicated in their latest comprehensive review, the

later researchers, except those who did not replicate Piaget’s study, tended to focus on the

physical and scientific aspects of phenomena of death. In particular, four components of

death, “universality, irreversibility, nonfunctionality, and causality”, were most frequently

utilized as the markers of maturity in acquisition of a death concept (p. 31). My

previous review suggests that these components originate in Nagy's (1948) findings on

Hungarian children. My review also revealed that a total of 30 studies employed the

component, universality/inevitability. The same number of studies applied the

component, irreversibility/finality/inevitability. Twelve studies utilized the component,

nonfunctionality/dysfunctionality/cessation of body function, and lastly 15 studies

examined the component, causality. Additionally, the researchers of four studies applied

universality and inevitability separately. Likewise in five studies, irreversibility and

finality were distinguished from one another. There was a certain variation of other

components, e.g., death, impersonal death, separation, personification, and realization.

However, one must contemplate the applicability of these four aspects as the absolute

markers of death understandings. Is the full acquisition of all these components

legitimately equivalent with the full understanding of death? Furthermore, is it possible
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to completely capture the phenomena of death? Should maturity in the death concept be

attained by all adults? How is this maturity measured? Is conceptual clarity associated

with psychological acceptance?

In addition, one must turn to the original source and its context that where these

components were first derived, such as pre-war Hungarian society. Surprisingly, most

of the researchers who utilized these components paid no special attention to the cultural

and historical context of their studies. On the other hand, in terms of cognitive

development, there is a diversity in theoretical components applied as indicators of

children's cognition, such as the concept of conservation, the concept of time,

development of verbal-conceptual skills, and visual-perceptual skills. This variety again

leads us to consider the rationale for the choice of specific components to explore

children's death notions. One might also regard this inconsistency as a rather weak

conceptual underpinning for the research.

Let us start our review of the connection between death conception and cognitive

development in the existing studies. On the whole, empirical reports of how children's

death conception relates to their development of cognition yields controversy. While six

studies (Hornblum, 1978; Jenkins & Cavanaugh, 1985; Koocher, 1973; Krasnow, 1993;

Okada, 1990; and Weber, 1981) presented a significant relationship between these two

components, four studies (Gorman, 1984; Hargrove, 1979; Mahon et al., 1999; and

Schonfeld & Smilansky, 1989) found no correlation between them. In addition, another

six studies (Devereux, 1984; Kalmbach, 1978; Reilly et al., 1983; Sisson, 1988; Townley

& Thornburg, 1980; and White & Prawat, 1978) exhibited mixed results. This

inconsistency may be accounted for by aforementioned variations in the components used
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to assess both death notions and cognitive development. Among the six studies

suggesting a positive association between death conceptions and cognitive development,

the overall cognitive development mostly assessed from the aspect of Piagetian

conservation, (e.g., Hornblum (1978), Koocher (1973), Krasnow (1993), and Okada

(1990)), which was found to be related to understanding of death concepts through

various numbers of different components. On the other hand, Gorman (1984), Hargrove

(1979), Mahon et al. (1999), and Schonfeld & Smilansky (1989) addressed not the impact

of cognitive development but strong sociocultural and environmental influences on

children's knowledge of death. Alternatively, Hargrove (1979) introduced an

explanatory model, in which the unique emphasis was on the changes in acquired

meanings of death through potential stages. That is to say, meanings at each stage are

not given up as Piaget claimed but remain in the progression of the developmental stages.

On the whole, scrupulous reconsideration of the “common” premise about the

significance of cognitive development on death notions was urgently suggested by these

four researchers. Lastly, the partial support of the positive connection between

development of cognition and death notions was given in the last six studies. The

researchers found a significant relationship among certain components in cognition and

death conception. Townley & Thornburg (1980) attributed this partiality to the

difference of the level of difficulty in acquisition of death concepts and the conservation

concept. They claimed that the obtainment of conservation was not enough to

understand death phenomena.

In short, there is notable inconsistency in study results reporting a relationship

between death conception and cognitive development. The following two factors are
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raised as potential causes for this ambiguity in this review. One is the diversity in

methodology, i.e. various components in the comparison of death notions and cognitive

development. The other one is rather related to the theoretical underpinnings of the

research. That is to say, either a lack of or a weak rationale underlies the connection

between the concept of death and the development of cognition.

Findings on the Relationship between Animism and Notion of Life

The results from seven studies (Candy-Gibbs et al., 1984; Kalmbach, 1978;

Koocher, 1973; Okada, 1988, 1990; Safier, 1964; and Steiner, 1965) are congruent with

Piaget’s delineation of developmental stages of the notion of life and his theoretical

explication of children's adherence to animism. For instance, Safier (1964) found that

the Piagetian stages of children's animism paralleled their cognitive development.

Three central ideas from Piaget sustain this relationship: “1) the idea of flux; 2) the ideas

of outside agent (externality); and 3) the idea of internal agent (internality)” (p. 286).

Furthermore, Safier noted the positive correlation between the notion of life and death,

but admitted that the content of these two notions was not discussed in her study.

In contrast, six studies (Berzonsky, 1973, 1974; Carey, 1984; Huang & Lee,

1945; Klingberg, 1957; Klingensmith, 1953; and Laurendeau & Pinard, 1962) were cited

as refutations against a Piagetian general model of children's animism within the

development of notion of life by Richards & Siegler (1984). For instance, Huang & Lee

(1945) insisted that children's tendency to exhibit animism was not attributed to their

incorporation of life with motion but rather was due to a reliance on the characteristics of

the objects. Their assertion was supported by Richards & Sigler (1984) who

emphasized the difference in quality of understanding of life concept especially among
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children who credited only animals with life and those who attributed life to animals and

plants. It is “the extension of life status to plants and trees, rather than its removal from

inanimate moving objects” (p. 165). Lastly Ogawa (1960) and Yorita & Fujiwara

(1957) cited the Piagetian approach to animism lightly in their discussion and did not

show either their agreement or disagreement.

In sum, Piaget’s stage-based model of children's animistic tendency yields

conflicts rather than congruence among successive researchers. Thus, in order to assess

children's conception of death, scrupulous attention is called for in a critical evaluation of

the application of not only Piaget’s framework of cognitive development but also his

general model of children's notion of life.

Findings on Age within Children's Death Concept Studies

A total of 22 studies investigated how age was related to children’s

understanding of death. Fourteen studies (Candy-Gibbs et al., 1984; Gorman, 1984;

Hornblum, 1978; Jenkins & Cavanaugh, 1985; Lee, 1988; McWhirter et al., 1983; Mahon

et al., 1999; Peck, 1966; Rubinstein, 1987; Sisson, 1988; Swain, 1979; Townley &

Thornburg, 1980, Wenestam, 1984; and Wenestam & Wass, 1987) reported a positive

association. Four studies (Childers & Wimmer, 1971; Fetsch, 1984; Hagey, 1991; and

Koocher, 1973) disputed the significance of age in acquisition of death notions, and the

remaining four studies (Atwood, 1984; Brent, Speece, Lin, & Dong, 1996; McIntire et al.,

1972; and Ramsey, 1986) presented mixed results in their findings. The ages of 6-to-7

years were mostly indicated as the turning point for “mature” / adult-like understanding

of death (Anthony & Bhana, 1988; Candy-Gibbs et al., 1984; Gartley & Bernasconi,

1967; Hornblum, 1978; Inamura, 1986; Kane, 1975, 1979; Lazer & Torney-Purta, 1991;
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McIntire et al., 1972; McWhirter et al., 1983; Mahon et al., 1999; Nakamura, 1994;

Okada, 1990; Portz, 1965; Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education, 1983; and Vianello

& Lucamante, 1988). However, the concept of maturity itself tends to be regarded as

full acquisition of the aforementioned four components of the death concept. Again this

standpoint seems quite biased and too simplistic to fully capture such a grand notion as

death. For example, Guy’s (1993) study shows one approach to the further discussion of

this point. Guy found that children's death notion not as static but rather as fluctuating.

Thus, most of the studies exploring the connection between two factors, age and

death concepts, agreed with the significant relationship between them. Moreover, the

turning point towards “maturity” in death concepts, which requires the further discussion,

was found to be at the age of 6-to-7 years.

Summary

Among the studies on children's death, Piaget’s general theory of cognitive

development is the most popular framework. The existing literature review also

supports this point, e.g., Faulkner, 1993; Speece & Brent, 1987, 1996; Stambrook &

Parker, 1987. However, the in-depth review of Piaget’s most cited theoretical writings

revealed the following:

1. Piaget himself did not mention children's death conceptions.

2. Piaget did not make any connections between children's cognitive

development and their death concepts.

3. Piaget connected children's animism to their notion of life.

4. Piaget did not assert a link between children's animism and their death

concepts.
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5. Piaget discussed children's animism in relation to their cognitive

development.

As one of the pioneers in the investigation of children's notion of death, Nagy

(1948, 1977) introduced viewing children's conceptions of death from the developmental

viewpoint. In addition, she was also the first researcher to present the four components

of death, which are most popularly employed in the later studies in the findings.

Moreover, despite Nagy’s lack of citation of Piaget, a great similarity emerged between

Nagy's explication of children's developmental recognition of death and Piaget’s

theoretical analysis of children's animistic tendency. These similarities may have led

current researchers to assume an intertwined connection between children's notion of

death and their animism.

Like Nagy, another pioneer, Anthony (1940, 1971), claimed a developmental

aspect in children's understanding of death. Anthony strongly supported Piaget’s

assertion of the age of 7-to-8 as a turning point in children's psychological development

in objectifying their surroundings. On the other hand, Anthony provided only partial

support for Piaget’s explication of the way in which children's objectivity starts and

children's death thoughts as the key in the linkage of their earliest emotional life to the

later intellectual development.

Among contemporary studies in the field of children's conceptions of death, the

strong presumptuous tendency to rely on Piagetian cognitive development theory as

definitive in investigating children's understanding of death without any provision of

theoretical rationale was identified. Thus, the cognitivistic approach with the

application of formal properties of death is predominant in the research on children's
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notions of death. It is not surprising to find inconsistency over the study results in the

relationship between children's conceptions of death and cognitive development since the

theoretical rational and definitions of death concepts remain unquestioned.

In terms of developmental aspects of children's acquisition of death concepts,

most of the current studies testing the relationship between death concepts and age found

a significant positive relationship. The age of 6-to-7 years was mostly indicated as the

pivotal moment towards “maturity” in death concepts. Furthermore, the relationship

between children's adherence to animism and Piaget’s cognitivistic development stages

related to the notion of life remains in dispute across the considerable number of current

studies. In this way, these contemporary studies based on formal operations came to

only agree with children's ages when they are most likely to fulfill the number of

mechanistic scientific properties of death. However, this is far from the exploration of

what death means to children, in other words, of the quality of children's understanding

of death. This formal approach is unable to unfold how children are actively engaged in

grasping death. That is to say, the query of how children interpret / understand death in

their daily life remains uncovered. To discover children's everyday understandings of

death, an alternative qualitative approach needs to be employed. Studies should be

guided by simply asking children about their ideas of death and unfold the narrative

meaning from children's own terms. As stated below, it is because children are

self-interpreting beings that a narrative and biographical approach is needed. Let us

now discuss the philosophical background of the new approach aimed at interpretation

and understanding with comparison to Piaget’s formal explanatory model.
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Interpretation / Understanding versus Explanation

Philosophical guidance of what it is to be a person, as a method of approach,

may help nurses to understand how each patient is engaged in everyday life. Nursing

practice starts with grasping the patient's condition in which something used to work well

but now is broken down or lost. Nursing care is provided in order to help patients live

their lives as closely as possible to how they used to do before the illness. In other

words, its aim is to make patients feel themselves again. In order to achieve this goal,

an understanding of patients’ situatedness, that is, being themselves in the world, is

indispensable. Interpretive (hermeneutic) phenomenology including Heideggerian

existentialism (Heidegger, 1962) aims to disclose and understand the meanings of being a

person from his/her world (Fjelland & Gjengedal, 1994). In this philosophical

approach, people are not treated as objects that follow absolute, mechanical, formal rules,

but rather are grasped as self-interpreting beings who continue to make sense of things in

reference to their lived world (Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Palmer, 1982).

Interpretation cannot stand on its own. That is to say, interpretation takes place

in all human behaviors and is acknowledged through the context (Bohman, Hiley, &

Shusterman, 1991). Humans cannot understand meanings of the world without being

involved in it, where practices and concerns are embedded, and background resides.

Thus, a person's self and lived world together maintain this circular interpretation

constantly.

Understanding implies interpretation because to understand is simply to grasp

the meaning of human activities. Understanding is a process of making the relations of

activities and the significance of human action intelligible. Understanding is embedded

s
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in “the language of intentions and human significance” (Roth, 1991, p. 179) to promote

comprehension. In contrast, explanation is “the process of making something

intelligible, or saying why certain things are as they are, or the account used to do these

things” (Lacey, 1996, p. 104), through the underpinning proposition that things must have

causal relations and are governed by laws or rules. Thus, explanation is to confront,

analyze, and present “the terms and laws of causal-mechanistic idioms” (Roth, 1991, p.

179) but not to draw any meanings from the outside of causal relations. In short,

understanding is to grasp the meaning of human activities as significant to them, whereas

explanation confronts and analyzes the causal-mechanical events and actions. The

distinction between them is intertwined with the demarcation of human science whose

goal is to generate understanding and natural science that aims at providing explanations.

In interpretive phenomenology, humans are not regarded as traditional Cartesian

mind-body split entities but as self-interpreting beings (Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Kuhn,

1991). Heidegger (1962) introduced Dasein, that is, “being-in-the-world” as

characteristic of human beings. Humans grasp a situation in the lived world

immediately according to its meaning for the self (Benner & Wrubel, 1989) by being

engaged through their embodied intelligence. Simultaneously their concerns set up how

to be engaged through common meanings given by their cultures including societies,

subcultures, and families. Only Dasein is capable of experiencing things as meaningful

through being constituted by and constitutive of the world (Dreyfus, 1991). A self is

thrown into the world, in a meaningful context (Guignon, 1991). “Dasein reveals itself

as something which has been thrown” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 458). Moreover, “(Dasein)

loses itself in the ‘world’ in its factical submission” (Heidegger, 1962, p.400). This
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thrownness makes Dasein find oneself “already having some given context and concerns”

(Dreyfus, 1991, p. 299). These shared background meanings compose preliminary

understandings (forestructure) because they precede experiences. Therefore, causal

mechanistic accounts do not account for human worlds. Human beings actively

participate in, engage, and interpret meanings in the lived world (Benner & Wrubel,

1989; Chesla, 1995).

A self does not have to assign meanings to each situation because each situation

has already contained meanings. Rather, a self discovers meanings in the world through

care / concern, that is, what matters to a self. Care / concern makes a self actively

engage in the world. This kind of knowledge directly grasped from situations is

embodied knowledge, a concept illuminated by Heidegger. Through this knowledge, a

self is able to live in the world and immediately recognize the world as a world of

meanings.

However, Heidegger does not negate reflective thought, traditionally recognized

as objective, knowledge. It is rather positioned as one kind of knowing called a

present-at-hand mode (Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Heidegger, 1962). Although this type

of knowledge has been respected as the truest in Cartesian dualism because of its

detachedness from an object, in Heideggerian existentialism it is thought that “relational

aspects of the situation cannot be adequately situated from this stance, nor can the actual

lived experience because the present-at-hand analysis can only provide static snapshots of

the particular states of the situation at particular points in time” (Benner & Wrubel, 1989,

p. 81). Thus, in hermeneutic approaches, pluralistic human experiences are sensitively

taken into account to draw pluralistic truths.
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In sum, the goal of hermeneutic phenomenology is to understand the

phenomenon “in its own terms” (Benner, 1994). Its focus is on participants’ lived

experience from their perspective. These goal and focus match principles of nursing

and moreover may develop its possibilities. Nursing is the occupation of plurality

because of caring for multiple aspects of patients through their situated meanings. What

makes an agent become a patient is not reduceable to a univocal matter/phenomenon as

Benner & Wrubel (1989) indicated “every illness has a story” (p.9). A hermeneutic

approach brings nurses the potential of “understanding the meanings of illness for the

person and for that person’s life” (Benner & Wrubel, 1989, p. 9) through dialogue.

Similarly, children's grasped meanings of life and death in everyday life are vividly and

plentifully captured through not the application of the delimited formal operations but

understanding of their related storied events. Death is not captured unidimensionally

following the certain mechanistic laws, but rather disclosed variously by living through

daily life. Children's naturalistic understandings and concerns of life and death seem to

be discovered by their unique and “free” expressions of life and death instead of the

pre-determined concepts.

Conclusion

This chapter highlights the issues of the overreliance on Piagetian cognitive

theory by existing research on children's notions of death. However, the in-depth

review of Piaget’s most cited theoretical writings reveals that Piaget did not deal with

children's death conception or make any connection between children's cognitive

development and their conception of death. In addition, the review of the studies of

Nagy (1948, 1977) and Anthony (1940, 1971), two pioneers in this area, indicates the
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origin of the four components of death, which are most prevalent among later studies, and

the origin of the developmental aspect of children's perceptions of death. Moreover,

among contemporary studies, the issues of either the scarcity of theoretical rationales or

overdependence on Piaget’s theory followed by the inconsistency of the findings are

reviewed. Finally, phenomenology is introduced as a new philosophical underpinning

and methodology to investigate children's understanding of life and death.
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Chapter Two

CULTURAL PRACTICES AND RELIGIOUS TRAINING AS LIFEWORLD

CONSTRUCTION OF CHILD’S UNDERSTANDING OF DEATH

The present study is framed by the view of humans as engaged agentic and

embodied persons who both constitute and are constituted by their life world. Taylor

(1995) explicated this engaged agency as “an agency whose experience is only made

intelligible by being placed in the context of the kind of agency it is" (p. 68). A person’s

context is situated in a background of taken for granted meanings, habits and practices

which enables humans to grasp and understand their particular contextual situation.

Humans are constantly uncovering the meanings embedded in their shared cultural

background of meanings. Dissimilar to an epistemological emphasis on humans as

single atomic entities, in an ontological sense, humans are related to others and to their

world. Thus, the background constitutes and is constituted by humans. Taylor (1991)

called this relational way of being involved in the world a “dialogical self” (p. 304). In

this way, to grasp human's background is cardinal to understanding the meanings of their

actions, thoughts, experiences, and words. Herein, I should state only “trial” of grasping

because background meanings can never be made completely explicit and the condition

of any possible foreground attention requires a background. That is to say, when one

understands something, the background constantly constitutes it. Therefore, even when

one thinks to succeed in fully comprehending background meanings, that understanding

itself is derived from the background. Despite this “paradoxical status of background”

(Taylor, 1995, p. 70), in order to uncover Japanese children's everyday meanings of life

and death, I should attempt to lay their life world (background) out to certain extent.
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This is possible because taken-for-granted meanings are shared within a culture.

Therefore, in this chapter, I will discuss the following as life world: historical view of

death and religious training in Japan, and Japanese current attitudes toward death

disclosure and their communication style. Lastly, the existing six studies on Japanese

children's death notions will be reviewed in terms of their relationship to the life world.

Historical View of Death and Religious Training in Japan

As stated in the introduction, death is one of the biggest societal taboos in

current Japan. One may wonder when did this death avoidance start in Japanese

society? In other words, can the root of this societal attitude be historically traced?

Although Japan has been regarded as an almost homogeneous nation (Minami, 1995), it

is constituted by various cultures and belief systems described as “multilayered or fused”

(Sagara & Pickette, 1998). Yamamoto (1996) claimed that what is called Japanese

culture is an intertwined mixture of the following four cultures: (a) indigenous culture

(Shintoism); (b) Chinese culture (Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism); (c) Indian

culture (Buddhism); and (d) Western culture (Christianity). The Japanese belief system

is often addressed as pantheistic rather than polytheistic (Sagara & Pickette, 1998;

Shinnittetsu, 1989). Most Japanese celebrate the birth of children at a Shinto shrine,

have wedding ceremonies at a church, and bury the dead at a Buddhist temple, without

any religious conflicts. Kaneko (1990) explicated these Japanese religious rituals, in

comparison to Western monotheistic religiosity, as constituting “a more complicated and

differentiated extrinsic religiosity” (p. 3).

During the primitive period from ten thousand years ago till the 2" or 3" century

B.C. called the Jomon era, people mainly of high rank in the society were usually buried
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in the way of Kussou (their bodies were folded with their hands and feet bound) and their

graves were covered with heavy stones in order to prevent the sprits of the dead from

running loose on the ground (Hirayama, 1991; Shinnittetsu, 1989). Additionally, it is

inferred that the reason the survivors tended to damage Doguu (special dolls buried

together with the dead) or even themselves is to console the sprits and avoid being

haunted by the ghosts. Herein, death already seems to be linked with fear, particularly

of haunting and therefore the dead had to be sealed tightly away from the living.

In the following era, called Yayoi lasting till around the 3" century A.D., Japanese

people mastered rice cultivation, chose to live together cooperatively as a community,

and started making use of metal implements (Shinnittetsu, 1989). Their lifestyle in this

period established Japanese culture as agricultural collectivity, in strong contrast to

hunting communities. Animism is also assumed to have developed in this era by

people's increasing familiarity with the nature through agriculture and the introduction of

Northern Shamanism (Hirayama, 1991). That is to say, “people's lives are one part of

nature in which everything has its own life” (Hirayama, 1991, p. 217).

The burial style changed in this period. According to the Chinese historical

literature called Gishiwajinden published around A.D 3, with the oldest record of

Japanese society, people stayed with the dead body for days at home, did not eat meat,

and a principal mourner was expected to wail (Yamamoto, 1996). In contrast, relatives,

friends, and neighbors visited the house and had feasts on their own in order to try to

recall the spirit of the dead to the dead body. This ritual is called as Tamaogi, translated

as an invitation for a soul. After days when the dead body started to rot, the families

finally decided to bury it. After burying, they performed Misogi (ablutions) to purify

* *
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Kegare (the impurity of death). Yamamoto inferred (1996) that people might clean

themselves from the odor of the dead body. This purifying ritual is the origin of a

common saying to describe one characteristic trait of Japanese, Mizuni Nagasu, directly

translated as throwing into the water which means, “let bygones be bygones”. Later,

this bathing ritual was replaced by scattering the salt. On the whole, Yamamoto (1996)

claimed that Yayoi people were sufficiently optimistic about death enough to be able to

stay with the dead for a certain time and also noticeably practical in their attempts for

resuscitation by feasts. However, one should bear in mind that the view of death as

impure originated in this period.

Around the 4" century, an emperor unified all of the small independent countries

into one nation, Japan. Simultaneously, the interchange between Korea and Japan

started. In the early 6"century, Confucianism was introduced through Korea and had

great impact on Japanese moral views and lifestyle (Shinnittetsu, 1989). The virtue of

benevolence to others such as filial piety, brotherly respect, and loyalty were emphasized

(Sagara & Pickett, 1998). The doctrine of Confucianism established Bushidou (the code

of Samurai), particularly their view of death after the 13"century.

In the first historical literature called Kojiki, written in the 8th century, there is one

myth describing the permeable border between this world and the afterlife in addition to

the Shintoistic belief in the spirits of the dead (Yamamoto, 1996). In Shintoism, there

are two types of spirits: Soryo (good spirits) and Onryo (bad spirits). Ancestor worship

is for these spirits, believed to be able to visit this world regularly and communicate with

the living. As long as a close relationship between the deceased and the survivors

remains, the spirits remain harmless, even supportive. However, once the living
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neglected the deceased, these spirits would take revenge by Tatari (haunting the living).

Klass (1996) regarded the core of this Japanese ancestor worship as “an expression of

human community that cannot be separated by death” (p. 58).

In the 6"century, Buddhism was first introduced to Japanese society from China

(Shinnittetsu, 1989; Yamamoto, 1996). While the idea of Umarekawari (reincarnation)

failed to root deeply in people's minds, the following two distinctive perspectives of life

and death revealed from the doctrine of Buddhism. One is Mujyou-kan, a sense of the

evanescence of life, and the other is Shukumei-kan, fatalism. Both views regard life and

death as pre-determined so that human beings have no power to influence and are

accompanied by the strong sense of resignation and the mournful tone. While

Buddhism spread widely over the nation till the 13" century, certain denominations

including the current three biggest sects were established. Jyoudo-shinshuu and

Nichiren-shuu value death and the afterlife more than this life. In contrast, Zen

(Soudou-shuu), which was later enthusiastically accepted and formulated into the

philosophy of Samurai, encourages everyone to find Satori (the truth of life and death)

through religious self-training and meditation.

Buddhist monks attacked the Shintoistic worship as superstitious, and with the

help of political power they gradually accommodated the idea of Obon (consoling the

spirits) and established the formal ritual ceremony in the middle of August. During

Obon period, the living celebrate the dead sprits’ temporal return to this world (Klass,

1996). Nowadays this original meaning of celebration is less prominent in the

population, however, it is quite common to take holidays for the reunion of the families

and relatives during this period. Additionally, in Obon time people tend to visit the
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ancestor's graves, clean them with the water, burn incense, place flowers, and Meifuku o

Inoru (pray for the spirit to rest in peace). There are certain areas where people still

keep the tradition and perform the rituals to welcome the spirits’ visits.

In the end of 13" century, political power shifted from the aristocrats to the Bushi

(Samurai) in Japanese society. Along with this historical change in politics, the

religious transition from Buddhism to Confucianism occurred (Yamamoto, 1996).

Around this period, in contrast to Mujyou-kan and Shukumei-kan, death came to be

viewed as manageable. In other words, Samurai became decision-makers of their own

lives. They began to Shuudan Jisatsu (commit suicide as a group) when they lost a

battle. Until the 17" century, Samurai became the dominant class in Japanese society.

The Samurai moral code, Bushidou, based on Shushigaku (orthodox

Neo-Confucianism) valorized martial spirit, loyalty, and the way of death (Shinnittetsu,

1989). In a famous textbook for Samurai, Hagakure, Bushidou was defined as how to

die. It says that Bushi (Samurai) should not consider survival, but only death. To be

able to die respectfully, Samurai must practice thinking of death every morning and night.

However, Kokugakusha (a body of scholars of ancient Japanese thoughts and

culture) criticized Bushidou for being negatively influenced by the foreign religion,

Confucianism, and advocated a return to Yamato Damashii (the original Japanese

perspective of death). These scholars claimed that Japanese used to be frank and

originally did not hesitate to express their own feelings about everything, even fear about

death. One of the most famous scholars in the Edo era, Motoori Norinaga, wrote that it

was the nature of humans to feel sad and miserable and deplore death (Yamamoto, 1996).

Christianity is the latest of the four main religions to reach Japanese society.
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The first Catholic priest visited Japan for missionary purposes in 1549. However, in the

17"century, Christianity was repressed and banned as a dangerous belief against the

feudal order by the Edo government (Shinnittetsu, 1989). To further repress Christianity,

the government forced all the Japanese to register with Buddhist temples for access to

gravesites. As a result of these burial regulations, Buddhism became the dominant

religious belief and more influential over politics, culture, and society in Japan,

surpassing Shintoism.

From 1639 to 1853 the Edo government Sakoku Seisaku (closed the country) to

foreign contact. All the relations with foreign countries were broken and any foreign

travel was prohibited during this period of time. After reopening the country, the Edo

feudal government was taken over by the Emperor Meiji. In this Meiji era Western

culture was introduced and adopted most actively and quickly. The modern Japanese

notion of life and death diversified under the great influence of Western science,

philosophy, and Christian belief. People began contemplating their own existence in

relation to the vast, eternal universe, again facing the meaning of death. As one of the

popular thoughts in this period, nihilism counts death as nothing and denies the afterlife

(Yamamoto, 1996).

Despite the rapid Westernization, the Meiji government attempted to establish

State Shinto, whose highest god was the emperor Meiji. Although the governmental

effort to keep Shinto as a national religion did not last, the linkage between the prevailing

ancestor worship and the emperor worship survived till the end of World War II (Klass,

1996). During World War II, under militarism, most Japanese worshiped the emperor

Showa as a living god and were taught to fight for him. Bushidou returned as a moral
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code of the Japanese soldiers and united with Shinto to encourage them to die for the

emperor. Tokkoutai (suicide bombers) were regarded as demonstrating the honorable

way to die, which was the same as Seppuku (hara-kiri in English) for Samurai in the Edo

era. At the end of war, the bond of the ancestor worship to the emperor was officially

cut off. During the post war period, the second largest wave of Westernization shook

Japanese traditions of cultural and religious practices. For instance, the traditional

meanings of ancestor worship became vague and the Buddhisitc rituals were less popular.

However, most people still keep Butsudan (home altars) and Ihai (memorial

tablets) at home for the worship of ancestors in mostly Buddhist style with some

exceptions of a Shinto shelf. Klass (1996) cited Offner's survey results (1979) on the

motivation and purpose of contemporary Japanese ancestor worshipping at home. The

most common answers were comforting / cheering, expressing gratitude, and maintaining

tradition, 81%, 65%, and 34%, respectively. Yamamoto, Okonogi, Iwasaki, and

Yoshimura (1969) claimed “The family altar would be your “hotline'... the relationship

would be continuous from the live object to the revered ancestor.” (p. 1663).

Thus, the home Buddha altar and the Shinto home shrine are symbols of the

continuity between the survivors and the deceased. In this way, “the wall between the

world of the dead and the world of the living is much more permeable in Japan” (Klass,

1996, p. 62). If so, one must again question the origin of the current strong death denial

in Japan despite this flexible interchange with the dead. May this blurred boundary

hamper people from holding a clear image of death and as result may this obscurity invite

an intangible fear of death? However, it seems more plausible to view this everyday

religious practice at home as a device of familiarizing people with death and a way of
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coping with death anxiety rather than a solicitation of fear. Furthermore, contemporary

Japanese are likely to start claiming themselves as non-believers (of any religion).

However, several cults have recently begun to attract particularly Japanese youth.

In short, as sketched above, the Japanese view of life and death has been

inextricably linked with their multi-layered belief system. The main four religions,

Shintoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Christianity, became fused and unbounded to

constitute a pantheistic belief system in Japan. Proportionately, this religious fusion

seems to obscure the views of life and death. None of these four belief systems

appeared to penetrate Japanese minds deeply enough to establish religious-oriented

perspectives of life and death. It might be because, as Yamamoto (1996) indicated,

Japanese tend to regard religions as mere rituals or habits but not as beliefs. The

religious rites and forms seem to be well taken and adopted easily by Japanese regardless

of their original dogma. On the whole, this historical review of Japanese notion of life

and death offers their varied and layered attitudes toward death, and this obscurity

mirrors the history of Japanese pantheistic and communal religious practices.

Current Attitudes toward Death Disclosure and Communication Style in Japan

Let us now turn our attention to the current situation of death disclosure in

Japanese society, in particular, the issues of death education and truth telling. The

notion of death education perse was introduced in 1982 by a German philosopher, Dr.

Alfons Deeken, in a series of Sei to Shi o Kangaeru seminaa (seminars on the notion of

life and death) at Sophia University in Tokyo (Sei to Shi o Kangaeru Kai, 1992). In a

seminal series of books, Deeken (1986) explicated the aim of death education in Japan as

the preparation for facing death of both others’ and one’s own death. To accomplish this,
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one should become accustomed to handling life and death issues in everyday life.

Deeken emphasized the aspect of preparation in death education per se, since preparation

caused better results in dealing with dying and death, and to die well meant to live well.

In 1982, the first Japanese association to address death issues, called Sei to Shio

Kangaeru Kai (Association of Thinking about Life and Death) was established by

Deeken and some attendants at the aforementioned seminar. Gradually this association

flourished, with 46 chapters across the country by 1999. Deeken pointed to 1986 as a

turning point for Japanese society, from death avoidance to death preparation. This was

started by clinical nurses who first realized its necessity (“Sense of Fulfillment,” 1997).

However, rather abruptly, in 1999, Deeken resigned as honorary president of Sei to Shio

Kangaeru Kai and established a new association called Tokyo Sei to Shi o Kangaeru Kai.

The alleged reason for his sudden withdrawal was that while Deeken kept emphasizing

the goal of death education as well-preparation for death and dying, the Japanese

executives at the original Sei to Shi o Kangaeru Kai began arguing that death was not

something that could be taught or prepared for, but instead the cooperative attitude of

thinking of death together should be valued and advocated (“Founder Deeken,” 1999).

This argument reflects the fundamental differences in cultural attitudes of grasping

human meanings of life and death in Europe (Germany) and Japan. That is to say,

Japanese tend to deal with death communally rather than individually, which is similar to

their pantheistic belief system instead of Western monotheistic religiosity. Additionally,

the skill of problem-solving, such as Deeken's perspective of better results brought by

good preparation, does not seem attuned to the Japanese preference for a vague, indirect

approach to the issues. These executive Japanese members' hesitation in being taught
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about death through direct verbal interchanges with concrete materials may be well

explicated in terms of differences in culturally embedded education systems.

Azuma (1994), one of the pioneers in cross-cultural studies on children's

education and socialization processes, described the Japanese traditional education

system as an “osmosis model” (p. 113), in contrast to the American and Euro-American

“instruction model” (p. 113). While the instruction model is based on verbal

communication through distinct roles as teachers and students, in the osmosis model

people are assumed to learn spontaneously and naturally from the surroundings / contexts

as long as they are set properly. In the osmosis model, many verbal explanations are not

necessary because people acquire skills and comprehend through observation and

imitation in surroundings filled with hidden meanings. Subsequently, the boundary

between teachers and students is not always clear because in many cases the environment

itself guides the students more so than their teachers can. One may be surprised at this

embodiment of phenomenological view of the world in Japanese education system.

Through this system, Japanese children practice the skill and enhance the ability of

unfolding embedded meanings in the world. Education is given in “the atmosphere” of

the provision of cues rather than the giving of directions. In this respect, Deeken's

aforementioned philosophy of death education is not attuned to the cultural tradition in

Japanese education. Therefore, certain Japanese members at the association may not

welcome Deeken’s idea of death education as derived from the instructional model.

In the late 90s, a few associations and networks were established such as Gakkou

ni okeru Seimeirinri Kyouiku Network (Network of Bioethics Education at School) in

1996 and Kodomo to Inochino Kyouiku o Kangaeru Kai (Association of Child and Life
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Education) in 1999. In 1998, after 1995's Hanshin Earthquake and 1997's atrocious

indiscriminate murders by a 13-year-old boy in Kobe, the Boards of Education in Kobe

city and Hyogo prefecture called for a special committee to advocate the importance and

urgency of life and death education for children (“Question for Dr. Alfons Deeken,”

1998). As a grass roots movement, several teachers have gradually started dealing with

life and death phenomena and bioethical issues in classes across the country. Moreover,

the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (MESC) recently determined that it

would introduce a new subject called Sougou Gakushuu (comprehensive learning about

human life) to the elementary and junior-high curricula. It aims to cultivate and

enhance children's creative understanding instead of traditional prioritized memorizing.

Intrigued by the new curriculum, more teachers want to come to grips with life and death

topics (Deeken, Kondo, Otani, & Suzuki, 2000). Simultaneously, the educators’

mainstream, deep-rooted, negative attitudes toward death education, such as the mention

of death may bring bad luck, were still pointed out (“Education of.” 1999).

In a discussion held by four leading personnel in Japanese education on life and

death (Deeken et al., 2000), Suzuki claimed that the Japanese cultural background should

be taken into consideration as the cardinal factor for defining the term, death, when it is

dealt with in classes and in framing death education. Kondo revealed the dilemma as a

professional advocate of death education and also a member of the death-denying society

in his following discussion. While stressing the indispensability of referring to death

phenomena in teaching about the preciousness of human lives, Kondo stated his

withholding of mentioning the term “death” at the maximum in education in order to

avoid shocking children. Instead, different “softer’ expressions, such as practice of
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parting or art of living, were raised as examples used often in his teaching. However,

simultaneously, Kondo indicated that these euphemisms might implant and enhance the

taboo impression of death in both children and adults. Thus, the negative view of death

is so deeply embedded in Japanese society that even professionally trained personnel tend

to think that the mention of death could hurt and shock children. In this way, the

perspective of death as a taboo seems almost unavoidable in Japanese culture. This

deep-rooted apprehension of the potential to traumatize children by death education

might be entangled with not only one's own fear of death but also Japanese view of

children, moreover, the Japanese ways of being in the world. In other words, the

Japanese characteristic, communal interdependence (Azuma, 1994; Kim, Hunter,

Miyahara, Horvath, Bresnahan, & Yoon, 1996; Minami, 1995; Sagara & Pickett, 1998),

and embedded intuition about guessing others’ unexpressed feelings and hidden

meanings of words (Azuma, 1994; Hasegawa & Gudykunst, 1998; Thompson, Klopf, &

Ishii, 1991; Sagara & Pickett, 1998) may supersede the logical understanding of the

significance of death education.

Fogel, Toda, and Kawai (1988) combined Doi's (1971/1973) breakthrough

exploration of the Japanese peculiar trait, Amae, that is, “to depend and presume upon

another’s benevolence” (Doi, 1962, p. 1) with Caudil & Weinstein's (1969) four-year

study of Japanese mother-child relationships. A noticeable difference in the view of

baby/child between American and Japanese mothers was attributed to differing societal

norms and cultural values. While American mothers tended to regard babies as

dependent and therefore raise them to become socially approved, autonomous adults,

Japanese mothers seem to view their babies as independent and trained them to become
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interdependent, to avoid disturbing conformity, one of the most respected Japanese

cultural values. Moreover, Clancy (1986) and Toda, Fogel, and Kawai (1990) reported

Japanese mothers’ strong tendency to empathize with the needs of babies and children in

the studies. Clancy (1986) found Japanese child rearing extremely permissive and

claimed that “Japanese adults do not really expect very young children to measure up to

cultural norms of self-restriction” (p. 239).

Negayama (1997) also reported on the Japanese baby-oriented nursing style in his

cross-cultural study with British baby-mother dyads. However, Negayama linked this

trait with the structure of houses in each culture, that is, the Japanese multi-purpose room

style and British separate room style. Negayama stated that Japanese babies tended to

stay with parents in the same space until at least one year old while British babies were

likely to be assigned their own space after six months old. While British babies were

invited as ‘guests’ to adults’ occupied places if necessary, Japanese parents shared their

space with babies and used it for baby-oriented tasks such as diaper change.

More than two decades ago, Kaizuka (1977) already noted the considerable

psychological closeness in Japanese parent-child relationships. From the view of rapid

urbanization, increasing nuclear family style, and decreasing number of children in

Japanese society, Kaizuka exhibited his observation of the transition in Japanese parental

view of children from “a heavenly gift” to “products made of their own will” (p. 53).

Therefore, parents tend to have difficulties in regarding children as separate beings and as

a result children became insecure in developing their own identities. Kaizuka claimed

that Japanese children seem to “proceed on their life course seemingly according to their

own desires but actually proceed according to their parents” (p. 53). Kaizuka's
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description still applies to current children's frequent expressions of their own existence

such as selfless or transparent (Ikeda, 1998) or of their stress in ‘playing a good and

obedient child'. Japanese parent-child “enmeshment’ has been grown and nurtured in

the culturally specific interdependence, Amae, to date. Thus, in Japanese society

children are nurtured by their needs being prioritized and fulfilled, and given a great deal

of protection, in order to become “relation beings' who enhance the conformity of the

community. Therefore, in the case of death education, if one risks disturbing conformity

in a community by hurting children's feelings through the mention of death, despite a

possibility of bringing improvement to a community, one may avoid this conflict and

abandon death education and instead choose to compromise along with the communal

wish. We will return to a more detailed discussion of this later in relation to Japanese

communication style, which is intimately connected to our tendency to avoid conflicts.

As sketched above, although Japanese societal attitudes toward death education

are in a transitional process, from the utter avoidance to the partial admission of its

significance under the current pressure of increasing incidence of juvenile crime and

suicide, may the Japanese still find it difficult to confront their communally shared fears

of hurting children by discussing death and of facing death and dying themselves?

These difficulties in addressing death education in current Japanese society

parallel the long-term cultural struggles for disclosure and informed consent in Japanese

clinical settings. Three decades after the former West German concept of informed

consent was first introduced to the Japanese legal domain in 1970, the notion of informed

consent continues to remain a focal point of arguments in the society. The main reason

for physicians’ reluctance to inform patients with malignant disease about their true
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diagnosis and prognosis is the fear of provoking patients’ emotional distress, which may

not only deprive patients of their sound decision-ability but also cause patients’ suicidal

ideation (Hattori, Salzberg, Liang, & Fujimiya, 1991; Hosaka, Awazu, Fukunishi,

Okuyama, & Wogan, 1999; Long, 1999). With the exception of the loss of

decision-making ability, this fear mirrors Japanese societal hesitation toward death

education to children. Long (1999) reported in her study of Japanese clinical settings

that the physicians’ concerns were not only for patients but also for themselves. The

physicians were uncertain about how to manage emotionally disturbed patients and how

to deal with negative judgments from their patients’ families. Again, the physicians’

fear of facing patients is comparable to Japanese parental and educators’ anxieties in

dealing with children’s reaction to the notion of death. Additionally, to stimulate

negative responses from parents is understandably threatening for school gatekeepers,

whose role is defined by the human relationships within the society. The adults’ own

ambiguous or even blank perspective on life and death issues may increase their

uncertainty about dealing with children who may hope to discuss these matters with their

most trusted parents, or may be shaken by the fear of death.

Moreover, Japanese communication styles shape the ways that Japanese have

applied Western notions of informed consent. For the first time, in 1989, the Japanese

Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW) and the Japanese Medical Association (JMA)

suggested full disclosure to terminally ill patients, including both the diagnosis and the

life expectancy (Seo, Tamura, Shijo, Morioka, Ikegame, & Hirasako, 2000, p. 106). Six

years later, the MHW published a commission report promoting the necessity of informed

consent. However, the adoption was recommended not by legislation but by cultural
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change (Long, 1999). Likewise, in 1996, the JMA acknowledged informed consent as

the cardinal part in trust between patients and doctors and emphasized the importance of

creating “a Japanese style informed consent in accordance with Japanese history, culture,

and national feelings” (in Leflar's English translation cited by Long, 1999, p. 32). In

the review of the Japanese historical movement of disclosure, Long (1999) described the

controversial arguments about the necessity in “Japanizing” (p. 32) the concept and

practice of informed consent.

In Japan, indirect communication is highly emphasized and valued (Clancy, 1986;

Gudykunst, Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, Nishida, Kim, & Heyman, 1996; Hall, 1976;

Hirayama, 1991; Kawano, 1989; Minami, 1995; Sagara & Pickett, 1998) to maintain

harmony, avoid confrontation, and remain polite. Such communication style is regarded

as high—contextual. Hall (1976) explained “a high-context (HC) communication or

message is one in which most of the information is either in the physical context or

internalized in the person while very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the

message” (p. 79). Furthermore, this high-context communication tends to occur in

collectivistic cultures (Gudykunst et al., 1996). Thus, verbal expression is less favored

and relied on as meaningful, “the more important the topic is, the less it is verbalized”

(Clancy, 1986; Inoue, 1986; Sagara & Pickett, 1998). While self-assertion,

self-revelation, and openness, which are highly appreciated in Western cultures, tend to

be negatively viewed as verbosity (Sagara & Pickett, 1998; Shinnittetsu, 1989), silence is

often valued as conveying more meanings than words do (Hasegawa & Gudykunst,

1998).

In Japanese society people are expected to read between the lines and the cultural
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training commonly starts at as young as two years of age in mother-child dyads (Clancy,

1986) and is continued at school (Oshima, Miyake, Dickson, Azuma, & Hess, 1982). In

particular, when a conflict is unavoidable such as one has to say, “No”, direct expression

must be the last choice in order to be polite and keep conformity with others. The

shared cultural practice of guessing others’ meanings and feelings, Sassuru, not only

helps people escape from awkward direct confrontations but also enhances this tendency

to avoid conflicts. Additionally, in the case of facing others’ potential requests, in order

to prevent them from feeling embarrassed by making a direct request, one must guess

their unvoiced intention and try to Omoiyaru (fulfill their needs with empathy) (Clancy,

1986). Doi (1971/1973) viewed this characteristic avoidance of conflicts as Amae

(dependence based on the fear of rejection from others). In this interdependence, the

self tends to be fused in relationships with others. In other words, people are given the

sense and meanings of self in their relationships with others (Kim et al., 1996). Thus,

Japanese moral values are rather formulated and limited within the relationships with

others rather than a universal code of absolute goodness and badness (Azuma, 1994).

“Others’ eyes’ are frequently applied to judge people's behaviors as the gold standard in

Japan. Additionally, Omoiyari (empathy) is even added to Japanese ethical training.

Therefore, in such a culture whose principles are reflected in reading minds and

avoidance of direct confrontation, it is not difficult to understand why full disclosure by

truthtelling still remains controversial and faces considerable hardship in being accepted

by the society.

In short, death education in Japanese society has to deal with intricate difficulties

within the circle of the Japanese osmotic educational tradition, underpinned by the
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cultural practices of guessing intent and avoiding conflicts. What does impact on

children's understanding of death in such a high contextual culture? What type of death

education should be pursued in this kind of culture? This project aims to describe how

death is disclosed to children in the sea of culturally embraced ambiguity and to

investigate the possibility for children to reduce unnecessary anxiety or fear about death

by being given the chance to uncover the meanings of their own existence through death

education. Finally, I will review the existing seven studies on Japanese children's

animistic tendency and their conception of death in relation to their life world.

Research on Sociocultural Aspect of Japanese Child’s Notions of Death

In Japan, early research explored children's animistic tendencies rather than their

concept of death. Researchers found links between the concept of life and characteristic

Japanese attitudes toward nature and society. Ogawa (1960) stated that Japanese tend to

grasp phenomena in a subjective, poetic manner rather than an objective, linear way. He

also pointed out that even some Japanese scientists held animistic views of nature. This

animistic tendency may have its roots in the aforementioned Yayoi era when people

became familiarized with nature through daily agricultural activities.

Hatano (1963) reviewed several classic studies on children's animism (Ogawa,

1951, 1960; Yorita & Fujiwara, 1957). The overall results show that children gradually

decrease the tendency to attribute a life to the non-living at the age of seven to nine. At

nine to 11 years, children begin to differentiate the non-living from the living. However,

children seem to hold an animistic view of fire, mountain, river, sea, clouds, wind, moon,

and sun until 11-12 years old. As they learn about scientific principles at school, they

finally abandon animism. However, at ages 10–12 years, children's animistic tendency
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increases through junior-high school. According to Hatano (1963) and Ogawa (1951,

1960), when children are about 12 years old, they start emotionally attaching to nature

and reflecting their notions of life on it. For instance, a 12-year-old child poetically

described, “The sea is alive without a life” (Hatano, 1963, P 168). In this way, animism

in older children is highly associated with the time when their artistic views diverge from

scientific standpoints and they develop their own world.

Hatano related this later animism to the Japanese language system. He indicated

that in Japanese language scientific terms and artistic expressions co-exist and are

vaguely mixed with each other. In particular, personification is favored to describe the

non-living, which may be partially derived from Japanese indigenous belief in millions of

gods residing in all things in the universe. Moreover, Yorita & Fujiwara (1957) reported

that their respondents used the term, alive, in two ways: alive as living and alive as “as if

it lives’. The vagueness of expression is allowed in Japanese language, and even

preferred in certain situations. Yorita & Fujiwara emphasized the importance of the

careful exploration of what children really mean by “alive’. In addition, both Ogawa

(1951, 1960) and Yorita & Fujiwara (1957) reported regional differences in children's

animistic tendencies: more children in rural areas held animistic views than those living

in big cities. Moreover, through all ages, girls showed more animistic views than their

male counterparts. Additionally, this early research revealed Japanese school-aged

children's animistic standpoints of 40 years ago.

Okada (1979) was the first investigator to connect Japanese children's animistic

views to their development of death concepts. In her first investigation, Okada

interviewed 810 individual Japanese children aged 4 through 12 in Sapporo, Saga, and
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Tokyo, Japan. The author focused on children's animistic views of the world and their

developmental acquisition of death concepts. Her results show certain differences from

the prevalent existing reports regarding children's tendency toward animism. Earlier

reports indicate that children aged 5 to 6 years have a stronger tendency to attribute life to

non-living things than children do in any other age groups and as they grow up, their

animistic views gradually diminish (Yorita & Fujiwara, 1957). However, in Okada's

study, the average rate of animistic standpoints for four- to five-year-olds was already low,

e.g., 30-40%, and this rate gradually decreases until the age of 10 to 11; at the age of 12,

the rate of animistic belief suddenly increases. More 12-year-olds expressed their

strong animistic views about certain things such as dolls, airplanes, and thunder than did

children in kindergarten. In terms of this ‘revival’ of animism, Okada agreed with the

qualitative difference between animism at younger age and animism after age 12.

Several other findings emerge from Okada's study. Four-to-five-year-olds had

already started to understand the universality and irreversibility of death. By the age of

six, more than 50% of children grasped these two components. However, results also

showed that 10-to-12-year-olds in Sapporo and Tokyo were least likely to acknowledge

these components. Unfortunately, the author did not explore this point in the text. The

notion of death as fearful is reported to gradually increase in children from 5 to 12.

However, the raw data show that this fear became suddenly less prevalent at the age of 12.

In addition, the children's variations in responses to certain questions in all three cities

were presented in the data, e.g., Will your parents die? Will you die? Do you believe in

Umarekawari (reincarnation)? If so, what do you think you will become? However, no

discussion of this diversity in the respondents’ answers is available in the text. Lastly
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the author stated there was no significant relationship between the experience of the death

of someone known by a child and the development of children's death cognition.

However, the simple comparison of the numbers of respondents in the group with death

experience and a group without death experience, who answered correctly to six

questions in one of 10 categories - 1) Are people alive? 2) Do people die? 3) Will you

become a grandfather / mother someday? 4) Were your parents babies? 5) Will your

parents die in the future? 6) Will you die in the future? - does not seem sufficient to

draw this conclusion. Although the research needed further theoretical exploration, this

21-year-old study should be recognized as a breakthrough in the focus on death, the

biggest taboo in Japanese society.

In 1983, the Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education conducted structured

interviews with 1872 Japanese children (82 five-year-olds, 1205 six-to-twelve-year-olds,

and 585 thirteen-to-fifteen-year-olds) about their notion of life and death in order to

explore children's tendency toward suicide, which has been increasingly frequent since

the late 1970's (Inamura, 1986, Miyamoto, 1986; Nakamura, 1994). With regard to

animism, it was reported that the children's overall animistic views start to decrease at the

age of seven to nine. At the age of 8 to 10, the reasons for discrimination between

living and non-living become rather objective, e.g., it breathes, it grows up. However,

in accordance with the former researchers, these children also reported that they seemed

to start recognizing “life’ in nature, not in the animistic sense, but rather in the artistic

view. Moreover, with regard to death concepts, children seven years of age and older

answered positively the questions; Do human beings die? Do animals die? In contrast,

children in junior high schools believed less firmly in this universality. More than 10%
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of children between 13 to 15 years of age chose the answer: “They may or may not”.

Inamura (1986) indicated the potential effect of the current occult boom in Japan on these

children's thinking. The belief in reversibility of death also increases in this age group.

Fourteen-point-four percent of 15-year-old boys and 26.1% of 15-year-old girls identified

death as long sleep or going far away, as compared to 11.4% of 9-to-10-year-old boys and

17.2% of 9-to-10-year-old girls. In addition, approximately 50% of children from 9 to

15 years of age expressed the wish to be ‘born again” (now or after death). However,

more than 70% of children in all age groups stated that they did not want to die and 85%

of all children expressed a fear of death. Even kindergarten children regarded death as

scary. This fear does not seem surprising, in light of human intuition. However, the

societal deep-rooted negative attitude might influence children's view of death.

Children differentiated between the non-living and the living and accepted the concept

that ‘life is limited' until the age of 8 to 10. Further investigation on junior high school

students’ unique vision of death is required.

In 1990, Okada (1988, 1990, 1998) applied Piagetian cognitive theory to her

second study focusing on developmental aspects of Japanese children's concept of death

and related factors. A structured interview was conducted with over 60 children in the

first to sixth grade, in Sapporo, Japan. They were divided into three groups following

the Piagetian developmental stages: that is, pre-operational, concrete-operational, and

formal-operational stage. Specific attention was directed toward the following five

components: discrimination between the living and the non-living (animistic views),

non-functionality, irreversibility, universality, and concept of time. Unmei(destiny)/

Sadame (fate) was the most common cause of death mentioned by children in the
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concrete-operational (46.7%) and formal-operational (58.8%) stages.

Fewer children at the pre-operational stage mentioned Unmei (destiny)/Sadame

(fate) as a cause (31.8%) following the most common response, “I don’t know’ (45.5%).

Disease, accident, and suicide, usually the most commonly presented causes of death in

existing studies, were poorly identified by children at all stages in this study: 13.6%,

13.3%, 5.9%, respectively. Although Okada attributed this result to a cognitive

developmental aspect, i.e. the children's acquisition of two sub concepts: inevitability and

universality, also correspond to the deep-rooted Japanese characteristic trait, fatalism.

Fatalism is intertwined with Japanese present- and even past-orientation. While

Japanese tend to cling to the past and keep consoling the dead's souls, they are likely to

resign themselves to Unmei (destiny) / Sadame (fate) regarding the future (Hirayama,

1991; Sagara & Pickett, 1998). Can children's unique standpoint of death be attributed

to cognitive development or cultural environment? Children are thrown into the world

at birth and grow up as being-in-the world. How do children continue to see the world

where the organic live and die while they themselves are changing rapidly?

Nakamura (1994) conducted a structured interview with over 205 individual

Japanese children from three to 13 years of age to explore their developmental

acquisition of death concepts: universality, non-functionality, and inevitability. One

focus was to investigate cultural characteristics of these children's conceptions of death.

With the comparison of the existing research results in mainly Western cultures,

Nakamura identified the emerging concept of Umarekawari (reincarnation) as a

characteristic Japanese trait. This concept was found to be gradually developed in six to

eight year olds. At the age of 12-13, 35% of respondents believed in Umarekawari
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(reincarnation). Interestingly, Nakamura attributed this belief in Umarekawari

(reincarnation) not to Buddhism, but to cultural and religious feelings in daily life that

allow children to imagine about the afterlife more freely. Further investigation is

required to explore whether this view of Umarekawari (reincarnation) is culturally

situated and affects these Japanese children's death concepts.

In 2001, Okada conducted a third study on the developmental aspects of

Japanese children's notions of death and related factors to investigate the potential

changes in perceptions of death among children today. Additionally, she attempted to

make this the basis for developing death education for Japanese children. Similar to her

previous studies, children were interviewed once and Piagetian cognitive theory was used

as the theoretical framework of the study. A total of 2662 children (846 in grades 1

through 3; 900 in grades 4 through 6; and 916 in grades 7 through 9) living in Hokkaido,

Kanto, and Kyuushuu were interviewed over a two-month period. Children's

experiences of death, such as the death of a pet, the loss of a loved one, and attendance at

a funeral, were reported to be comparable with children's experiences 10 and 20 years

ago, i.e. there has been no significant decrease in death-related experiences. In terms of

animism, it was discovered that children in the oldest age group (grades 7 through 9) had

animistic views. Additionally, children in this age group were likely to say, “I don’t

know” to the questions about irreversibility of death more frequently than the younger

children who were more able to grasp this concept. Okada attributed the confusion on

the part of the young adolescents to the recent development of modern medical

technology and the popularization of virtual reality games. In comparison, no

differences were reported in her findings of the current school children's perception of
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animism and formal notions of death, such as universality, immobility, and irreversibility.

More than 50% of them were aware of all three properties of death. In terms of the

afterlife, younger children were more sure about its existence. Of children aged

between six and eight, 90% positively mentioned the afterlife, whereas only 50% of

children aged between 10 and 12 mentioned the afterlife. The most frequently checked

items about the place where the dead go were “near God/god,” “heaven,” and “grave.”

The children were more likely to have negative images of death, such as unlikable,

fearful, lonely, and bad. The younger children aged between six and eight regarded

death in this way significantly more than did the older children.

In sum, these studies reported animism, fatalism, and Umarekawari

(reincarnation) as Japanese children's characteristic notions of life and death. All of

them have their origin in the history of Japanese religious adoption process. In this way,

children seem to interpret death phenomena by being thrown into the world in which

shared meanings are embedded. In other words, the notion of death infuses children

through their historical and cultural context. Furthermore, children’s fear of death

mirrors Japanese societal negative attitudes toward it. Thus, children’s lifeworld,

including cultural practices and religious training, helps to constitute their notions of life

and death.

Conclusion

This chapter illuminates how the Japanese children's world affects their

understanding of life and death. The historical review on Japanese perceptions of life

and death delineates their interwoven relationship with the pantheistic belief system in

the Japanese society. Moreover, the present state of death education for Japanese
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children is examined in terms of the issues of death closure and the peculiarities of the

highly contextual culture. Finally, the findings of the existing seven studies on Japanese

children's notion of death introduce the characteristics of their understanding of death.
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Chapter Three

QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF EVERYDAY UNDERSTANDING OF DEATH

My research aimed to reveal children's naturalistic, biographical, and historical

experience of death in daily life. Interpretive phenomenology framed the study as its

philosophical underpinning. Thematic analysis of children's drawings and stories was

conducted as interpretive accounts to unfold the everyday meanings of death to children.

In this chapter, I will briefly review the existing qualitative studies and my pilot study on

children's understanding of death to build a background understanding of interpretive

work on children’s notion of death. A discussion of research methods will focus on the

appropriateness of combining both drawings and stories rather than depending on

language alone to explore children's everyday understanding of death. Finally, the

research design will be described with the particular situated difficulties in conducting the

present study in the Japanese society.

Review of Qualitative Findings on Child’s Understanding of Death

In contrast to the bulk of formal research reviewed in the previous section, only

12 studies focused on children's narrative understanding of death without imposing

predetermined components of the formal concept of death, i.e. universality, irreversibility,

nonfunctionality, and causality. These studies use various research methods to explore

children's idea of death: (a) semi structured interviews (Gartley & Bernasconi, 1967;

Lonetto, 1980; Wass, Guenther, & Towry, 1979; Wass & Towry, 1980); (b) drawings

(Lonetto, 1980; Nagy, 1948, 1977; Wenestam, 1984; Wenestam & Wass, 1987); (c) story

composition (Schilder & Wechsler, 1934; Tallmer et al., 1974); (d) written composition

(Nagy, 1948, 1977); (e) discussion stimulated by puppet & the narrated story (Seide,
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1983); (f) discussion stimulated by drawings & written composition (Nagy, 1948, 1977);

(g) diary analysis (Von Hug-Hellmuth, 1965); and (h) retrospective free-association of

childhood death experience (Carpio, 1959). Analyses were conducted primarily through

categorization of children's responses.

Emerging Meanings of Death

Let us start by examining the presented findings of the meanings of death to

children. Schilder & Wechsler (1934) claimed that children regarded death as

deprivation and aggression. Similarly, Carpio (1959) found that to children, death

meant “being taken away”, a departure to another world. While Carpio indicated that

children linked death with something dark, gloomy, and fearful, Schilder & Wechsler

(1934) argued that children seldom expressed fear in the discussion of death.

In 1979, Wass et al. reported six emerging categories of the definitions of death

by a 4-item semistructured interview conducted in a cross-cultural study between

American and Brazilian children. These categories include (a) the end of life or living,

(b) cessation of bodily functions, (c) a change of existence, (d) the soul's departure from

earth, (e) the loss of loved ones, and (f) other. Despite different cultural backgrounds,

the end of life or living was the most frequent definition of death used by the respondents.

Interestingly, the second largest category was (f) other. More than 20% of both

American and Brazilian children described death so diversely that their answers could not

be easily classified. The authors questioned whether it was even possible to categorize

all of children's definitions of death into those freely and uniquely revealed themes from

the study, and whether we can really grasp children's vision of death by imposing

predetermined components of death. One year later, Wass & Towry (1980) presented
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similar four emerging categories: (a) death as end of living; (b) death as cessation of

bodily functions; (c) death as soul's departure from earth; and (d) others through the same

strategy as their 1979 study in the research focused on the influence of ethnicity

differences on children's death concept. The results were the same as 1979 study.

Although the cultural background and racial status of the respondents were diverse, the

most indicated category as the meaning of death was (a) end of living and the second

category was (d) other. Unfortunately, in both studies no further explanation is given

regarding the meaning of category (a).

In particular, through children's drawings Wenestam (1984) and Wenestam &

Wass (1987) derived several categories of what death means to children. These

drawings were made in response to the question, “What came to your mind when you

hear the word, death?”. In 1984, Wenestam reported three categories among 112

children aged 4 through 18 years: (a) death as violence or aggression; (b) death as the

events after dying; and (c) death as the experience and the feeling of dying. In category

(b), religious and cultural symbols such as God, angels, devil, cross, churches, skulls,

skeletons, graves and coffins were depicted. The theme of category (c) was “the nature

of death and the process of dying” (p. 339) and illness, old age, and loneliness were

frequently indicated in the drawings. In 1987, Wenestam & Wass conducted the same

procedure on the study of a total of 316 U.S. and Swedish children aged 4 through 19

years. In this study, six categories with 10 content-specific qualitative variations were

found. They are: (a) reiterative, i.e. lack of understanding of death; (b) cultural and

religious practices and symbols; (c) causes; (d) Christian concepts of afterlife, i.e. heaven

or hell; (e) emotions; and (f) the nature of death. Category (b) included drawings with
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and without the dead. Category (c) included both non-violent and violent causes. In

category (e), death was depicted through someone in an emotional crisis of sorrow, horror,

and anxiety. Drawings in category (f) described death in an abstract manner and were

divided into three following groups: (1) embodiment of death by personification; (2) both

positive and negative abstract attributions of death such as peace, freedom, emptiness,

and nothingness; and (3) death as the starting point or the transition to the new life. The

authors evaluated reliability of the results through inter-judge agreement among four

colleagues, two American and two Swedish. The consensus in this categorization was

reported as .85.

In terms of the tone of children's understanding of death, Schilder & Wechsler

(1934) and Gartley & Bernasconi (1967) agreed that children grasped death in a realistic,

practical, matter-of-fact way. Gartley & Bernasconi (1967) gave the examples of

children's answers to the question, “How can you tell when someone is dead?”

Children responded with “You hear it on the radio” or “You see them in the coffin” (p.

82).

In addition, children's tendency to understand death as a person was discussed

among several studies. Lonetto (1980), Nagy (1948, 1977), and Wenestam & Wass

(1987) agreed with children's tendency of personification of death in order to deal with

death itself and also the rituals related to the dead. Nagy (1948, 1977) introduced two

types in children's personification of death: death as the reaper and death as the dead.

However, Gartley & Bernasconi (1967) did not find personification in their study. They

attributed its absence to children's acquisition of heaven and hell concepts due to the

religious training provided at school.
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Notion of Death and Notion of Life

Schilder & Wechsler (1934) developed their argument of children's notions of

death in relation to the notions of life. However, the authors never really looked into the

children's notions of life. They used the expression, “notion of life”, once in the

conclusion, but without providing further explanation. The researchers claimed that

children were unable to consider their own death because children lived in “a

comparatively foreshortened world of time” (p. 448) and they could not incorporate the

notion of death in their fundamental idea of life. Since children lived moment by

moment, what was current at each moment comprised all of their experiences. In this

sense children do not live far into either the past or the future. Thus, “the appreciation

of time does not seem to be in any way linked to the notion of death” (p. 448). Tallmer

et al. (1974) also discussed children's inability to hold another's perspective. In other

words, children's vision of the world is so restricted that they are unable to combine

other’s feelings and experiences with their own feelings and experiences. However, in

contrast to Schilder & Wechsler (1934), Tallmer et al. (1974) attributed this children's

“limited’ world to cognitive development at Piagetian egocentrism level. Contrary to

Schilder & Wechsler (1934), Lonetto (1980) established a cyclical model of birth and

death in children's perspective. Lonetto argued that while young children tended to hold

the cyclic vision in which the notion of life and death were interchangeable, older

children and adults were more likely to view life and death as distinctively separate

phenomena. In this linear perspective, life and death are no longer in continuum but

opposite. Instead, causal explanations infiltrate as the result of “a rigorous socialization

and educational processing” (p. 167). Furthermore, the animistic-magical thinking
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tolerated in a circular perspective was abandoned “in favor of logical-causal modes of

analyzing the events of the world” (p. 168) with children's acquisition of “the nature of

external time” (p. 168). Thus, in Lonetto's work, not only the relationship between the

notion of life and the notion of death were explored as children's views but also the

notion of time was taken into consideration.

Developmental Aspect in Child’s Understanding of Death

Let us now turn our attention to the emerging developmental aspects in the

qualitative findings. Seven studies addressed developmental features in children's

everyday understanding of death. For instance, Von Hug-Hellmuth (1965) reported that

children differentiated the self from the dead at the age of four years and three months.

Gartley & Bernasconi (1967) addressed seven years as the turning point to become able

to view body and soul separately, enabling children to understand about heaven, hell and

purgatory. Lonetto (1980) delineated developmental changes of children's conceptions

of death as a transition from cyclical to oppositional perspectives of life and death. At

the age of 6 to 8 years, children started looking for causal explanations of death. While

children aged 3 through 5 years regarded death as separation from their mothers,

12-year-olds began to think of death in abstract terms and depicted few or no activities in

drawings of death.

The following studies referred their developmental findings in children's death

notion to Piagetian cognitive theory. As previously reviewed, Nagy introduced three

developmental phases of children's notion of death from children's drawings. Similar to

Lonetto's findings, children under five years old were found to interpret death as sleep or

departure. When children reached nine years, they began to view death as “the
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cessation of corporal activities” (p. 25). Nagy's study results paralleled children's

animistic tendency framed in Piagetian cognitive development theory. Similarly,

Tallmer et al. (1974) discovered that older children were more likely to have a realistic

and causal approach toward death and the distinction between animate and inanimate.

While the researchers supported the Piagetian contention of age-related development in

the notion of death, we should recall that Piaget himself did not discuss children's death

conceptions but children's cognitive development.

In addition, Wenestam (1984) and Wenestam & Wass (1987) presented

developmental features from the contents of children's drawings and linked them to

Piagetian perspective of children's cognitive development. For instance, in 1987

Wenestam & Wass reported that six to nine year old children drew immature depictions

of death, accidental and violent death causes, visible bodies in caskets, and cemetery

figures consistent with the level of pre-operational understanding. However, in

Piagetian theory, this cognitive level is found at a younger age, ranging from 2 to 7 years.

Similarly, the middle childhood group, age 9 to 12 years, drew motifs of present emotions,

Christian beliefs in the afterlife, and cultural and religious symbols, attributed to the

concrete operational cognitive level, though this cognitive level is generally found in

7-to-11-year-olds. Lastly, nature or essence of death was depicted by 14-to-16-year-olds,

identified as abstract cognition in Piagetian terms, but originally found in

11-to-15-year-olds. Unfortunately, Wenestam & Wass (1987) failed to provide further

explanation of how closely these thematic contents correspond to children's cognitive

development in Piagetian theory.

This failure to clearly link these themes to Piagetian cognitive theory raises
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several questions. For example, how does the ability of scientific, causal thinking relate

to the categories describing the nature of death, such as personification, and positive and

negative abstract attribution including serenity and emptiness? Scientific thinking may

not allow the space for these reported imaginary, creative visions of death phenomena in

children's understanding. Despite the researchers’ triumph in the process of letting

children freely express their notions of death, the authors draw the conclusion rather

conventionally within Piagetian cognitive tradition.

Pilot Study

In this part, I will present my pilot study conducted in fall 1998 and illustrate the

interpretive findings on how children actually think and feel about death.

The purpose of this project was to describe the healthy Japanese school-aged

children's lived experience of understanding the notions of life & death, in their terms,

through their concerns. The specific objectives were:

To identify the qualitative similarities and differences in the healthy Japanese

school-aged children's grasp of the notions of life and death regardless of the length of

their stay in the U.S.

To investigate the potential of sociocultural influences on the healthy Japanese

children's grasp of the notions of life and death.

These objectives revealed aspects of shared Japanese cultural background that influence

children's conceptualization processes.

This study was designed as an exploratory descriptive study. Eight Japanese

school-aged children whose mean age was 8.75 (range from 7 to 10) were recruited from

a Japanese after-school program in a large city on the West coast in the U.S. and a church
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in a large cosmopolitan city in Japan through network sampling. All but one participant

were female. Selection criteria included children from six to twelve years who did not

suffer from any physical / psychological illness and who understood spoken Japanese.

Additionally their parents were able to verbalize their full understanding in the study

purpose and design. The eligible children were divided into three groups according to

the length of their stay in the U.S.: never (2 respondents), 3 years or less (3 respondents),

or more than 3 years (3 respondents). All parents’ nationalities were Japanese except

for two children’s fathers, both American.

The data were collected through the interview with the children conducted

primarily in a quiet, secluded room in a university library. Children were requested to

draw a picture about life and another about death, followed by a brief unstructured

discussion. At the end of each 50 to 90 minute interview, a parent was asked for the

approval of re-contact for the second interview. With parental permission, all but one

interview were audiotaped. The interviews were conducted for two and a half months

from November 1998.

Using phenomenological thematic analysis (Van Manen, 1990) as the

methodology, I interpreted the children's life world through their drawings, their silences,

and with much help of both, their words. Often during interviews the children remained

silent or offered one-sentence replies. Thus, their words alone were insufficient to

interpret the children's meanings.

Both parents and children were assured of confidentiality, anonymity, and

privacy to the greatest possible extent. Tapes, drawings, and notes were distinguished

by code numbers and first names (some drawings were fully named because of the

}
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participants’ wishes). These materials were only accessible to the investigators.

Overall Impression

At the end of my first turn of interviews from all the participants, I was still

quite amazed at the diversity of their angles to capture these two phenomena, life and

death. For instance, their first answer to the question of death ranged from causalities

and situations, e.g., illness, suicide, and no existence of earth, to conditions, e.g.,

immovability. All the sources of those responses were also various, e.g., the current

popular television shows, the recent dream, the talk with a parent, the impending birth of

a baby, etc. In addition, the answers showed their various achieved developmental

levels among this almost homogeneous age group (7-10 yr). Even at the same age their

responses were sometimes quite different from the developmental aspect. The

following were my working hypotheses regarding children's multiple perspectives on life

and death phenomena:

1. Children's notions of life and death may emerge through their everyday

concerns that vary dramatically between children.

2. The diversity of children's notions of life and death may be derived from

their particular situation as developmental beings in the school-aged phase.

3. The various understandings of life and death may be caused by the

multiplicity of these phenomena themselves as "fundamental existential themes" (Van

Manen, 1990, p.101).

All of these hypotheses seem inseparable in terms of children's situatedness and

the "grounding level of human existence" (Van Manen, 1990, p.101). As indicated

above, all of them explain the diversity of children's grasping notions of life and death.
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During interviews, I often found myself agreeing with the children's

considerably different perspectives of these phenomena. I myself also have

incorporated various aspects in grasping life and death through my situatedness such as

my culture, ethnicity, family history, and current experience of staying outside of my

homeland. Thus, although I found considerably diverse themes emerging throughout

my study, I will limit the discussion to one common flow of thought among the

participants.

A Flow from Life to Afterlife

Life and death are opposite.

Death is described as the phenomenon opposed to life. Children seem to place

these two phenomena symmetrically. For example to represent life, one girl drew a

picture of a birth of baby, which her family was expecting at the interview time, while

drawing a picture of her father's funeral to depict death, base on her imagination (her

father is alive). Thus, not only the words in interviews but also the drawings showed

her grasping life and death as opposites.

Life and death are successive: transitional process.

Although children seem to conceptualize life and death as opposed to each other,

six children beautifully unfolded their notions about the transition between those

phenomena. These children regarded life and death not as a disconnected or unfilled

gap, but rather as successive and transitional.

Dying --- Moment of Death --- Period of Being Dead

After these aforementioned themes emerged, i.e. life and death are two sides of a

coin, opposite but connected, I focused on the exploration of children's thought patterns
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as segmented, fragmented, or connected. In other words, do children have separate time

notions about death? I will unfold the participants' notions of dying, the moment of

death, and the period of being dead emerging most frequently through their drawings and

words.

Two children seemed to have the notion of dying. In the interview, one child

distinctively disclosed her notion of dying as prolonged suffering, possibly reflecting her

own father's process of dying. Three children seemed to have the momentary notion of

death. In particular, one child described death as a dead end. In other words, nothing

comes after death. There is no afterlife in his concept. Two children seemed to have

this continuous notion of being dead following 'the moment of death'. In her drawing of

death, one child delineated “being-dead’ by positioning one girl who died at hospital in

the lower sky with God waiting for her in the upper sky. She died elsewhere, went up to

the sky, and is now in the sky but not yet revived. This notion of

after-death-before-revival appears to be equivalent to being dead. One child seemed to

have the inseparable notion of ‘the moment of death’ and ‘the period of being dead’.

This participant described “dying’ as the process of losing energy to the fusion state of

death followed by the revival in heaven. Thus, use of those time notions commonly in

“the adults’ world” varies from child to child. No participant showed all three notions

separately or all together, and some didn't describe any of those notions at all.

Transformation after Death: Heaven vs. Hell

All but one participant affirmed the notion of “the afterlife”. After death occurs,

dead people and/or animals revive in heaven if they were good while being alive.

Except one child all the children described heaven as a pleasant place for the good while
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hell as fearful punishment for the bad. Two children articulated a clear distinction

between the dead and the alive, that is, the dead people cannot revive or come back to the

world where people live. Interestingly one child vividly unfolded her notion of cycle of

life, i.e. second life / Umarekawari (reincarnation), which may be inferred as culturally /

religiously (Buddhism) specific. Lastly two children developed a dualistic notion of

body / soul for the process of revival in heaven after death. The body rests under the

ground or becomes soil while something indicated as still the person or the animal itself,

e.g., “he” or “the dead animals”, goes to heaven. Although they didn’t name this

something as soul, from the adult's perspective, I regard it as an entity clearly

differentiated from body.

Summary

Thus, in this small study healthy Japanese school-aged children appear to

diversely grasp these most existential phenomena, life and death, through their concerns

in everyday life. Although their angles to capture those issues vary considerably, one

common pattern of thought emerged among all the participants, that is, “a flow from life

to the afterlife.” First, my participants seem to grasp life and death as two sides of a

coin, opposite but connected. Second, children mentioned the time notions of “dying”,

“the moment of death”, and “the period of being dead”. Emergence of those notions

depends considerably on each child. There were children who didn't describe any of

them at all. Third, almost all the children seem to grasp the notion of transformation

after death to be revived in heaven. On the whole, as described above, children’s

emerging notion of life and death as a flow from life to the afterlife, is what

Merleau-Ponty (1962) called “a temporal style of the world” (p. 422).
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There is a temporal style of the world, and time remains the same because the

past is a former future and a recent present, the present an impending past and a

recent future, the future a present and even a past to come; because, that is, each

dimension of time is treated or aimed at as something other than itself and

because, finally, there is at the core of time a gaze, or, as Heidegger puts it, an

Augen-blick, someone through whom the world as can have a meaning. (p. 422)

Thus, we are able to make meanings out of time only by living through time. Without

being lived, time does not exist. Time cannot be time without any content. Thus, we

are time and time is us. These findings cannot be generalized without further research

on larger population in longer period. However, this project offers a start that may shed

light on grasping children's notions of death in their terms.

In sum, qualitative studies successfully unfold children's everyday

understandings of death. These preliminary results show that children's everyday

understandings of death differ markedly from the logical-causal properties of death.

Traditional formal approaches to the study of children's concept of death, that frequently

employ predetermined components such as finality, irreversibility, universality, and

inevitability in terms of adults’ mature view of death, may possibly fail to grasp

children’s “free” thoughts about death phenomena or their everyday narrative

understandings about death. In addition, the conception of death is not unidimensional.

Moreover children’s ability to understand death in an abstract adult-like manner does not

always indicate their active engagement in thinking in that way (Noppe & Noppe, 1997).

The imposed cognitive perspective might set the wrong norm for child’s understanding of

death when these results from this operational approach are acknowledged as the only
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meanings of death to children. The indication of the level of children's acquisition of

these limited properties of death may designate one aspect of children's grasp of the

notion of death but certainly does not reveal children's narrative encounter of death in

everyday life. In particular, interpretive phenomenology suggests exploration and

description of what death means to children from their perspective in their context. This

approach allows us to explore children's realities through their lived experiences that are

left out by decontextualizing reductionistic methodology of traditional natural sciences

and the overly rational constructs of death drawn from Piagetian cognitive development

theory. Interpretive phenomenology also opens up the possibility of flexibility through

the recognition of pluralistic truths.

Drawings and Stories as Interpretive Accounts

For the larger study, the data were collected through children's drawings

followed by participants’ commentaries based on the following assumptions:

1. Drawings are more accessible to children than their developmental language

skills enabling children to exhibit their deeper understandings of death and life more

effectively than limited verbal expression could do.

2. Drawings more closely reflect children's concerns than do their words and

therefore offer a more direct representation of the person.

3. Drawings, in other words, visual symbols, may have more commonalities

across the cultures than language has, which may enhance the intelligibility of the present

study results through various cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

Let us start by considering the first assumption. Compared to adults, children

can possess limited verbal ability to grasp meanings. However, as stated at the
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beginning, in this study children's developmental process is not perceived according to

the prevailing Piagetian sense of cognitive development. From the ontological

standpoint, it is rather because children have not yet lived through as much life as adults

have that their practical understanding of death may dramatically differ. Meaningful

situations await children to experience them. Similar to adults, children are thrown into

meaningful contexts because the situations are always ahead of them. Therefore, what

is called development in phenomenology is to discover these meanings embedded in the

world by living through as a whole experienced existence. “Language takes on

meanings for the child when it establishes a situation for him” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p.

401). Thus, the world constitutes us and simultaneously is constituted by us.

Considerable numbers of researchers acknowledge the advantages of drawings

in children's studies. Anthony (1940), Klepsch & Logie (1982), and Widlöcher (1990)

addressed the advantage of children's drawings from a developmental viewpoint.

Drawings enable children to express themselves before speech and writings skills are

learned. Bertoia (1993), Hammer (1985), Klepsch & Logie (1982), and Wohl &

Kaufman (1985) emphasized children's drawings' potential to explore their thoughts,

feelings, values, attitudes, and personalities more deeply than their words could. In an

analogous comparison between children's words and play, Weininger (1979) found the

difference in the findings of children's understanding of death between children's

interviews and play. Children presented more developed ideas of death through their

play than through their verbal answers. Moreover, Hammer (1985) and Klepsch &

Logie (1982) stated that children's drawings were even able to unfold what they could not

mention or would not mention. Lystad (1974) reasoned that drawings could provide
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children with more natural environments and tasks and give them an opportunity for free

expression. In addition, children are used to drawing and can enjoy it. Lonetto (1980)

also mentioned that drawings are able to pave the way for open discussion with children

about life and death issues developed in fantasy and myths. In other words, children's

experience of everyday understanding of these phenomena may be revealed through their

drawings.

Secondly, the following assumption, that drawings are more “vividly” involved

with children's concerns will be examined. In phenomenology, concern is defined as

what matters to humans. In other words, concern determines the way humans engage in

the world, because humans act for the sake of their concerns (Benner & Wrubel, 1989;

Chesla, 1995). Thus, concerns make certain aspects of a situation salient and lead to

action in the situation (C. A. Chesla, personal communication, December, 1997). On

the whole, concerns show the way that humans exist in the world. Lonetto (1980)

designated that drawings are graphical representation of children's concerns. The

drawings of children “are filled with selected elements that are chosen for their

importance and meaningfulness” (Lonetto, 1980, p. 48).

In addition, Widlöcher (1990/1995) acknowledged the communicable aspect of

drawings. It is argued that drawings are able to open up the avenue for “the place” from

which children's associations, meanings, and feelings are derived. Herein, Widlöcher's

term, “the place”, seems equivalent to ontological sense of concerns. Moreover,

Widlöcher (1990/1995) continued that this “place” is difficult to explore through mere

exchanges of words with children but is approachable by children's own explication of

their drawings. Especially for shy and quiet children, drawings may be effective aids to
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express themselves more deeply and openly. As a result, researchers are given the

opportunity to investigate these children's concerns closely. Klepsch & Logie (1982)

also addressed drawings’ unique potential for the direct expression of meaningful things

and events for children, which is sometimes disturbed by elaborated modification through

verbal and writing skills.

Let us now turn our attention to the last assumption about drawings’

commonalities over the cultures. However, we should also bear in mind that, because of

human's thrownness into the world, what is exhibited in drawings, that is, concerns may

become meaningful within cultural practices. Thus, drawings seem to present dual

potentials for researchers to identify broader background meanings common among

humans and simultaneously uncover shared cultural meanings. Therefore, it is not

surprising that the researchers investigating children's drawings tend to more or less

agree that the meanings in drawings are possibly interpreted as both universal symbols

and at the same time cultural specific representation (Bertoia, 1993; Cambier,

1990b/1995; Lonetto, 1980; Widlöcher, 1990/1995). Bach (1990) wrote:

Pictorial reflections of basic expressions...are fundamentally the same

everywhere, irrespective of race, place, or time, though they can be modified in

detail by the individual or different environments. (as cited in Bertoia, 1993, p.

18)

Steward, Furuya, Steward, and Ikeda (1982) noticeably illustrated this duality of

interpretation in drawings. Forty-one Japanese children (mean age 5.9 years) and 33

American children (mean age 5.0 years) were asked to finish drawing in the pictures of

the Outside/Inside Body Booklet for a cross-cultural comparison. While a considerable
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number of cultural differences were found in children's completion of the outside figure,

only a few differences emerged through the task of the inside figure. In terms of the

outside body drawings, American children tended to be more descriptive in many parts

than their counterparts were. The researchers attributed these noticeable differences in

the outside body to the reflection of Barnlund’s (1975) identified “public self” in both

cultures:

Japanese appear to reveal less of themselves both verbally and physically,

manifesting what he termed a “more limited public self’ while Americans

appeared to reveal more of themselves, thus manifesting a larger facial

expressions, physical animation, and gestural flamboyance. (Steward et al.,

1982, p. 100)

Thus, it is natural that American children living in the society with its emphasis on

appealing through the outer body showed detailed concerns in depicting the outside body

while Japanese children experiencing the societal/cultural values in both inside and

outside body drew both equally. Subsequently the similarities found in the inside body

drawings are explicated as children's essentially same experiences through sense organs

independent of different cultural backgrounds. In this way, drawings afford spaces for

both human common experiences and culturally specific meanings.

In addition, researchers stress the importance of multiple-measures approaches

such as drawings and observations to explore the meanings for children. For instance,

Klepsch & Logie (1982) stated that “...no one technique can adequately assess child's

personality, perceptions, values and attitudes...Drawings should be supplemented with

information from another projective measure” (p. 11).
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In sum, children's drawings have the rich potential as a qualitative methodology

to explore children's notions of life and death a more structured empirical approach fails

to reach. Drawings may open up the possibilities to closely and deeply investigate

children's concerns in relation to life and death issues and to interpret the meanings

described on paper in terms of human conditions and cultural practices. Van Manen

(1990) indicated the importance of human science to recognize that “the truth-experience

made possible through...paintings...may be reflected upon phenomenologically, and thus

imported into phenomenological writing” (p. 114). In relation to this experience

through drawings, Cambier (1990a■ 1995) speculated the ontological relationship among

drawing as an action, drawings as the result of an action, and objects drawn in drawings.

It is claimed that drawings are who drew them. It is because drawings are made by lines

as the result of my action and my action is myself, my existence, my thoughts, and my

expression of the momentary emergence in me. At the same time, drawings are the

descriptions of objects. Therefore, the relationship between drawing as an action and

drawings as the result of an action is the closest as compare to other symbolical

communication systems.

Research Design

Introduction

Through centuries and in the modern world, open and public discussion of death

remains one of the greatest societal taboos in Japan and elsewhere. In public, death is

not seen, talked about, nor heard. This tendency to deny or be silent about death has

been shared by health care professionals, maybe even more by the general population.

In striking contrast to perceiving death as the “end”, children are regarded as the symbol
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of the future and as such are expected to be kept as far as possible from death. Children

and death are simply incongruent in everyday understandings and public discourse.

Therefore, the combination of death and children is regarded as the least popular, the

most avoided theme in both research and practice domains. However, children are part

of a ‘better’ future where people can maintain their physio-psycho-socio-spiritual well

being, and should be given the opportunity to ponder over life and death issues as a

counter to their private fears unchecked by disclosure and discussion. To think about

death guides one how to live a life. Death is inseparable from life as its final stage.

Authors in the modern thanatology movement affirm that death is “a natural component

of life” (Swain, 1979, p. 357-358). To die well possibly brings one the feelings of living

well: “If there is no concern about death, there is no need to formulate meaning of life”

(McIntire, Angle, & Struempler, 1972, p. 532). Especially health care personnel, whose

professional goal is to support others’ well being in life, need to scrutinize death as a

meaningful phenomenon.

Therefore, my study was framed by the following research question: What does

death mean to Japanese children? The research was designed to reveal children's

thoughts and feelings about death and make these children's concerns accessible to

personnel who plan and conduct death education. In particular, I planned to shed light

on the current ambiguity concerning death disclosure and discussion, e.g., should a child

be told about serious illness by nurses or other health care workers when they care for

children who have a terminal illness, or by their family members. My wish as a

Japanese researcher is that this study will enhance public understanding of the necessity

of death education and advocate it for the children who live in this death-denying Society.
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In the near future, I hope the study findings will be employed as a basis for creating death

education from children’s viewpoints, in other words, in children’s terms.

Study Aims

This research explored healthy Japanese school-aged children's lived experience

of grasping notions of life and death without employing any pre-determined components

of death concept such as finality, universality, and irreversibility. How do these children

acquire the notion of death through their daily life? The objective of this study was the

following; To identify qualitative similarities and differences in the healthy Japanese

children's grasp of notions of life and death in comparison with the existing research

findings on other ethnic / cultural populations.

Underlying Premises

The first premise was that Japanese children are likely to conceive of life and

death phenomena in rather different ways than Western children do as reported in existing

studies. It is because Japanese children are thrown into the culturally, socially,

economically, and philosophically unique world as the basis for their daily life.

Children’s view of death is intertwined with the meaning of death to the whole society

and traditions in which they live (McWhirter et al., 1983).

The second premise was that children may see death phenomena in a different

manner than adults do, yet legitimately within their own sense. At least children are

more open to express their thoughts about death than adults are, and they often present

their ideas in fantasy (Lonetto, 1980). Children's ideas about death may not be fully

captured when adults’ standpoints are imposed on them, especially when aimed at

measuring children's level of maturity.
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Researchers will only be able to grasp children's vision of death by unfolding

“what the children themselves mean by what they say about death” (Wenestam, 1984, p.

344). Wenestam (1984) continued that children's understanding of death is not “a

unidimensional phenomena” (p. 344) simply measured by pre-determined components or

concrete ideas of death. These adult-like standpoints on death prohibit researchers from

the further exploration of children's ideas of death (Wenestam & Wass, 1987).

Historically the investigators tend to apply the following three components, universality,

irreversibility, and nonfunctionality, as the markers of a mature understanding of death in

their studies. However, these components’ empirical validation has been rarely

investigated (Speece & Brent, 1996). Additionally, this type of research design is based

on the assumption that all adults must have a mature and final understanding with regard

to death phenomena. Moreover the question remains what is maturity in terms of the

acquisition of the concept of death.

Background

The Current Situation in Japan on Death and Dying Issues relating to Children

The literature search revealed that only five systematic studies have been

conducted on the Japanese children to date (Nakamura, 1994; Tokyo Metropolitan

Institute of Education, 1983; Okada, 1979, 1988, 1990, 2001). No studies employed

qualitative approaches and only one study used a conceptual framework to guide the

study. On the whole, the progress in this research area seems noticeably slow. This

state is intertwined with the Japanese societal attitude towards death phenomena,

described previously. However, there are various ways for children to collect

information about life and death issues even though families, educators, and health care
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professionals try to avoid discussing death with children. Given children's exposure to

death in the media and in everyday life, it is difficult to support the idea of protecting

children from any death notions by keeping silent and believing that children would not

notice death at all. In addition, Japanese society has currently confronted various issues

related to life and death, e.g., the indiscriminate murders by a 13-year-old boy, a series of

brutal homicides by 17-year-old boys, school-aged children's continuous suicides due to

severe bullies at school, and the worst suicide rate of 40–55 year-old-men due to the

economic crisis in 1998. The successive increased number of juvenile delinquencies,

especially atrocious crimes, since 1995 is reported as the fourth peak in the postwar

period following three earlier peaks of juvenile crime in 1951, 1964, and 1983

(Murayama, 2000). In fact, these changes have occurred so rapidly in recent years that

people tend to have difficulty in grasping what is happening to their society, themselves,

and how these dramatic changes affect their thoughts and emotions. In this situation,

people gradually begin to pay attention to the work of a few pioneers such as Prof.

Deeken at Sophia University in Tokyo, who has emphasized the value of death education

for children since the 1980s. Moreover, a few teachers have started teaching life and

death issues individually at schools in various prefectures.

Thus, this research is aimed at exploring healthy Japanese school-aged children's

lived experience of grasping conceptions of death without employing any pre-determined

components of death concept such as finality, universality, and irreversibility.

Significance

This study was the first systematic qualitative study exploring how Japanese

school-aged children grasp the phenomena of life and death through their lived
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experiences. This study aimed to:

1. Delineate children's everyday understandings of life and death using

naturalistic descriptions of children's drawings.

2. Describe children's lived experiences in the context of their notions of life

and death in order to increase insights about children's view of life and death phenomena

in daily life.

3. Explore Japanese children's everyday understandings of life and death and

evaluate them compared to: 1) current child development theories; 2) societal norms and

expectations related to death awareness of children; 3) cross cultural research on

children's notions of life and death.

In particular, through encouraging drawings and conversations, children had

permission to talk about their thoughts and feelings and ask questions, whether or not this

topic was a societal/cultural taboo. The background assumptions of this study were

that children might experience anxieties triggered by exposure to death and violence in

the media, yet children might not have avenues to discuss their anxieties in their everyday

life. Therefore, to have open dialogue on life and death issues with children may be

effective to in reducing unnecessary fears about death in their mind. It is hoped that in

the future, findings from this study will be employed to facilitate the establishment of

environments where children are given opportunities to express their curiosity and fear of

death and to discuss them freely without feelings of any imposed inhibitions. Lastly,

through comparison with the existing study results in non-Japanese cultures, e.g., Lonetto

(1980), Wenestam (1984), and Wenestam & Wass (1987), the findings of this research

will lead interventions in the Japanese children across the cultures. Thus, this study
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paves the way to the further cross-cultural research and enriches interventions.

Methods

General Study Design

This is an interpretive study guided by interpretive phenomenology.

Sample

Healthy Japanese elementary school-aged children (6-12-year-olds) were

recruited through network sampling in the Tokyo area. The recruitment procedure is

discussed in the next section. Inclusion criteria for selection only focused on age,

nationality, and health status. The age range was determined based on the considerable

number of study findings indicating the age of 6-to-7 as pivotal in acquisition of notions

of life and death (e.g., Gartley & Bernasconi, 1967; Nakamura 1994; Okada, 1990).

More than one child from the same family was included since the research aims at

exploring each child’s unique experience of grasping the notions of life and death in daily

life.

Demographics of the children.

Although 20 potential participants were contacted by a key person in the

community, four children did not participate in this study. Their reasons for withdrawal

are as follows: two fathers were concerned about the potential risk of the interview

questions hurting the children; one child was reported to express his or her fear of being

asked about death in the study; and one child caught mumps just before the first interview.

Details of recruitment are discussed in the next section.
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Table 1

Grade, Age, and Gender

Grade Age (year-olds) Girls Boys Total

2 7-8 1 1 2

3 8-9 4 3 7

5 10-11 2 4 6

6 11-12 0 1 |

Mean age 8.93 7 9 16

Further demography in detail are provided in Appendix A and B.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria for selection:

1. Children will be six to twelve years of age.

2. Children must understand spoken Japanese.

3. Parent(s) are able to verbalize their full understandings of the study purpose

and design.

Exclusion criteria for selection:

Children who suffer from physical / psychological illness diagnosed by medical

professionals. These children were excluded from the project due to the sensitivity of

the topic of the study.

Subject Recruitment and Initial Contact

Network sampling was employed as the recruitment method. Having failed to

find a way of recruiting interviewees from public elementary schools in Japan, in the

summer of 1999, the present study plan was discussed with a minister’s wife at a church
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near Tokyo. I have known her for 10 years through my own church connections and it

is through her that I was introduced to the principal of a mission school near Tokyo. I

asked for support in recruiting participants from his school, in addition to any public

schools with which he might have a close connection. I was given the opportunity to

explain my research to the parent representatives at this school in December 1999 and I

was also invited as a key-note speaker at a one-day conference in May 2000. The

information sheet with the consent form, which contains the study overview, was
*-

distributed to the minister’s wife, the principal, the vice-principal, the parent ---
representatives, and the conference attendants. In September 2000, I was asked to give º º ---

- *

the parents more time to think about the study. In December 2000, the principal --* ~ *

***

informed me that a couple of the public schools he had contacted had declined to . . …?
* *** *** -

participate. Simultaneously, the minister's wife told me that there were “ups and —i

downs” among the parents about participation in the study and some people decided not * *
****** *rººms

to participate because of the written informed consent. Most of the teachers and parents - .*
-

º
* * ** -->*

–3
seemed to withdraw in this period. Therefore, I started seeking another avenue and

asked about the possibility of recruiting through the minister’s church, to which a certain

number of students at the mission school were affiliated. By March 2001, the minister’s

wife had contacted church attendants and friends in the community and distributed the

aforementioned information sheet with the consent form among them. By April she had

successfully collected a total of 20 potential participants (five children attend public

school). In May, after our discussion of the timetable for data collection, she started

asking all of the participants’ parents, mostly mothers, about their availability for

interviews and about a suitable location.
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In June 2001, I was given permission by families for me to contact them by

telephone. The schedule of the first interview with each child had been arranged by the

minister’s wife before my initial contact. After receiving names, phone numbers, and

contact addresses, the questionnaire about family history and death-related issues at home,

such as how the family handles death, was sent to these families for completion prior to

the first interview. The questions are listed in full in Appendix H, I, J, and K. This not

only gave the researcher an opportunity to glean background information to prepare for

the interviews with sensitivity, but also gave parents the opportunity to express their

concerns and make requests to the researcher, if any.

After returning to Japan at the end of June, the first introductory phone calls

were made to briefly explain the study purpose and procedure, and to confirm the date

and place of the first interview. No special requests were made for the meeting with just

the parent(s), usually the mother, before the first interviews with the children. Mothers

were also reminded to send the completed questionnaire back to the researcher before the

meeting and to bring the information sheet, which they had been given by the minister's

wife. Stamped, addressed envelopes were provided for ease of return.

At the beginning of the first interview, after introductions, the researcher read

through the information sheet with parent(s), explaining the study in detail, and

answering any queries. When the parent agreed to support his or her child’s

participation in the study, it was requested that he or she give the oral consent as legal

guardian. Parents were not asked to sign a consent form because written consent is not

culturally acceptable in Japanese society. At the end of the first meeting, if in

agreement, a second interview was scheduled.
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Consent Process and Documentation

With further approval from Committee on Human Research (CHR), the parents

of the participants were not asked to sign the consent form but to give oral consent. The

study information sheet, which was the same as CHR’s suggested official consent form

without the signature section and without mention of the use of a tape recorder, was

distributed, as mentioned above. With regard to not mentioning the use of a tape

recorder, in my pilot study it was strongly recommended by the teachers that I should not

write about it, but that I should talk about it in the first meeting, to avoid provoking

unnecessary fear among the parents. However, I proceeded with CHR protocol, which

made some parents uncomfortable. Therefore, as with the written consent, with the

further approval from CHR, I did not include this information in the written form.

Children were also asked if they would like to participate in the study after the

researcher explained the purpose and the procedure of this research in an age-appropriate

manner at the beginning of the study, such as “Hello, X. I am Miharu. Do you know

why you are here today? If “yes,” ask why and by whom the child was informed. If

“No,” continue as follows: “You will be asked to draw a picture and chat about it. Can

you do that for me?”. Only if each of them agreed was the study conducted. At the

beginning of and during each session, children were assured that they didn’t have to talk

or answer questions if they didn’t want to and also that they could withdraw from the

study at any time.

Data Collection

Period for data collection.

Parents first requested that the whole period of data collection be limited to the
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school summer vacation from July 20 to August 31. However, they later changed their

minds because of family trips and cram schools. Therefore, I arranged for a

three-month period of data collection, from the first week of July to the first week of

October 2001.

Schedule for interviews.

Each participant was interviewed three times. The first interview was aimed at

building rapport, asking to draw one picture about either life or death at a participant's

choice, and exploring his /her notions of the chosen topic. The second interview was

aimed at giving both the child and researcher an opportunity to clarify or expand the

responses in the first interview, asking the child to draw another picture about the topic

left from the previous session, and exploring his /her notions of it. The third interview

was aimed at clarifying, expanding, confirming the information gathered from the first

and second interviews, and closing sessions. The detailed explanation of each interview

will be discussed in later sections. The first interviews were conducted during the first

three weeks of July. The second interviews were conducted from the first week of

August through the third week of September. The last interviews were conducted from

the third week of September through the first week of October.

Procedures of interviews.

The procedure for interviews was the following. After the aforementioned

explanatory process and the agreements acquired from both children and parent(s) for the

participation in the study, a parent (mother) was requested to leave the room with the

permission of the child. Most of the children were fine without a mother's presence

during the study. However, mothers were asked to stay in a place where the child could

-
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reach them if necessary. Only two children (sisters) needed their mother to stay in the

room with them. Therefore, I asked her to stay.

Particularly, in the first interview in order to establish rapport with a child, the

session was started by asking “ice-breaking” questions such as “How is your day so far?”

“What did you do today?” “Did you have fun? By what?” or “That's a cool/pretty

T-shirt! Do you like it?”. After a few minutes of conversation, warm-up questions

were asked such as “Have you ever thought about life / death?” “Have you ever heard

the words, life / death?” “How did you feel at that time?” “What did you think about

at that time?” “Have you ever had any experiences of death or dying?” or “Have you

ever seen anything related to death?”. Subsequently, children were asked to choose one

topic, either life or death, and draw a picture of the topic. The words, such as Ikiru (to

live) and Shinu (to die) were carefully employed instead of the words, such as Sei (life)

and Shi (death) in terms of the age-appropriateness. Plain paper and crayons were

provided. During a child's drawing, the researcher observed his /her motions, facial

expressions, sighing, and level of concentration. After finishing drawing, the participant

was requested to give an explanation of the picture. The researcher started asking about

the given commentary to explore what a child meant. These questions were carefully

formulated as open-ended as possible in order to pick the child’s “free” notions from

his/her own perspective by not leading the child’s answers. After each interview, I spent

5-10 minutes with the child and his /her parent(s) debriefing about the experience by

thanking them for taking the time and also asking questions such as “How do you feel

now?”“Do you have any questions?” or “What are you going to do now?” “Will you

have any plans for summer vacation?”. Observational notes from a participant’s arrivaly p
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to departure, such as an appearance, facial expression, tone of voice, interactions with

parent(s), if they accompanied with child, were kept.

In particular, in the last interview as closure of the session, the participant was

reassured about how great (s)he did throughout the whole process and how wonderful to

have known him / her and also asked if there are any particular questions or things related

to the study that (s)he wanted to talk about. They were reminded that they could contact

Dr. Davies, CHR, or me for further questions in the future. A farewell gift (a ruler and a

ball-point pen) was given to the child. In two cases (brothers) in which their mother

was unable to come to the last session, a phone call was made to address all the

aforementioned for a closure.

As previously mentioned, interviews were conducted three times with each child.

The time duration for the interviews varied to certain extent due to children's response.

The first and second interviews took approximately 30-90 minutes. The third interviews

took approximately 15–40 minutes. Study sites were arranged at the participant’s

convenience. All the first and second interviews were conducted at each child’s house

where the child could relax and was facilitated to actively engage in his/her thoughts of

life and death in the familiar surroundings. Additionally, the researcher could acquire

much background information of each child's everyday life. The last interviews were

conducted at church with which all the participants were familiar. All interviews were

transcribed verbatim into Japanese. No money was paid to the participants of this study

due to cultural inappropriateness. In Japan, people tend to feel rather offended by being

given money to participate in the study. They may feel to be pitied by the researcher.
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Confidentiality of Records

Both parents and children were assured of confidentiality, anonymity, and

privacy to the greatest extent possible. Tapes, drawings, and notes were distinguished - - - ,

by code numbers and first names. These materials were only accessible to investigators,
- - - - -

although small segments may be used for educational or publicational purposes without

identification of respondents. Audiotapes of conversations will be destroyed at the

completion of the study.
*-

Data Analysis ***
• *-*...***

I interpreted the children's life world through their drawings, their silences, and º -:
- - - -

with much help of both, their words. Often during interviews the children remained
- -- ----

* ~ *-

º -

silent or offered one-sentence replies. Thus, their words alone were insufficient to - - -- º
* *** **** ----

interpret the children's meanings. º
H - *---

The three intertwined processes: paradigm cases, thematic analysis, and * * * … .
º raº----- - *

exemplars (Benner, 1994) were applied for interpretation of the study. In particular, º
º * - -

* * =

thematic analysis of children's drawings and commentaries was conducted based on the * *-5
following modified Chesla's (1994) suggested steps:

1. The completed notes from around five children were firstly reviewed for

the notion of life and death. - * *

2. An interpretive outline were formed, addressing lines of inquiry from both

the original research questions and the categories of interest that will arise consistently in

the data.

3. Each case of the first five children’s interviews were then examined in
-

detail, and the portions of text that will be relevant to each portion of the interpretive
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outline will be transferred to the outline, thus creating a new “coded” case file.

4. Cross-case comparisons continued throughout the whole interpretive process

with all the participants, intensifying after most cases are coded. (p. 172)

In each review of interviews, Van Manen's whole-piece strategy (1990) were employed:

(a) the wholistic or sententious approach, (b) the selective or highlighting approach, and

(c) the detailed or line-by-line approach (p. 94).

Paradigm cases are stated as non-reduceable whole of “a pattern of things that

go together in a particular way” (Chesla, 1994, p. 173) and continue to become enriched

by emerging themes. In the present study, a whole drawing sometimes served as a

paradigm case, vividly representing revealed themes. Exemplars extracted from texts of

children's spoken descriptions as well as their silence were the concrete detailed basis for

emerging themes. A portion or a line of commentaries or drawn object(s) were

presented as exemplars in the current study. As indicated at the beginning, through my

experience of the aforementioned pilot study, I applied these three approaches to

children's drawings, their silence expected as predominant, and with much help of both,

their words along with observations during a session in order to capture their life world.

The interpretation of children's notions of life and death was continued throughout the

period of writing up the dissertation.

Credibility of Study

Interpretive phenomenology aims to gain “a deeper understanding of the nature

or meaning of our everyday experiences” (Van Manen, 1991, p. 9). Thus, validation of

interpretive phenomenology is determined by whether the presented study results are

sufficiently close to the participants’ lived experiences. Therefore, the study requires
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the methodological rigor for the accurate description of lived experience.

1. Researchers should avoid making particular predictions and preconceptions

that may interfere with understanding the participants’ own meanings (Omery, 1983), or

conversely, researchers should make as many of their own assumptions explicit as

possible in order to challenge and examine these assumptions through actual dialogue

with participants (Benner, 1994). However, this latter dialogical approach may become

problematic with children as respondents due to their developmental ability of thinking,

expressing, and reflecting. Nevertheless, in this study, the drawings could be engaged

as a text and surprises were encountered by the researcher.

2. Through multiple data collection methods, e.g., individual, observations, and

drawings, researchers should be sufficiently involved with participants to establish a

dialogue with them, listening to their voices as the “embodiment and lived

understandings for a world and set of local clearings” (Benner, 1994, p. 101).

Researchers are required to remain hypothesizing, circular, and neutral (Chesla, 1995).

In this study, in addition to each interview with the children and their drawings, the

family history questionnaire, the background information from the key person in the

community, and the observational notes served as multiple resources for interpretation.

3. The inquiry, data collection (detailed narratives), and analysis should be

continued inseparably through the whole research process by continuously asking oneself,

“What do I know or see that I did not expect or understand before I began reading the

text?” (Benner, 1994, p. 101). This ongoing process facilitates researchers’ clarification

of the meanings of participants’ lived experiences and diminishes the level of the

influence by their own background meanings as distorting biases. Interpretation based
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on the aforementioned question was continuously conducted during the whole project

including the writing phase of this study.

4. The text derived from dialogues with participants should describe their

“everyday concerns and practical knowledge” (Benner, 1994, p. 112) leading us to their

“practical worlds” (Benner, 1994, p. 112). Transcribed dialogues enable multiple

reviews of these resources. As previously mentioned, all interviews were immediately

transcribed verbatim into Japanese for analysis.

5. “Follow-up hermeneutic conversations” (Van Manen, 1990, p. 99) with

participants provide the opportunity for both sides to clarify some unclear points left out

in a previous session, concentrate on and explore particular themes more deeply, and

share and confirm researchers’ interpretation as non-idiosyncratic. Similar to 1, these

follow-up sessions seem rather difficult for children as participants. However, in this

study, at the beginning of each interview, the participants were given the opportunity to

clarify or add comments to and confirm the researcher's interpretation of the previous

interview. Moreover, the third interview specifically focused on sharing the researcher's

understanding of the child's world of grasping the notion of life and death and exploring

it further. In addition, inter-judge agreements among committee members required

special attention throughout the analysis period.

6. In analysis, researchers should engage in reasoning and “increase their ability

to be reflective about their own background” (Benner, 1994, p. 103) such as their own

life experiences, values, religious beliefs, and with the most difficult culturally shaped

perspectives. Other experienced colleagues such as committee members should review

and critique the interpretive account to disclose potential blind spots of a single
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researcher (Benner, 1994; Chesla, 1995; Omery, 1983; Plager, 1994) throughout the

analysis period. In this study, the researcher's blind spots were indicated by regular

contact with the chair of the committee in addition to occasional meetings with other

committee members during the whole process of interpretation.

Potential Limitations of Study as Interpretive Account

There are several limitations acknowledged in interpretive phenomenology as a

research method. Interpretive studies require much involvement of the researcher which

may become time-consuming, both emotionally and physically exhausting, and possibly

expensive. This approach offers no predictions, because of its focus on retrospective or

current lived experiences in transition. In addition, researchers may slip from the

contextuality and temporality of the text and end up with “leveling to banality” (Plager,

1994, p. 81). However, the biggest concern of its limitations is, as stated above, the

inevitable preunderstandings of researchers based on their backgrounds, possibly biasing

the exploration of the participants’ true lifeworld. Similar to 6 in the previous section,

Credibility of Study, consultations with committee members during the interpretive period

was required to decrease this risk.

Potential Discomforts of Study

The following were potential discomfort concerns of this study:

1. A few children might experience agitation when they are asked about the

image of death that may not have been mentioned previously. However, care was taken

to minimize such risks by the following: 1) At the beginning of each interview, explained

to children that they can withdraw from the study at any point whenever they feel sad or

scared. 2) At the beginning explain to children that they did not have to talk about
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anything or answer to any questions if they did not want to. 3) During the study

observed children's responses such as fidgeting, nervous giggling, and keeping watching

outside carefully and in the case of manifestations of distress immediately asked children

about their feelings and stop the study. 4) Chose the least invasive / strong / simulative

words for explanations and questions to children, e.g., If a child keeps avoiding using the

term, death, the researcher will also use the term what (s)he uses. Also the researcher

constantly bore in mind to keep the questions in the open-ended style. As a result, no

children withdrew from this study. Although two children expressed discomfort once in

the middle of the interviews, both of them soon recovered and evaluated the project as

fun. To date, there have been no reports from the parents about their children in relation

to this study. Further details will be discussed in chapter 7.

2. A few parents might feel anxious about children's potential further queries

about death phenomena after the study. The researcher ensured parent(s) that she would

be available for follow-up discussion with them and their child about the interview and

consultation. Again, none of the parents contacted the researcher in terms of their

concerns about the children after the study.

Particular Difficulties of Study

Recruitment.

The recruitment process of this study was difficult, consuming energy and time.

As mentioned above, two years had passed before my initial contact with the families and

the children since my first attempts at recruitment from a mission school in Japan. I had

previously tried public schools and discovered it was extremely difficult to even meet the

teachers. Thus, religious-oriented private schools remained the only option, and I had a
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personal connection to this mission school. However, the process at this school was still

long and winding. Many “ups and downs” were continuously experienced throughout

the whole recruitment process and the initial contact period. One of the reported

reasons for the parents' hesitation to participate in the study was the official written

informed consent from the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). Not only is

the concept of informed consent novel in Japan, but the act of signing a contract is

uncommon. It does not form a part of everyday life. Therefore, it is not surprising that

merely mentioning the necessity of signing a consent form possibly scared parents away

from the study. In this way, the procedures of collecting informed consent forms needed

to be adjusted to Japanese cultural practice in order to help reduce parental anxiety about

the study. I submitted to CHR a petition for oral consent to participate in the research

study instead of conventional written consent and also requested eliminating the section

regarding the tape-recording procedure. CHR accepted both requests.

Uniqueness of children.

It seems to be an ongoing problem of how to apply interpretive phenomenology

to children who are less articulate than adults. There has been little research conducted

to date on the application of phenomenology to children as research participants. This

study’s focus is on the issues of life and death, which are difficult even for adults to

discuss. In the present study, art was used to connect children directly to what they have

in their minds and help them to verbalize these thoughts. Drawings also helped the

researcher to explore and confirm the meanings of children's words through drawn

objects.
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Language and culture translation issues.

The interviews on drawings and commentaries were conducted in Japanese,

transcribed in Japanese (partially in English), interpreted in both Japanese and English

almost simultaneously, and presented in spoken and written English. This process of

juggling with two languages may produce the potential risk of failing to explore and

present participants’ meanings as they were meant. Therefore, for the first segment of

interview text cited in each section of the findings chapter, I will provide both Japanese

interview texts and the translated English version to allow Japanese readers to participate,

though minimally, in the validation process.

Limitations

This interpretive study cannot be generalized. Rather, the findings of this study

need to be repetitively examined in larger, more various samples. Cultural and religious

diversities should be taken into consideration, especially it would have been desirable to

recruit more participants from non-Christian schools, especially since only 2% of the

Japanese population is Christians. Although gender differences were not focused on in

this study, they are recommended to be further explored in future research. If possible,

the numbers of interviews should be increased for more dense analysis. On the whole,

this interpretive account is not aimed to derive “total systems account or a single-factor

theory” (Benner, 1994, p. 101).

Conclusion

This chapter focuses on the methodological aspect of the study. The review of

existing qualitative studies of children's understanding of death shows the direction of

this project and the findings of the pilot study shape preunderstanding of the Japanese
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children's notions of life and death. Children's drawings and stories are specifically

discussed as profound sources of data collection and of further exploration of children's

perceptions. Research design is delineated with an emphasis on interpretive analysis

and its credibility. Additionally, the particular difficulties of the study and the measures

taken to cope with them are indicated. Lastly, the limitation of the study is addressed.
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Chapter Four

MEANINGS OF LIFE AND DEATH FOR JAPANESE CHIDLREN

One underlying premise of this study is that children may see death differently

than adults do, yet with their own legitimate perspective. The application of an adult's

predetermined, cognitive ideas of life and death, such as universality, irreversibility,

nonfunctionality, and finality, may not fully capture a child's notions of life and death.

In order to unfold children's notions of life and death, this chapter describes “what the

children themselves mean by what they say about death” (Wenestam, p. 344, 1984). All

participants expressed their ideas of life and death freely.

Meanings of “To Live” for Japanese Children

When responding to the question, “What does Ikiru (to live) mean to you?” the

children's answers were directly connected to their everyday lives. Their interpretations

of Ikiru (to live) were expressed in relation to what they saw, felt, and thought every day.

The meaning of “to live” for the Japanese children in this study has several dimensions:

(a) to live is to participate in daily activities; (b) to live is to feel; (c) to live is to be Genki

(high-spirited and active); (d) to live is to be with Minnna (others); (e) to live is to grow

up; (f) to live is to exist here and in this life; (g) to live is to have a well functioning body;

and (h) to live is to be given Inochi (life) by God.

(a) To Live is To Participate in Daily Activities

“To live” is defined by a child's own experience. Very few scientific or

intellectual definitions of living were offered, but rather the children attributed meaning

to the notion through participation in everyday activities and in everyday life.

Seikatsu (daily life)
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For example, “to live” is to watch television, to play soccer, and to move and

make noise. Regarding the theme of “what it means to live”, Tomo drew a picture of

a boy who is about the same age as himself, watching comedies on television and

having fun. Tomo expressed that the boy could watch television because he was alive.

Tomo added that he himself liked watching television, especially comedy programs:

I: What kind of person is this (in the picture)?
T: Well, a person who likes watching television.
I: /How old do you think this person is?
T. Um...same age as me (laughing).
I: /A boy or a girl?
T: A boy (laughing). //
I://Do you also like watching television?
T: Yeah.
I: Comedy programs?
T: Yeah!
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Thus, Tomo seems to have drawn himself doing his favorite thing in his own daily life.

He captures the meaning of “to live” from the perspective of his own daily life

experience. Indeed, he listed his own daily activities (Seikatsu, daily life) to answer the
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question of what the living do:

I: So what do you think the living do? I mean because, as you just said, this person (in
the drawing) watches television because he is alive?/So, is there anything else, that the
living---
T: Yeah...wakes up, gets up, ■ eats breakfast, goes to school, /studies,■ plays, /then
Naraigoto Shitari (after-school activities, such as practicing the piano and going to
cram school').

Another child, Tetsu, drew a scene of a soccer match at school to depict the

meaning of “to live”. One player tried to score a goal but the goalkeeper stopped it.

Tetsu explained he was the goalkeeper and his two good friends were also in the picture.

T. This (drawing) is about a soccer match. /One person tries to follow the ball. /The
ball came from this side (pointing at his drawing). Another person kicked it from this
side. /His teammates were here (pointing at his drawing). This person (pointing at the
goalkeeper) protects his goal. /These two (pointing at the figures in his drawing) are at
his side. /They ran and tried to shoot. / (But) this keeper caught the ball./He felt good
because he could catch the ball. He (the kicker) thought, “Oh, no!”/And these people
(a kicker's team mate) thought, “My goodness”./Those people (the goal keeper's team
mates) were relieved. And next, a match will start again and both of them will try to
score./They feel Tanoshii (happy), Kimochiii (good), and Ureshii (glad). No other
feelings./They play in a park, or at school.
I: Are you in this drawing?
T. (nodding) This one (pointing at the goalkeeper).
I: Any other people you know in this picture?
T. (nodding) This one (pointing at a player) is Nao. / That one (pointing at another
player) is X(other child's name).

He added that he often played soccer with friends and felt the same way the players in the

picture felt while playing soccer. In this way, again, the meanings of “to live” are

captured from the perspective of the child's own daily activities. Moreover, Tetsu also

listed his everyday activities as definitions of life:
I: So what do you feel when you hear the word, to live?
T: ...breathing/laughing,/getting angry/exercising...studying......... (long pause)
feeling pain, ......... drawing,/ playing with friends.

Later, he added two more activities, moving his own body and Koeo Dasu (making a

T

' 'tis quite common in Japan for children to go to places such as music school and cram school after
school. Tomo also goes to cram school after school. During the summer holidays, cram schools
provide Special courses, often quite intensive. Tomo mentioned his cram school bus would pick him
upright after the interview.
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noise by voice), to describe his meaning of “to live”:

I: Then can you tell me why you drew this picture (of playing soccer) for the theme of
“to live”?
T: Oh, because (the figures in the picture) move their bodies,■ and Koeo Dasu (make
noises with their voices).

Thus, when asked about the meaning of “to live”, these children connected their

definitions to their own daily activities. That is, “what I do in daily life is what it means

to live.”

(b) To Live is To Feel

To live is also to feel. Again, the children use their own experiences as the

basis for their descriptions and definitions. For example, “to live” is to feel happy, to

feel good, and to feel glad, just as one feels when playing soccer. As mentioned in the

previous section, Tetsu indicated that the soccer players in his picture felt Tanoshii

(happy), Kimochiii (good), and Ureshii (glad), just as he felt when playing Soccer.

Thus, to live is to be active and as a result, to feel good. “To live” is also to happily and

actively engage in daily activities with others, without conflict. Nao, Tetsu's best friend,

drew a similar picture. In his picture, person A, person B and a referee played soccer at

8:05 am. B kicked the ball and A jumped, not because he was trying to save the goal

but because he was so surprised. A referee was running to judge. When asked about

the feelings of the people in his drawing, Nao answered they were happy and on good

terms.

I: So how do you think they (the people in the drawing) feel now?
N: ... um... happy. /Anything else? Oh, um...they are happy and also getting along.
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In addition, Nao stated that “to live” brought happiness because of mobility.

I: how do you feel when you hear the words, “to live”?
N:... compared with “to die,” “to live” is definitely...um, I mean... if you are alive,
you are happy because you can move./(You can move) by yourself.

In this way, Nao's image of “to live” is happily and actively engaging in daily activities

without any conflict with others. The latter part of the statement (the lack of conflict) is

compatible with conformity, one of the strongest values in Japanese society where it is

socially and culturally expected that much effort be made to avoid conflict with others.

Lastly, “to live” is to be happy and feel hopeful about the future. Nami offered very

colorful descriptions about her artwork regarding life as exciting and fun. Living, she

said, was like the feeling of “taking a portion of cotton candy softly and touching it”.

Cotton candy is a sweet treat, often associated with fun in Japan (and elsewhere in the

world). To this little girl, life was sweet, gentle, and held the promise of more happiness.

She explained that the girl in her picture (see Figure C8-D) was three years old and had a

big smile because she had just been given Inochi (life) and felt happy and pleased to start

living and doing whatever she wanted, such as eating and making something with flowers.

Thus, she connects hope and possibilities for the future with the definition of “to live”.

In this way, “to live” is described by the children as being pleasant, joyful, and

happy. This feeling is closely linked with the aforementioned category, to participate in

activities, because the engagement in favorite daily activities brings happiness to

children.

(c) To Live is To Be Genki (high-spirited and active)

Several children incorporated the notion of Genki (high-spirited and active) in
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their descriptions of what it means to live. Rika, for example, drew her pet puppy called

Ellie because she looked Genki (high-spirited and active). Genki is commonly used to

describe being fresh, energetic, healthy, lively, and fine in Japanese. It does not mean

being healthy only in the clinical or medical sense, but rather indicates being

high-spirited and active. In school, Japanese children are expected to be Genki and this

word is often used to motivate children in the classroom. Therefore, the word may be

easily embodied by children and directly connected to the ideal state of being alive.

Tetsu used the word, Genki, to describe how a dying old man in his drawing used to be

before being admitted to the hospital.

I: So what do you think he was like before this drawing (pointing the drawing of “to
die”)?
T: Well, (he was) Genki, and woke up in the morning...and moved and also breathed.

I: ■ #v \e 437), 27-e L & #5, #f K Av, h,0) fi■■ (jä & ) 0)#[Hili P 5 ■ º 27- -
HH 5 PJ
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W) LTC 2 J

In this way, Tetsu recognized when this old man was not dying he was Genki

(high-spirited and active) and thus able to participate in his daily activities. In other

words, Tetsu associated the state of being alive with Genki. Thus, Genki is often used

by children to describe how people are when they live. However, we should bear in

mind that some children, such as, Tatku and Shin, noticed the fact that even a person who

was not Genki due to illness for example, was still alive.

(d) To Live is To Be with Minna (others)

Living is a shared endeavor that involves “togetherness” and communicating

with others. Life is not something that happens in isolation. To live is to be with other

living things. Living is a social affair, not an individual endeavor. Not only do
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humans share their lives, but so do animals, and they do so peacefully. Plants, birds,

trees, and flowers are seen as part of living together - that is, there is a bond among all

living things. The children seemed aware of life as “one,” an inherent understanding of

the common bond in nature among living things. Most children in the project drew

more figures with more colors for the theme of “what it means to live” than for the theme

of “what it means to die”.

The children indicated that an aspect of “living” is being with others. For

example, Mai drew a two-page picture to depict the flow of life, starting from infancy to

adulthood and also added adults in various occupations. In a later interview, she added

more figures including her best friend, Hana, flowers, trees, and animals to her picture

because all of them were “alive”. Lastly, at the top of her drawing she wrote the word

“happy” (see Figure 20-L). Thus, when seeing her drawing of “to live” full of living

creatures, the notion of togetherness emerges as her image of what it means “to live”.

Additionally, it is noticeable that her image of “to live” is also something pleasant.

Nami also added more figures to her drawing of “to live” in the last interview in

order to make a little girl, who was previously drawn in the picture, feel as if she was

with others on the earth.

[After adding some figures to her drawing of “what it means to live” in interview 1,1
N: Well, here, because it's sad if there's only soil, /(I) drew grass. /And the sun, the
moon,/ and a dog and a cat.
I:/Are there any reasons why you drew this dog, this cat, and other stuff?
N: Well... here on this earth, if you are alone, you are lonely.
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Sakura already answered at the beginning of the interview that her image of “to

live” was enjoying meeting with others and living with them without conflict, which is

similar to Nao's response as mentioned above. Thus, she designated togetherness as the

image of “to live”.

I: So do any images come up in your mind when you hear the words, to live?
S: Well... being glad./ For instance...being happy to see all... um... and living with
others happily is fun. That's all.

This remark of hers is “endorsed” by her drawing of “what it means to live”. She drew

a pair of giraffes and a pair of elephants who were happy being together and all four got

along with each other. She also mentioned that these animals also lived with other

creatures peacefully.

I: So now can you tell me about your drawing?
S: Under the blue sky, there are living animals, I mean, living wild animals. These two
(pointing to a pair of giraffes) are married... and they are happy, I mean, they are a
devoted couple. / Then this couple (pointing to a pair of elephants) is also devoted. /
Then...when they look over there, they find various birds or something/ and think,
“How cute!”
I: All right...then, you mean, there are various animals around here (pointing to the
space on the paper)?
S: Right. / I wanted to draw more but here are already elephants and others. There may
be too many (animals for this limited space).

Ken clearly remarked that the theme of this drawing about “what it means to

live” was Minna (togetherness). He drew human beings, animals, birds, insects, fish,

flowers, and trees as those who were alive.

I: Oh, you added a lot. (looking at his completed drawing)
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K:(laughter) Theme! (of the drawing)
I: Yeah?
K: (To be with) Minna (others)!
I: Is the theme of your drawing Minna 7
K: (nodding) Minna. / I tell you what. Well, birds, insects, trees, flowers, animals, fish,
and people, (I mean) human beings, all of them are alive. This is what “to live” means.

Thus, children identify togetherness as the condition for being alive, that is, “when you

are alive, you are with others”.

(e) To Live is To Grow Up

Another dimension of the children's perception of “to live” was Seichousuru

(growing up) through a sequence from infancy to adulthood. The children were clear

about how life began as a small being, progressed over time, and ended with death.

They realized that growth requires nurturance. For example, Rika explained why she

thought a potted plant was alive was that it grew up. Thus, the notion of growing up has

been obtained through her daily experience of cultivating plants.

I: So, Rika, what do you think of this (pointing out a potted plant by the window)?
R: It is alive.
I: Yeah, why do you think so?
R: What? Um, because it doesn’t wither./ And also because it is growing up...I think
that’s it.
I: Then why doesn’t this wither?
R: Because I water it, and give it fertilizer./There is also enough soil in the pot...I think
that’s it.
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Hana likes drawing very much and has her own secret drawing book. When

she added the notion of growing up to her previously listed definitions of “to live”,

simultaneously she showed one of her comic strips titled Seichousuru (growing up).

She drew a woman’s life starting as a baby and progressing through to the age of

seventy-eight. She stated that after reaching this age the woman might either live longer

or go to heaven. She clarified the meaning of Seichou’ as growing up.

I: Is there anything else that you think occurs when you are alive?
H: ...Seichou shiteiku’(we are growing up)./The title of this (opening her drawing
book and pointing out one comic strip) is Seichou.//
I://So what do you think happens when we Seichousuru?
H: Seichousuru means growing up.

Jun delineated how he obtained the notion of growing up through his story of

keeping a tadpole".

J: ...well, now I am keeping medakas...yeah, now I am keeping them, /Male and
female one. Also, I am keeping a tadpole. A long time ago, when I kept another tadpole,
I let it go because it became a frog. But then, when I went back to the field
again...there were tadpoles./Because tadpoles were there, I caught it again.
I: How big was it?
J: Just like this (showing the size by his hand).
I: Oh, OK...what should we feed tadpoles?
J: ...well, like fish powder,/fish powder at home.//
I: So, when you feed a tadpole, will it become big?
J: ... maybe...but, if you feed it fish food, it will become a frog. So, I think it will
become stronger.

I: So, now you are keeping a tadpole, right?
J: Yeah.
I: You said that in the previous interview. OK, so, what will a tadpole become when it
gets big?
J: A frog.
I: How do you think a tadpole becomes a frog? Like---
J: Um, hands and legs will gradually come out and (a tadpole) will become a frog.
I: All right, so hands and legs will come out? OK, then why do you think they will
come out?

* Seichou is a noun of Seichousuru
* Seichou shiteiku is a future tense of Seichousuru
4 Tadpoles are also common for Japanese children to keep as pets.
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J: Don't know, oh, wait. Because a tadpole Seichousuru!

The children's inclusion of “growing up” as a dimension of living was derived from their

experiences, for example, cultivating plants. Children realize that life ends, usually

when living things grow old. But, sometimes they see that death occurs earlier in life

and this observation is puzzling. The story of the mantis, which dies after laying its

eggs, puzzles Sae. She kept other pets, including snails, goldfish, ants, and drone

beetles in addition to the mantis. She noted the natural life cycle of all except the mantis

and wondered about it. Sae drew a picture of two goldfish she used to keep for the

theme of “what it means to live” and a picture of a Japanese drone beetle also kept by her

for the theme of “what it means to die”. However, Sae especially repeated the episode

of the death of the mantis in the interviews, that is, the mantis died after laying eggs that

never hatched. She even mentioned this experience in connection with the cage drawn

in the picture of a beetle as the one that had belonged to the mantis. Sae wondered for

long time why those eggs gradually became dark and the mantis’ babies never came out.

Thus, she witnessed the natural law, that is, the mantis replaced its own life with the eggs,

which were supposed to become new lives.

S: The mantis was kept for about two months. My granny and my sister found it on the
balcony and we started keeping it. (It) laid eggs and died.

S: Oh,■ um, I kept the mantis in this cage.
I:/You mean the same mantis which died after laying eggs? (Sae nodded)
S: Eggs are still sticking around here (pointing to the cage in the picture).
I: Oh, yes? (in a surprise) How are the eggs now?
S: Well, um, the same as being laid./ (I) have been wondering, like, why nothing has
come out?/ ‘cause it took too long.
I: Right, um, have any changes happened? Like a change in colors?
S: They have become a bit darker. But that's it.

It seems like part of her story is the realization that the eggs needed the right conditions

(or special conditions) in order to survive and grow, that is, living things need to be
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nurtured in order to survive and grow. Sae also witnessed that a group of ants entered

the cage of a bell insect and ate it. She thought it was because the ants were very hungry.

Thus, her experiences of the world of insects might also bring up the notion of death -- T.

caused by others to survive. Similarly, her sister, Yuki mentioned this notion rather - --

clearly in relation to her detailed observation of how the mantis ate spiders in order to

live. Through this idea in which lives cost other lives, they might also think that a life

was from one’s birth to one’s own death at the cost of others’ lives.

*_
(f) To Live is To Exist Here and in This Life ---

- **** **

Children grasp the meaning of “to live” from the pre-ontological view through º -:

their own experience of living. They often mentioned “being here” as part of the 3
-

* * *- a

definition of “to live.” By this, they referred to the place where the living reside. This
º

...” t

notion arose spontaneously and naturally in conversation. For example, Hana H - * --

assertively indicated the notion of being here as a meaning of “to live”. * * v
- rs ---rºy

I: Now, you’ve just finished your drawing of “to live.” What do you think “to live” ** * > !is? º -, - .
H: To live means to be here, I think. º * . .

I: To be here?/What do you mean by here? --- - * =

H: Here means here (pointing her thumb down to the floor). }
* ,

I: You mean your house?
H: No, the place where all the people are!
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Nami clarified that “here” means on the earth.
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N: Um, not being is to die, and being is to live.
-

I: Uh-huh, right. And where? *-

N: Like on the earth. L -

Rika contrasted her notion of being on the earth to her definitions of “to die”. --

I: What's the difference between being alive and being dead?
R: ...well...people who are alive/breathe/but dead people do not./ And...well...um,
people who are alive are on the earth and dead people cannot be on the earth any
longer. ** *

Ryo added an aspect of time, “now,” to his definition of “to live”. That is, he

described the notion of being on the earth by his drawing and stated the notion of being in
*_

Konoyo (this life) in the interview. In his drawing of “what it means to live”, Ryo drew _-
* *~~~~

a figure delivering a soul from heaven to earth (see Figure C16-L). He explained what º --- j:
--

-

happened on earth simultaneously was that a soul of an embryo in a mother’s Onaka º ----

(tummy) was just about to descend. Afterwards, this embryo will be born as an infant . . ...” :

and live his or her life. Thus, he illustrated the notion of being here as a definition of º-
H - * -

“to live” by drawing but later he also verbalized being (on the earth) “now” in the * = º
***** ------ º

following interview. -- _º
-

I: Is Yuh (his friend) alive? *- * * .
R: Yeah. - * - * =

I: What about you, Ryo? —5
-

R: I am alive.
I: What about Tina (Ryo's pet, a poodle)?

-

R: Yes, she is. All those who exist in this life are alive. ; :

Thus, this meaning of “to live” is derived from the existential fact of being in the world -

as living creatures. • .
7 -

(g) To Live is To Have a Well Functioning Body
-

I.
To live is to have a body that functions well physiologically, in terms of

movement, respiration, heart beat, brain function, digestion and vision. The children

5 Japanese children often use the word, Onaka, which basically means one's stomach, in order to
- * - -

indicate a mother's womb. --

º º
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defined living as more than these things.

Regarding his drawing of “to live”, Ken explained he chose to draw flowers

because they breathed and to draw fish because they could swim, in other words, they

could move their bodies. Later, in the interview, Ken also indicated having both active

heart and brain functions as being alive. Thus, a part of Ken's definitions of “to live”

falls into the physiological category.

[After Ken's listing what the dead cannot do]
I: All right, so what about people who are alive? For instance, as you said, the dead
cannot breathe, cannot move...what about people who are alive---
K: They breathe, and their hearts are functioning, their brains are functioning, too./ And
they can run and walk.
I: All right, hearts and brains. And what else did you say?
K: I meant, they could move their bodies.
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Rika also addressed biological aspects of “to live”, such as breathing, digestion,

excretion, circulation, having internal organs, and having the ability to open the eyes.

Her description was based on her experience of observing her pet's life and witnessing

the face of her deceased grandfather at the funeral.

I: (the continuing conversation of the excerpt mentioned above)/ So what can Ellie do?
R: She can move freely, pee, and breathe.
I: Right?
R: Well...what else? She has blood.
I: Good.
R: ...And, oh, she has a body, a heart, all the necessary things like these. I think that's
all?
I: What's the difference between being alive and being dead?
R: ...Well...People who are alive/ breathe/then dead people do not./...Well... um,
people who are alive are here in the world, and dead people cannot be in the world.
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I:/Are there any other differences between being alive and dead?
R: ...Who are alive. Oh, no, well... people who are alive open their eyes and dead
people do not./That's it.

Additionally, Tetsu depicted living humans’ communication ability (Koeo Dasu)

and mobility in his drawing of “to live”.

Children recognize “to live” is not just a human characteristic, but other living

things (animals, plants, trees, bugs, ants, birds, and fish) also are alive. One child

recognized that not all living things move; animals and humans are different from plants

in this way. Yuki first listed breathing and mobility as part of her definitions of “to live”

but later deepened her previous answer of mobility in relation to the difference between

the human and animal group and the plant group.

I: Then, the point you mentioned previously, that is, to be able to move by oneself, is---
Y: It’s only (applicable) when human beings are alive./Not (the case for) trees or
flowers, which stand./ (Is it applicable to) Animals or insects?/Like those, when you
see them, you can see them move. Like those who can move by themselves.

Again, personal experiences with animals, pets, or plants formed the basis for this

dimension of the definitions.

Thus, the physiological aspect is also captured as one category of the meaning of

“to live” by children through their daily experiences of living with other living things and

through their bodily experiences as living beings.

Most of the children’s definitions were derived from their own observations and

experiences, but formal teaching also contributed to the definitions. For example,

children who had learned about the life cycle in school mentioned that embryos are also

living because they have a heart beat and they digest nutrients. Children who attended a

Christian school referred to God in their definitions.

(h) To Live is To Be Given Inochi (life) by God

Shin has grown up in a Christian family and goes to church on Sundays with his
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younger brother, Nao, his parents and maternal grandparents. He has been educated in a

Christian kindergarten and school. He was accepted at a private Christian junior high

school for the next academic year. Thus, his life has been permeated with Christianity

both at home and school. Therefore, it is not surprising that his emerging vision of life

has a Christianity based orientation. His mother reported that he told her that he had

always been taught at school and church that God conquers death. When asked about

the definition of “to live”, he said that “to live” was to be given Inochi (life) by God in

addition to the ability of living a daily life, the ability to communicate with people, and to

have normal cardiac function. Simultaneously, he noticed that people who were ill were

also alive despite their lack of the mobility. In his opinion, Inochi was defined as the

source of a life and a prerequisite for living. It is given to a human being when God

plans to make him or her live on the earth. Thus, human beings are only able to live

when given Inochi by God.

I:/Why do people who are alive die because of disease or traffic accidents? (Diseases
and traffic accidents were addressed as causes of death by Shin in the previous section.)
S: Because Inochi is lost.
I:/So what do you think Inochi is?
S: Inochi is...what is necessary for living...um, yes. (answered slowly)/ And Inochi
is...the source of a life.
I: ...So, where do you think this Inochi comes from?
S: It is given by God. (in decisive tone)
I: Then, at the time when God gives Inochi to a person, he or she will become alive?
S: Um, not sure.
I: Uh-huh.
S: But, I think, yes, at the time when God gives Inochi (he or she will become alive).
I:/When do you think that is done?
S: Well, I think it is when/ God plans to/send me to this world.
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I:/Human beings become alive at the time when they are given lives by God, /does this
mean “to live” is to be given Inochi by God?
S: Yes, it does.

His experiences of the everyday world are simultaneously connected directly with the

notion of life. In particular, he mixed these experiences with his religious belief in his

definition of “to live”. This is understandable given his surrounding environment, as his

discovery of the world has been formed through Christianity. In other words, Christian

belief and religious practices, which have been taught in church, school, and at home,

were the tools for Shin to enter the world. Although he did not directly experience

receiving Inochi by God in the way that he experiences daily life, the idea of Inochi as a

definition of life could be regarded as being derived from his experience of uncovering

the world in terms of his way to grasp meanings in the world. Thus, the meaning of “to

live” to Shin has been held through both religious experiences and daily experiences of

uncovering the world.

On the whole, what it means “to live” to children are what the living do and how

the living are. These meanings of “to live” to children come from their daily
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experiences, physiological experiences, and spiritual experiences of living. In other

words, it is a familiarity with the everyday world. The emerging dimensions of these

meanings are based on their direct experiences in the world rather than on the less

tangible notions, e.g., embryos and God, learned at school, church, and home.

Moreover, “to live” is comprised of interrelated meanings. For instance, children feel

happy because of participation in their favorite activities in everyday life. Or, living

amicably with others makes children happy. Furthermore, children are Genki

-

(high-spirited and active) enough to participate in daily activities. In this way, the ~
children's perception of living is not univocal, but suggests that there are many º -:

interrelated meanings. It is, again, because their notion of “to live” is acquired through º
everyday life. In other words, what living means to them depends on how they are * --

º*
discovering the world. —i

Meanings of “To Die” for Japanese Children º

As the children developed their understanding of “to live” through their

everyday experiences, they also developed their definitions of “to die” in the same way. º
—3

Children's understanding of “to die” came through their everyday experiences of “small

deaths”, such as seeing dead animals and insects or watching scenes on the television

portraying death. In addition, several children developed their thoughts about death

based on personal experiences of the death of a loved one. Children identify the

meaning of “to die” as both scary and non-scary images, a lifeless state, the afterlife, and

the physiological conditions of the dead. In addition, regarding the physical functions,

some children extended their ideas to the issues of brain death, organ transplants, and

euthanasia. In this way, the children's definitions of “to die” were characterized by the
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following dimensions: (a) to die is fearful; (b) to die is joyful; (c) to die is lifeless; (d) to

die is to no longer exist here; (e) to die is malfunctioning; and (f) to die is complicated.

Thus, in contrast to the meanings of “to live” that tend to be described as ‘to do X,” “to

die” is mostly described as ‘to be X (adjective).” In other words, children grasped the

meaning of “to die” in a “static' sense. Additionally, how the Japanese children

responded to the television programs and deepened their thoughts about life and death

will be illustrated.

(a) To Die is Fearful

Seven children regarded the image of death or “to die” as dark, fearful, suffering,

and unpleasant. These children often mentioned that they did not have specific reasons,

but somehow it felt unpleasant to think of death. Although I will start with the stories of

the children who experienced the loss of close relatives, those who had not remembered

any experiences of the loss of a loved one also felt that death was dark and disgusting.

Rika's story

Rika's paternal grandfather died from diabetes about three months before the

first interview. He had lived in the lower level of her family's home, so Rika had spent

lots of time with her grandfather. Rika was very scared to look at her grandfather's

death mask when she put flowers in his coffin. Her mother believed that Rika was more

frightened than saddened by her grandfather's death. This became clear through the

interviews. When asked about what death meant to her, Rika referred directly to her

grandfather's death. In her second interview, Rika stated clearly that her deceased

grandfather was the first thing to come up when hearing the word, death:

I: So how do you feel when hear the words, “to die” (Shinu)?
R:/Well, scared.
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I:/What comes up with you when you hear the words, “to die” (Shinu)?
R: ...my grandpa died! (in strong tone)
I:/Right, um is there anything else?
R:/feels scared (Kowaku kanjiru).
I: Can you describe more? Like being scared in which way? Um, do you have any
reason why you are scared? Or just, somehow scared (Nantonaku Kowai).
R: Well, somehow (Nantonaku) (in low tone).

Rika described the day before his death and the day of his death. Her grandfather had

been in the hospital for a long time receiving treatment for diabetes, and Rika went to

visit him the day before his death. He looked fine at that time, but the next day, the

hospital suddenly called to ask the family to come. Rika went back to the hospital with

her mother and saw her grandfather had difficulty breathing. Soon after, Rika was told

to wait outside the room.

I:/have you ever seen a dead person?
R: Oh, yes.
I: ...all right,■ when?
R: Well, this March.
I:/Who was that?
R: Grandpa.
I: /How did you feel?
R:...scared.
I: Why were you scared?
R: I was scared by his face.
I: /How was his face?
R: Very pale (Masshiro).
I:/So, did you see him after his death?
R: What? On, no...um...I think (I saw him) on the day before.
I: All right, at the hospital?
R: Yeah.
I: And at that time how was he---
R: Was fine.
I: All right, and then?
R: Then, at school, um, Granny called from the hospital and Mom came to school.
And we went to hospital. When we got there, he was still breathing but it looked very
painful...
I: Uh-huh... and did you see everything to the end?
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R: I waited outside.
I:/Ok, then, how did you feel outside?
R: Scared.
I: /And then?
R: He died.

Rika's image of death reflected the combination of feeling left behind and alone in the

hospital corridor and her feeling of being scared by her grandfather's pallor. Rika

repeated that she was very afraid of looking at her deceased grandfather's face because it

was so white and thin. She drew a picture of her grandfather lying in the coffin for the

theme of “what it means to die” by using black only, and stated she would have also used

white, if the paper were not white. She said that if she were asked to describe death in

colors, it should be either black or gray for the darkness. She repeated that her

grandfather's face was white in addition to his white burial shroud and his white bones

following cremation. She was more afraid of looking at his face than of collecting his

bones at the crematorium:

(Rika mentioned about collecting her grandfather's cremated bones at the crematorium)
I:/Weren’t you scared at that time?
R: I wasn't (scared) at that time.
I: Right...had you been scared before?
R: Yeah. I was afraid of looking at Grandpa's face. /Because it was so pale (Masshiro)
and so thin.
I: Right...but when you collected his bones, you were not afraid?
R: No.

Compared to bones, which are invisible under the skin when a person is alive, faces are

obvious and are the identifying features of individuals. Thus, Rika may not associate

the ashes with her image of her grandfather. In contrast, the change in appearance of her

grandfather’s face was startling to her; he was no longer the familiar person she knew and

this was frightening. Moreover, as described in Rika's story, her grandfather's death

occurred rather suddenly. This suddenness may intensify her impression of changes in

her grandfather's face. Thus, her recent experience of losing her grandfather and
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witnessing the changes following his death seems to have given her a fearful image of

death.

Sakura & Mai’s story

Mai, 10 years old, and Sakura, 7 years old, also experienced the loss of their

grandfather. He died unexpectedly in 1997. One morning, after seeing Mai off to

school, he slipped and fell down the stairs. He became unconscious, was taken to the

hospital, and had brain surgery that was unsuccessful. Mai and Sakura remembered that

his respirator was unplugged and he died. Mai and Sakura shared two notions: (a) The

dead watch and protect the living from heaven, and (b) death would take the living away

from their family leaving them alone, just as had happened with their grandfather.

Regarding the latter notion, Mai emphasized that she was not afraid of God or heaven,

but she repeated that being parted from her family was intolerable. She described death

as a loss of a family or community member. That is, separation. Additionally, she

stated strongly that she did not want to die but she wanted to live for a long time. In this

way, Mai’s image of death seems based on her ongoing deep mourning of the sudden loss

of her grandfather and a fear of her own death as reflected in her question: “What if the

same thing happens to me?”.

[After her answer of the scary image of death]
I: Is it scary?
M: Scary! (immediately) / For me, it's scary.
I: Right. What makes you scared?
M: Um...(in thoughtful tone)
I: What about Jesus?
M: No, he is not scary.
I: What about heaven?
M: No, it’s not...being taken away. I am afraid of separating from my family. / I
haven’t separated from my family much, so I don’t know about it that well. But very
scared. From my family...(in whispering tone)
I: You mean separating from your family---
M: I am always with my family. But when I die, I have to be apart from them, so feels
scared. / I am just a primary school student, so there are some things I can do by myself,

*
-
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but (basically) I don't think I can do anything alone. So, I will be ordered, I know, but I
will be still afraid of being apart from my family. (in low voice)
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Like Mai, Sakura felt uncomfortable about death because she would not be able

to see everyone anymore. While drawing her grandfather's grave for the theme of

“what it means to die”, she mentioned that she felt uneasy imagining that she would die

some time. Thus, the separation from others is a fear they share.

Additionally, one may think that their father's absence from the family because of

divorce could also affect their view of separation from loved ones. Hence, their family

experience combined with the experience of their grandfather's sudden death might

influence their linking death with a strong fear of parting. This drawing of “what it

means to live” also reflected her perception of closeness. She drew a pair of giraffes

and another pair of elephants and explained that they were loving couples. She also

mentioned that these pairs could be children and parents who were together and very

close. She described them as being happy because they were together. Even though
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Sakura's drawing of joyful togetherness for “to live” contrasts with separation in her

image of “to die”, both drawings reflect the importance of togetherness and the fear of

separation.

Ken's story

Ken has a history of asthma. At the age of three, he was hospitalized for severe

asthma attacks. He remembered that he kept vomiting, became dehydrated, and was

given injections. Because he could not breathe at all, he felt that he was going to die.

However, he recovered well and now only experiences mild symptoms when he

exercises.

Ken's mother reported that Ken started worrying about his potential early death

because his maternal grandfather died from asthma in his late sixties. Although at the

time of his grandfather's death in 1993, Ken did not understand it very well, he started

thinking about it in 2000. Ken's mother could not explain why his concern suddenly

started except that he had frequently been taken to meetings of a Shintoist cult group by

his maternal grandmother. However, Ken's mother had tried not to broach the subject to

prevent him from being unnecessarily upset. During the interviews, after mentioning

his asthma history, Ken asked his mother the reason for his grandfather’s death. Her

reply was not clearly heard. Afterwards, although I continued to ask Ken open-ended

questions regarding his grandfather's death, Ken did not talk about it much. He never

mentioned fear of his own death. However, when asked what came up in his mind when

he heard the word, death, he answered “death from painful and severe sickness”. Thus,

Ken's early experience with asthma attacks and his reported fear of his own potential

death from asthma seem to serve as the foundation for his image of death as bringing
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illness and suffering.

In contrast to his colorful drawing of “to live” with many figures in nature, Ken

drew a monotone scene of a town severely destroyed by an atomic bomb for his “to die”

picture. There were no living creatures and only demolished houses, shops, trees, pipes,

and roads. The striking contrast of his two drawings illustrates how clearly he

contrasted the images of “to live” and “to die”: togetherness versus aloneness, and

liveliness versus motionless or silence.

K: So, well, this is, as I said before [Ken has stated that he would try to draw a severely
damaged town in wartime], (a drawing of) places like shopping streets, which were
attacked by other countries. / So, houses and shops, other objects, too were gradually
destroyed. /Then, people on the bikes on the shopping street were attacked and died.
The bikes were broken. Oh, there are no people in my picture (laughter). I think it's OK.
They were buried in a heap on the bank. / So, I drew the horror of the scenery.

K: ■■ : , T:h lit, 5 ºp 5 3: #, ■ o à #27-já V), Fä■■ jí■ í P. 720), P. 7,273, X_2
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Just prior to the interview, Ken was reading a book, recognized as antiwar

literature, as his homework assignment at school. When starting to draw, he brought

this book to show me the parts in which the author described how seriously Tokyo was
6damaged by U.S. air strikes in the war.” This book may have influenced his drawing;

even so, his drawing was noticeably bleak.

However, Ken delineated the story behind his drawing describing the town as

6August is a month often thought about in relation to the Pacific War and atomic bombs in Japan.
Two atomic bombs were dropped in Nagasaki and Hiroshima, respectively on August 4, 7. August
15 is preserved as Shuusen Kinenbi (Anniversary of the end of the Pacific War). The mass
communications start making special reports regarding WWII around this time, and schools usually
give students the assignments in order to help them meditate on the war. During the project, the fifth
graders at ones private Christian school were asked to write a composition about a famous war story,
Garasu no Usagi (a crystal rabbit).
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peaceful before the bombing, it was then destroyed, and this was followed with a lively

scene of postwar rehabilitation.

K: This scene (of the drawing) is a bit after the attack. / Before this? (The town) was
lively and crowded although shops were closed due to the war. / Like people were
walking. /Then at the moment of the attack, people ran this way and that to escape to,
what? What was that? I know places to escape during air strikes.
I: Boukuugou (air-raid shelters)?
K: Yeah, that's right. Then right after the attack, it was just awful. / So, my drawing is a
bit after that. The fire was already extinguished.
I: So what do you think happens afterwards?
K: After this? I think, the population will gradually grow and the war will be over.
Then these people will make an effort to restore the town. And everything will be new.
Like new houses? New cities, towns, and villages will be made.

Thus, his story illustrated a continuous flow from life to death and back to life. In

particular, death is not the end but “new” people succeed in finishing the business of the

dead and continue to live their lives towards the future. In this way, Ken's image of life

is linked with hope and possibilities. However, he remains clear about the dreadfulness

of death, which may originate from his childhood asthma attacks combined with his

grandfather's early death of the same disease and strengthened by the mood of August."

Therefore, it is quite understandable that at the end of the project, Ken concluded that to

him being dead meant suffering:

I: All right, so let me ask you about being dead now. What will you tell if you are asked
what is “to die”?
K: What is “to die”? / Well...death...death... um...(long pause) oh (big
sigh)...suffering.

Yuh's story

Although his parents reported that Yuh had heard the news of his great

grandmother’s death three years previously, he did not mention it at all and did not seem

to remember it. In addition, he claimed that he had never seen a dead person. His

parents made a special request that interviews with T be conducted in the presence of Ryo

7 Refer to footnote 6.
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because Yuh is a “very sensitive child”. Both Ryo's mother and Ryo had already

accepted Yuh's parents’ request. Despite their age difference, Yuh and Ryo go to school

together every morning and often play together after school and on holidays. Their

mothers are also good friends. Therefore, the first two interviews were conducted at

Ryo's house with Ryo. Yuh is easily excited and has difficulty sitting still for more than

15 minutes. While drawing his pictures, Yuh intermittently ran around the room, played

with furniture, and disturbed Ryo's interviews. Yuh drew a picture of a person who

successfully committed suicide after he had stabbed someone to death, and now is in hell.

He covered this person's face with black because he became Satan in hell. Hell is

drawn as a background, which is also colored black. Thus, darkness is linked with

Yuh's image of death.

I: OK, so, Yuh, where is this? (pointing out the drawing)
Y: What do you mean? Anyway it's dark. (in soft tone) / (It's) Hell.
I: What kind of place is hell?
Y: Don’t know, black, totally black black. / (Hell) shines black. A
I: Then, who is this? (pointing out a person in the drawing)
Y: This? / This is someone, like a human being.
I: So, why has he come to hell?
Y: What? Oh, because he died. /
I: So all the dead people go to hell?
Y: No, some go to heaven.

I: ■ U & #5, # 3 Av, h, P - ? J
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When asked about the feelings of the person in his drawing, Yuh answered the person felt

Iyana Kimochi (disgusted) because he could not eat or find any insects. Eating and
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playing with insects are Yuh's favorite things in his life. Thus, being deprived of these

activities is linked with his image of death.

I: How do you think this person feels? (pointing out a person in the drawing)
Y: Iyana Kimochi (feels disgusted)
I: What kind of disgusting feeling? //
Y: // It's really disgusting. ‘Cause he can’t eat anything.
I: Ok, anything else?
Y: Yeah. / There will be no insects.

Thus, Yuh has an image of death being disgusting, even though he had not had any

particular experiences with death. Perhaps, this is because the whole society shares this

image and the subject of death is taboo. Therefore, as a child growing up in a society

that is in denial of death, whose fear of death is deep rooted, it could be natural for Yuh to

identify death as unpleasant. This assumption needs to be further investigated in the

future.

(b) To Die is Joyful

Not all children saw death as dark and fearful. Two brothers from one

Christian family, Nao and Shin, claimed that death was not fearful for them because of

their belief in God.

Nao & Shin's story

At the beginning of the interview, Nao stated although he did not have a good

image of death he would be OK if he went to heaven to see God.

I: / So how do you think about the feeling of death?
N: Well...it’s not a good feeling. /...I feel somehow strange. /...um, anything else?
Well...although (a person) dies, if (he or she) can go to heaven, it is good. / Only if we
can go to heaven, it will be OK. / But it's goanna be a real trouble in case of hell.
I: Why is that?
N: Well...I mean, because if (you can go to) heaven, you may be able to see God. / But
if (you have to go to) hell, you may not be able to see Him. / So that's why.
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His older brother, Shin, deepened and expanded Nao's remark, emphasizing a change in

his view of death. Similar to the children mentioned above, Shin said he used to have

an unpleasant image of death. He felt sad about death because he would not be able to

move by himself, not be able to see others, not be able to talk, and be left with nothing to

do. However, he explained how this previous dark and scary image of death changed

into a bright and joyful one:

I: How do you feel when you hear the words, to die?
S: Well, previously I had a completely dark image. I mean, to die is scary. But, / I
entered the school, the mission school, when I was in the first grade. So, I have been
taught (at school) that at death you will not lose your life, but instead will be given an
eternal life. Then, we don't have to be scared. I go to church and have been taught the
same thing there. So, I am not afraid of death any more.
I: / You mean, you had a dark image of death, / before going to school or church?
S: That's right.

In his drawing of “to die,” he illustrated the bright image of living in Paradise after being

given an eternal life by God. He drew God and himself surrounded with pastel-colored

lights.

S: Of course, I used to have a dark image (of death). Dark, / I mean, scary. (I had) the
image such as being afraid of dying. Again, a frightening image. / But I listen to the
message, that is, once you die, you will be given an eternal life and live in Paradise, I
mean, you will be able to go to Paradise, at church or places like that. So I tried to draw
a bright image. Especially, Paradise should have many colors and be beautiful. The
light shines from here (pointing at the drawing) like this. And God is here (pointing at
the drawing) and me. Many colors, right. / I am not sure there can be a sky...um...
After drawing this picture, I feel good. Surely, we have to think about this kind of stuff.
I: So, this drawing is, / about you in Paradise?
S: Yes. (It is about) I am thanking God for forgiving my sins and allowing me to come
to Paradise.

He concluded that he was not afraid of death any longer. Moreover, death becomes

even a joy to him because of God’s forgiveness of sins and being given eternal life in

heaven.
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[when asked to explain the previous scene of his drawing of “to die”)
S: Before this (picture), it's dark, I mean, here (pointing at the bottom right-hand corner
of the drawing), I sinned a lot and, what can I say? ...felt gloomy. / But, / now I was
forgiven and could come up to heaven. So, my feeling changes from being sad, rather
gloomy, to being happy. Then, to die is not scary. / Not scary, I mean, rather, (to die) is
even a joy.

In this way, the mission school education, the church teachings, and, last but not least, the

family education of Christian doctrines are jointly responsible for the pleasant image of

death expressed by Nao and Shin. Although Nao and Shin have been ‘thrown into'

Japanese society in which death is taboo, their experiences of Christianity in everyday

life have successfully led them into a relatively unique notion of death compared with ~
that of the other study participants. The noticeable difference between these children , sº -:

and those who have an unpleasant perception of death is the Christian education at home. º
Nao and Shin were constantly and consistently exposed to Christianity while most of * - - º

* *** -->s-

other children were acquainted with either fused or no religious training and received ---

mixed teachings as explained in chapter 5.
**** -º-

(c) To Die is Lifeless - *º
**-

-->
Some children defined death as a loss of one’s Inochi (life). However, they

were unable to explain their answer in further detail.

Tomo had checked the meaning of death on his computer before the interview

and agreed with its definition.

I: Tomo, have you ever thought about life or death?
T: Not that much.
I: But you have?
T: Well...Inochi ga Nakunaru (one’s life is lost)? / I think, that’s all. /
I: Did you have any particular opportunity to get that idea?
T: Yeah. / I got that idea from the computer. / I typed, “death,”/pressed “enter,” / then
Encounter says, (death means) “one's life is lost.”
I: When you saw it, did you think anything?
T. Nothing.
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Sae also defined death as “to lose one's Inochi (life)”. However, she had

difficulty explaining what Inochi (life) was.

I: So what do you think death means?
S: ...Inochi ga Nakunaru (one’s life is lost).
I: Then, what is Inochi (life)?
Sae remained silent for more than 30secs.
I: Is it difficult?
S: Uh-huh.
I: OK, then, Sae, do you have Inochi (life) or don’t you?
S: I do.

Nao listed “to lose one's Inochi (life)” as the first among his definitions of death.

I: So what’s is being dead?
N: Inochi ga Nakunaru (one’s life is lost)?... not able to play any more. Can't play with
others.

Thus, despite an inability to further explain the idea of losing one's life, children certainly

related this view to their definition of “to die”.
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(d) To Die is To No Longer Exist Here

When defining “to die”, children mentioned a change in the place of existence.

They talked about “not being here” and “moving to another world”. When children said

the dead would “not be here”, they did not mention where the dead would exist.

Rika, for example, was unable to elaborate on where the dead would be:

I: So, how do you think a person will be when he or she dies?
R: / ... (a person) can’t be in the world? (in whisper)

[3E & J ºf P 5 v \ 5 - J. 7), 2 (DHijv \{&#f U-C]
R : ■ ... to 5 ##|{<\ \ºv/ºw \ (###23 J: ) {< Eß-f.) J

[Moreover, when asked the difference between being alive and being dead]
R: ...well...um, people who are alive are in the world, and people who are already dead
can’t be in the world.
I: So what will happen next if people can’t be in the world anymore?
R: ...the world (murmuring)...I have no idea.

Similarly, another child, Nami, stated the difference between the living and the

dead was that the living were on the earth though she did not indicate where the dead

would be:

I: So, what do you think about the relationship between “to live” and “to die”?
N://...being and not being?
I: Uh-huh, / which is which?
N: Well, not being is “to die” and being is /“to live.”
I: Un-hum, where do you mean?
N: Like on the earth

These children perceive survivors remain on the earth, but the dead do not. Their recent

experiences of losing a loved one may influence their views because the deceased are no

longer around in their daily life.

In contrast, four other children perceived death as “not being here” but they also

explained their definition as going to another place such as heaven as a definition of “to

die.”

Tomo, for example, perceived death as a loss of one’s life and as going to Anoyo
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(the next world) in Buddhism. He equated Anoyo (the next world) with heaven.

Sakura, a younger sister of Mai, mentioned death meant being above the earth, in

other words, heaven. She repeatedly addressed this notion in relation to the invisibility

of the dead.

I: OK, so what do you think is the biggest difference between “to live” and “to die”?
S: Well, being alive is under the earth. And being dead is above the earth?
I: Above the earth?
S: Uh-huh. And then, people who are awake, you can see like this (pointing herself),
but you can’t see the dead people? / I mean, Teacher (addressing the interviewer) and I
are visible, right? / But if I die, then you won't be able to see me, right?

In order to confirm her answers, I asked her the same question as in the last interview.

I: So what’s the difference between “to live” and “to die”?
S: Well... “to die” means / being above, right? / But “to live” means being below./
That's what I think (in low voice).
I: / Where do you mean “below”?
S: “Below”...? to live is, / below. I mean, flowers are also below because they are alive.
/ I mean, they are there.
I: So what you mean by “below” is, um, on the ground?
S: Yeah, on the ground.
I: / Ok, so what about “above”?
S: Heaven, I mean.

While her notion of being in heaven seems to be acquired through Christian education at

school and church, the other notion of invisibility may be directly related to her

experience of the loss of her grandfather from everyday life. She is no longer able to

see him in her daily life. Her perception of the dead residing in heaven has been

intensified by her experience of her grandfather's death:

I: So how do you think everybody is? Your great grandpa, great grandma, and your
grandpa?
S: I don’t know because I’ve never been to heaven. But, when I took a ride in an
airplane, / my sister told me there was something like a castle in the clouds. Then, she
thought that might be heaven. / So, when I heard what she said, I thought it could be. //
I saw it, too.
I: Did you?
S: Yeah...then I thought, “there is incredible stuff above the clouds!”
I: Incredible stuff?
S: Yeah, you see there is even the sun./ I wonder if the sunshine goes to heaven. I’m
sure everyone wonders! Like, are there any lights in heaven? Or something. / Or, does
it rain in heaven? Are there any clouds in heaven? / So when I saw it (something like a
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castle in the clouds), I was shocked. / And I just kept watching it. And then I started
wondering if grandpa was there? I looked carefully, but grandpa wasn’t there.

The following two girls have especially positive and Christian views of going to

heaven. Mai claimed that she agreed with the meaning of death taught by a homeroom

teacher at school. That is, death is an order by Jesus to come up to heaven in order to

serve him. She accepted this notion of death in relation to her deceased grandfather,

who she believed was serving God in heaven.

[When asked the meaning of “to die”)
M: I don’t know that well by myself, but “to die” means, maybe, Jesus’ order.
I: Does Jesus order people to die?
M: Yeah. / My homeroom teacher said, / I mean, he asked everyone in the class,
“What is death?” Friends said various things like (“to die” is) scary. Then, the teacher
said that he thought death means God might order that person to come to heaven and
serve Him. So (when I heard it), I thought, “Yeah, that seems true”. Then, I think
Grandpa was also told to do so by Jesus. (her voice gradually became low)

In her continuous mourning of the death of her grandfather, she seems to find

consolation in this notion of death.

Hana indicated that “to die” is to go to heaven where one can recover one's

spirit.

I: What do you think, “to die” means?
H: To go to heaven. / and then, (one) can lay all the pains and loneliness out and
become Genki...That's all.

This remark is illustrated by her drawing of death (see Figure C17-D). Dissimilar to

most of other children, Hana chose to draw the theme of death first. She explained her

reason, “It’s easier to draw death because I just draw a scene of heaven”. We again see

the intertwined relationship between the notion of heaven and the meaning of “to die” to

her. Hana drew God shining with a tiara and His special crest in His sanctuary, an angel

playing a harp, a boy playing soccer, and a red-cheeked, middle-aged woman eating lots

of candy and apples depicting her mother's deceased friend. There are a rainbow, the

8 In Japanese, dissimilar to English, a gender of subjects is not usually indicated in conversations.
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Sun, white and gray clouds because of the pollution by fumes (these clouds were realistic

portraits of everyday life in the city). Background music is always played in heaven.

There were lines for God’s blessing for each person drawn where these three people were.

She emphasized the keys of her drawing were God, His crest, the sun, a rainbow, and

clouds. She designated God as almighty in her explanation of the drawing. She

continued to describe her image of heaven. That is, heaven is the absolutely peaceful

world, which is filled with hope, possibilities, and God’s protection. Heaven is seen as

an ideal place. It may be located either above the sky, on or under the ground, or in

one’s mind.

I: OK, so which place is this (pointing at her drawing)?
H: Heaven. / Of course, it is.
I: All right, now, where do you think heaven is?
H: Above the sky. / Or on the ground or below it. Or even in my mind.
I: Uh-huh...how do you think these people in this picture feel now?
H: (Heaven) is a place where (everyone) can do gladly everything as much as he or she
wants. There is no need to study (laughter). Everything you want comes up. So if you
like studying that much, of course, you can do it. But if you like comics, just by saying
“Comics”, you can get them (laughter). I wish this place would become like that. /
I: If you are there, what do you want to do?
H: Wanna read comics! Play games, play with dolls, dance with angels, and talk with
them. Then, finally I will be given “eternal water” by God. Do you know? “Thou shall
never thirst” (from the Bible). /Then, after being given water, I will play with both
girls and boys for a long, long time, in a world where no hatred exists. So, I can play
soccer with boys. //
I://What kind of people are there?
H: They are gentle. But some may be mean or scary. But anyway (all of them) are
under God's protection.

Despite her positive view of death, she stated that she used to feel scared, lonely,

and sad when thinking about death. She was scared because she did not know what it

was like to go to heaven alone. Moreover, she explained that her feelings or loneliness

and sadness about death were similar to the feeling she had when her close friend at

kindergarten had moved away. Hana often thinks about life and death following the

consecutive deaths of two family friends (one friend was drawn in her picture of “to die”).
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She was reported to mourn their deaths a great deal. Hana's mother played a significant

role in decreasing Hana's fear of death by bringing up the issues related to death in daily

conversation. She also succeeded in convincing Hana to participate in the project,

which she had initially refused to do because of fear. Hana admitted that talking with

her mother about death at night, when she most thinks about it and becomes scared,

helped her a lot. Her mother believes in the necessity of giving children opportunities to

start thinking about death. She stated that children might be scared at first but they had

to know death exists. Although Hana still feels disgusted and sad especially after seeing

people die on television and recalls those feelings at night, she mentioned that she

became accustomed to it. She concluded that she would grow up, go to heaven, meet

her friends and dead pets again, and have a nice time together.

[When asked about her feelings about the first interview)
H: Like, take it easy (laughter). I mean, it's goanna be like how it is now. So, I will just
grow up, someday go to heaven... meet my friends, meet Gustav (her pet dog), and
have a happy time. I’m fine with it... so let's live happily and correctly.

Thus, for Hana and Mai, the view of death mirrors the Christian education given

daily at school and possibly at home as well. On the whole, it is interesting that all of

those children indicated that heaven, not hell or any other place, was where one went

after death.

(e) To Die is Malfunctioning

Similarly to their definition of life, children discussed biological aspects of death

in the interviews.

Karada o Ugokasenai (immobility)

Seven children's understanding of death was based on their observations of the

living and the dead in daily lives.
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Tetsu holds this notion through his experiences of witnessing dead animals and

insects in daily life. He explained how he found about the death of a medaka.”

[Tetsu talked about the history of his pets]
T: Fish.
I: Fish? Did you keep it, too?
T: Yeah. I had a medaka.
I: A medaka? Um, how did you know it was dead?
T: Well, um, like it was floating. And it wasn’t moving, either...
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Similarly, Nao related his answer of death as immobility to his experience of dead

animals.

[After Nao's statement of the opposite relationship between life and death]
I: So, in the last time, you said that animals and insects were alive because they moved.
So what if they do not move? Does this mean they are dead?
N: ...Um. I think it is dead if it doesn't move after you try everything.
I: Uh-huh, for example?
N: For example, if it doesn't move when you touch it. / Yeah, that's right. / Then, (in
that case) I think it's not alive.

Rika defined death as immobility through the comparison of her living puppy, Ellie, and

her favorite stuffed teddy bear. Immobility was indicated as her teddy bear's state after

her recognition of it as non-living.

I: So what do you think about Ellie? Do you think she is alive or do you think she is
dead---
R: I think she is alive.
I: All right, then what about this bear? (touching a big stuffed teddy bear on Rika's
side)
R: It is not.
I: OK. Then, what's the difference between Ellie and this bear?
R: Well... / the bear can’t walk or move by itself.

Kokyuushinai (to stop breathing)

Six children immediately said that Kokyuushinai (to stop breathing) is a

9 A medaka is Japanese small fish.
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definition of death. For instance, Ken did not continue the conversation after giving his

direct answers to the question of what death means, as if the notion of “to stop breathing”

is accepted as common sense:

I: So is there anything that the dead can’t do?
K: I think the dead can't breathe. / And (the dead) can't move either. / Just like that.
I: / All right. Is there anything else?
K: Anything else?
I: I mean, anything that the dead can’t do...or anything the dead don’t do.
K: Oh, the dead don't breathe, oh, you already wrote it down.
I: Yeah. So you think, that's all?
K: Uh-huh. That’s it.
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However, Tetsu again connected this notion of “to stop breathing” with his -3
experience of a dead beetle:

[While talking about his experiences of the dead animals and insects]
T: Oh, there is a beetle, too (to see it as dead)
I: / OK, then how do you feel when you see the dead insect?
T. Feel sad. Feel sorry.
I: Sorry?
T: Yeah.
I: Why you feel sorry?
T: ...Because it's dead already. It can’t live anymore. / It can’t do anything because it
was so scared. And it can’t breathe, either.

Rika addressed “to stop breathing” as one definition of death in relation to her

experience of her grandfather. She vividly recalled her grandfather’s last moment in the

hospital (refer to the section, (a) To die is fearful) where she witnessed he had great
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difficulty breathing and that was her last time to see him alive. In this way, she drew

this notion from the loss of her grandfather.

Thus, the notion of Kokyuushinai (to stop breathing) seems to be held as a

component of defining death in rather a taken for granted manner.

(f) To Die is Complicated

Shinzou ga Tomaru (cardiac arrest) and brain death, organ transplants, and euthanasia

Some children included the notion of Shinzou ga Tomaru (cardiac arrest) in their

definition of death, and the three older children in this group (10 years old) discussed it

extensively in relation to the issues of brain death and euthanasia.

In his drawing of “to die”, Ryo pointed out that “to stop breathing” and “cardiac

arrest” were his definitions of death. He vividly described the person in his drawing had

been crucified because of her or his sin. The drawing depicted a thunderstorm.

Similarities to the crucifixion story in Christianity were evident.

I: Sº, a cross? Well, why a cross? Why did it come to mind when you had to draw “to
ºIº know why, but it just came to mind as the first thing. //
I: // All right, so, can it be your image of “to die”?
R: I mean, a cross just,
I: came to your mind?
R: Yeah.
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He described that this person on the cross suffered and remained barely alive. However,

he or she would finally die and be buried.
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I: So what will happen after this (picture)?
R: ...he will be buried.
I: / What about a little bit before he will be buried? Now (s)he is half-alive and half
-dead, right?
R: Then, he will die.
I: Yeah, he will die? But how?
R: Breathing, I mean he won’t be able to breathe (in low tone) / and / (his or her) heart
will stop (in low tone).

Ryo offered such thoughtful responses and was eager to think, so in the last interview I

decided to challenge him further about his definitions of death. He confirmed that death

occurred when one stopped breathing and when cardiac arrest occurred. I asked him

about the role of the brain in defining death.

I: Now, here is what adults are discussing. / I think, Ryo, you are a good thinker, so I
am going to raise this question. What about the brain?
R: What about the brain?
I: I mean, if a person's brain does not function, / do you think this person is dead? Or
not dead?
R: You mean, if a brain doesn’t function? / I guess, if a brain doesn’t function, it means
he is dead. I don’t know for sure though (in low tone). //
I: Then, now comes a big issue for adults. / What do you think about the case, that is,
even if a person's brain stops functioning (talked very slowly), his heart is still beating?
R: What!? (in surprising tone) // Are you saying even if a person's brain stops
functioning (talks very slowly), (his/her) heart is still beating?
I: Yeah, for instance---
R: Like a person faints?
I: Well, I mean, / have you ever heard of this, Noushi (brain death)? (stressed the word
Noushi) / For instance, a person was involved with a traffic accident, (his/her) brain
was so damaged without sufficient oxygen. /Then, it doesn’t function now. / But a
heart is still beating and a body is still warm, too. But---
R: I think, / (this state) is alive.

Thus, Ryo still defined death by cardiac arrest even when I explained the role of

mechanical ventilation with a person who is brain dead. However, when he understood

the use of a ventilator in cases of brain death, Ryo believed that as long as a person was

connected to a ventilator he was classified as being alive because of active heart function.

I: Now, I will explain about a ventilator. /This machine helps a person who is brain
dead to breathe. / I mean, this person can’t breathe by her/himself anymore, but as long
as (s)he is connected to mechanical ventilation, his/her heart will beat. / But if
mechanical ventilation is removed, his/her heart will stop beating. So, when a person is
connected to this machine---
R: You mean, which case? When (s)he is connected or is disconnected and his/her heart
doesn’t beat anymore?
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I: I mean, / is a person who can only breathe when connected to a ventilator alive or
dead?
R: I guess, in that case he is alive.

Thus, it became apparent that Ryo defined death by no heart function. In other words,

to Ryo, as long as a heart beats, a human being should be considered to be alive.

Hana, as previously stated, frequently thought about life and death, especially

before going to bed. She used to be so frightened by the thought of going to heaven by

herself that she could not sleep. However, with her mother's delicate but steady

approach, Hana gradually decreased her fear of death. It is again because of her

mother’s open attitude of discussing matters of life and death that Hana could expand her

thinking to issues of brain death and organ transplantation. First, Hana defined death as

cardiac arrest and brain death:

[When asked about differences between the living and the dead]
H: Oh, what you call, (one's) brain doesn’t work? / And (one's) heart stops.

Next, she spontaneously put forward an argument for brain death as being the final

definition of “to die.” Hana was unable to find meaning in keeping someone alive

whose brain was already dead; she contended that people had better let a dying person go

peacefully, not only for this person’s sake but also for the sake of another person who is

in need of an organ. She explained that to see a dying person lying on the bed

unconsciously brought only sadness to people.

H: But even if you are alive, if your brain doesn’t work, you can’t think anything, move,
and walk, either. It's just being alive. I mean, it’s just because your heart is still beating,
right? /Then, when I die, if I give my heart and stuff to a person whose heart doesn’t
work, he or she will be able to be revived. Oh, I don’t mean revived, but will be able to
continue to live.

H: Because it's not meaningful to live like that. / I mean, if someone's brain doesn’t
work. It’s just sad to see a person in that situation, right? / I think, it's better for him or
her to die soon because we feel easier when we don’t have to look at someone in a
vegetable state.

She continued that her mother was registered as a donor and Hana herself would do the
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same. Thus, Hana concluded that brain death was her definition of death rather than

cardiac arrest because she believed there was no meaningful life in a vegetative state.

As mentioned before, the one reason for Hana's ability to think about the issue of brain

death and organ transplants at her young age is her mother's opening up avenues for

Hana to talk freely about her feelings and thoughts about life and death. Hana's

mother’s openness is uncommon in Japanese society. Hana's mother describes the

relationship between parents’ attitudes toward life and death at home and the depth of a

child's thoughts about them. “First, Hana did not like to listen to my talk about brain

death and my decision to donate organs, but then she became able to face these issues and

come to her own conclusions about the issues.” ( ■ ºft & C ~ 0}###: L7-##, ######27:

ºf h, Pää L-Cvy & 5 tok (Élºš Fºr-P U-C#####-3 ##) # U-Cà ####-G Liz, J )

The following Taku's journey of the definitions of death illustrate how well these

three main physiological malfunctions, such as immobility, stopping breathing, and

cardiac arrest, are juggled in view of various medical situations.

Taku's story

In contrast to his active younger brother, Taku is a shy, silent thinker. Taku

listens very carefully, meditates on each question for a long time, and finally gives his

answer. Although he thinks about the matter very deeply, he is not very articulate in

describing his thoughts. He often corrected his answers regarding definitions of life and

death he had given in the previous interview because he subsequently noticed various

cases and conditions. In the first interview, he listed immobility and cardiac arrest to

define the state of being dead.

I: So what do you think “to die” is?
T: A heart doesn’t work.
I: Uh-huh, anything else?
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T: Well...don't move, um. //
I: What does not move?
T: A body doesn't move.
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Taku confirmed these two definitions through his explanation of the drawing of “to live”

and “to die”. He was the only participant who wanted to draw two themes

simultaneously on one sheet. Two people were drawn; one was alive and the other was

dead (see Figure C13-L&D). A living person smiled and his or her heart was colored in

pink, while a dead person had closed eyes and his or her heart was colored in black and

purple. Taku indicated a dead person did not move, would not wake up forever, and his

or her heart did not beat.

T. This one is “to live” and that one is “to die” (pointing out each figure in the drawing).
/ Oh, I should make that one's heart (pointing to the dead one) not work. / That one
(pointing to the dead one) looks dead. / (The dead's) face doesn’t move. / I mean, it's
sort of a sleeping face. // What I am trying to say is, not (exactly) sleeping...never
waking up? Something like that.

He did not address any other differences between the living and the dead in his picture

except the function of a heart.

In the second interview, Taku deleted immobility from his definitions of death

because he noticed certain people's immobility due to their illness.

[When reviewing his previous answers to define death]
T: ...Well, is this OK if I think (them again) now...
I: Of course, it's OK.
T: I think now about not moving. There are some people who don’t move because of
their disease.
I: / So, you mean those people are not dead?
T: Yeah, that’s right...
I: Then do you want to omit the meaning that bodies couldn't move?
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T: Yes.

Then he started thinking about brain function. He claimed that brains of the dead did

not function but not the other way around. He mentioned the cases of those whose

brains were partially paralyzed.

I: So what do you think about the brain?
T: Brains are not working.
I: You mean the dead people's brains are not working?
T: Uh-huh...
I: OK. So what about brain functions of those who are ill or got in accidents? Because
you thought about the ill people (in case of immobility)...
T: ...Well, um, their brains, how can I say? Um, I don’t know if the whole brain, / but a
part of the brain.../ of some people are paralyzed.
I: So you mean there are those who are alive even if their brains don't work perfectly?
T: Yeah...

Moreover, similarly to his comments on brain death, Taku admitted that the dead did not

breathe but mentioned those who were able to breathe if they were connected to

mechanical ventilation. He counted people in this state as being alive because of their

hearts’ function, which could be checked by monitors.

I: So what about breathing?
T. Um...dead people do not breathe either.
I: Then what about living people?
T: Living people breathe.
I: All right then, (just as you thought about brain death) what about cases of ill people
or people who got an accident?
T: Well...oh yeah, that's too, I am not sure but...I don’t know if, well, it's correct or
not...um, oh, OK, maybe not.
I: Maybe not?
T: Well....... (long pause)
I: Um, all right, so what do you think of those who are alive but not breathing? Do you
think it is possible?
T:...well...
I: Um, what kind of image is in your head now?
T. Um, from a nose, well, I am sure I am wrong, but there's something put into the nose
to help and a person to breathe.
I: Oh, yeah, you mean ventilators?
T: That's right!
I: I thought so. It's because you are thinking of ventilators that you can't answer easily,
right? It must be tough for you to give answers because you can think of many different
situations.
T: Yeah.
I:/Then, OK, now we are thinking of mechanical ventilation. So, do you think a
person on mechanical ventilation is alive or dead?
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T: I think ... (a person with a ventilator) is kind of being alive.
I: Why do you think so? //
T. Well at that time (of being on a ventilator)...oh, yeah, um, does his or her heart
work?
I: A heart? / Good point! Your are right. To make a heart work a ventilator sends
enough oxygen (to a body).
T: That's what I guessed. But...then, even with a ventilator, some people can live but
others can’t. So...//
I: All right, then, how do (healthcare providers) judge whether a ventilator would be
able to help a person or not?
T: Yeah, what is that? You know a machine to monitor a heart function. Do you know
what I mean? / So after a person is connected to a ventilator, if the monitor shows a flat
line, it means that even with the assistance of mechanical ventilation a heart doesn’t
work.
I: All right, OK, so, again the key to judge if a person is dead or alive is whether a heart
works or not?
T: ...... (long pause) Yeah, that’s right.

Thus, he concluded the difference between being alive and being dead was again

dependent on the heart function.

In his last interview, he confirmed that death meant no heart function and that

was his only definition of death.

I: So, again, do you think being alive and being dead are if a heart does or does not
work---
T: Yes.

Thus, Taku finally reached his conclusive definition of death after giving consideration to

various medical states such as those who lacked mobility due to disease, those with brain

damage, and those who are given mechanical ventilation to assist with breathing.

In this way, compared with other children in the study, his vision about matters is

noticeably developed and he is sometimes able to tackle complex issues in an adult

manner. For instance, he could even expand his thought to euthanasia from a single

conversation about the death of a character on a television program. He stated although

death at a hospital was sad, if the disease was very serious, it might be better for a

terminally ill person to die in order to avoid prolonging suffering. However, he was

against the idea of euthanasia and emphasized that death should occur naturally. In
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other words, he did not support the idea of actively helping the terminally ill to die.

[When asked if he had ever seen dead people]
T: Oh, yes, because of illness. // I saw it on television. / He was fine at the night before
but he died in the hospital in the next morning.
I: Oh, OK...how did you feel when you saw such a scene?
T: ... Well...(long pause) I felt sorry for him, but...(long pause)/Um, if his disease
was serious, I thought it was better for him (to die soon) because then he didn’t have to
suffer anymore. / I mean, compared with having a painful time, it’s better to feel ease
(because he was released from such a pain) by death. / But...it doesn’t mean it’s better
to purposefully kill someone because of his serious illness. I mean, to the end.
I: Um...you mean it’s better for them to die naturally, / peacefully?
T: Uh-huh.
I: All right, you are against the idea of “killing” (the terminally ill)?
T: Right.

Thus, Taku was able to scrutinize the definitions of death from various aspects

and simultaneously develop his own ideas on the issue of brain death and euthanasia,

which we think is advanced for his age.

Japanese Children's Reactions to Three Murder Cases during the Study

During the whole project, three horrific incidents happened and most of the

children in the study mentioned them spontaneously. Regarding the first incident called

Ikeda-shou Jiken,” Tomo described the details of the homicide scene that he heard on

television.

I: Have you ever heard someone die in the news or something like that?
T: In the news?
I: Yeah.
T: Like on TV2
I: Yeah. //
T. Many, many times. //
I: // Do you remember any incident?
T: Jidou Sasshou Jiken.
I: You mean, at Ikeda primary school?
T: I think, Ikeda, isn’t it?
I: In the area near Osaka.
T: Right, that's it.
I: How do you feel when you heard the news?

10 Ikeda Shougakkou Rannyu Sasshou Jiken (Ikeda-shou Jiken) is in the morning of June 8, 2001, a
37-year-old man who had been treated by psychiatric hospital broke into Ikeda Shougakkou, an
elementary school, and indiscriminately stabbed 26 children and 3 teachers. Seven children were
killed.
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T: That news? / Well...cruel...//
I: What makes you feel cruel? -

T: Well...for instance...students ran to escape, / but then fell down at the stairs. Then * *
(the criminal) sat astride and stabbed them like this (imitating stabbing). * * *

I: Oh, was it on newspaper? -
T: No, on TV. /On TV, someone like a doctor was interviewed and said, “From the ** - 4

children's injuries, the criminal must have sat astride and stabbed”, something like this. A :
I: ...Oh...how did you feel when you heard that? - - -

T: ...Um...if (he) comes to our school, Yabai (not good). - *
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In his explanation of his drawing of a man who committed suicide for the theme of “what
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it means to die”, Jun mentioned this incident.

J: ...Before, on TV, someone who said, “I want to die,” and / because he couldn’t die
alone...then...if he kills people, he thought, he would be executed and be able to
die...so he killed all the people...(I saw it) on TV.
I: Did you watch the news?
J: Yeah.
I: You remember it very well. / How did you feel when you heard the news?
J:...Like, Mummy said, “If you want to die, just kill yourself.”
I: Ok, all right...Jun, do you think so, too?
J: ...Well, but...I think if you want to die you’d better kill yourself...because if you kill
someone else, more people will end up dying.

The second incident called Hokkaido Hiroochou Jiken," was recalled by Shin in relation

to his thoughts about life since the previous interview.

[When asked if he thought anything related to life and death themes since the previous
interview]
S: I haven’t thought much (about life and death), / but again on TV, / (I heard) the news
/about someone like a burglar broke into a house and killed only the children. I felt sad.
(in low tone)
I: You mean the incident in Hokkaido---
S: Yes.
I:...Don't you think that recently there have been many homicides like this?
S: (Homicides) haven’t decreased.

Since the last incident Douji Tahatsu Tero (“September 11”),” had been broadcast on

television and radio and reported in newspapers with horrifying pictures for a long time, I

decided to give an opportunity for the children to express their feelings if they wanted.

Some of the children spontaneously addressed this attack and stated that they had

expected to be asked about this matter in the interview. Most of the children expressed

their concerns about a new war. For instance, Tetsu felt uneasy about the possibility of

11 Hokkaidou Hirooshou Jiken is on August 8, 2001, a 24-year-old man broke into a neighbor's house
and stabbed three children insid between two and six years. Two children were killed.
12 Douji Tahatsu Tero (“September 11” is simultaneous terrorist attacks including a second attack on
World Trade Center, a similar attack on the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and the crash in West
Pennsylvania on September 11, 2001. “Two highjacked commercial jetliners were crashed into
World Trade Center, ignited huge fires in the upper stories of both buildings, weakening them and
leading to their collapse. Other structures in the complex were completely or partially destroyed as a
result, and many surrounding buildings were severely damaged. Nearly 3,000 people, including the
passengers and crew of the airlines and several hundred emergency personnel responding to the initial
fires, lost their lives.” (Encyclopedia [On-line serial]. Available:
www.encyclopedia.com/html/w/worldtlrd.asp.)
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the new war because many people would die and food would be scarce during wartime.

Many children worried about the potential involvement of the Japanese in the war.

According to Sakura, children, in fact, had talked about it to each other at school. For

instance, Jun did not like President Bush's idea of air strikes because the president might

ask the Japanese to assist and some Japanese might die in the war. Sae and Mai agreed

with this idea. Especially, Mai strongly reacted to the topic of “September 11" and

immediately stated that she hated war the most. Hana also had a strong emotional

reaction to the attack. She was shocked when she heard many firefighters died to save

others in the collapsed buildings and worried about her father, who was also a firefighter.

Furthermore, Ken expressed rather a concrete idea, that is, the U.S. must only capture the

leader of the attacks and should not hurt civilians in Afghanistan. He also wishes that

the U.S. would not involve any other countries in this revenge. Thus, most of the

children perceive the attack on September 11" and the scenario afterwards in terms of

“what matters to their lives”. In other words, these children did not show sympathy for

those who lost their lives in the attack on the U.S. or for those who will be attacked in

Afghanistan. However, two children, Taku and Shin, held distinctly different views on

the attack. Taku gave a sympathetic comment about the victims of “September 11".

He felt sorry for the people related to those who were stuck inside the collapsing World

Trade Center buildings and those who were still missing. He thought both the

highjackers and the delighted Muslim children he saw on television were Okashii (a

unique adjective indicating a mixed state of ridiculous, immoral, abnormal, and

unacceptable). Shin tackled the incident by seeking a peaceful solution. He was the

only child who asserted that real courage was not revenge but reconciliation. Shin
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claimed that Japanese and other foreign governments should not take one side but should

intervene to make peace between the U.S. and Afghanistan. Additionally, he reflected

on his daily life and stated that people should not fight over small things in everyday life.

He continued that we should be forgiving of others.

On the whole, several children's images of death mirror Japanese societal,

cultural attitude to death, that is, death is scary. This fear of death comes from the

deprivation of favorite activities in daily lives and the separation from loved ones.

However, there are children who are not afraid of death because of their belief in God

through Christianity. Thus, in contrast to the meanings of “to live”, religious views on

death have certain impacts on children's grasping meanings of “to die”. Moreover,

instead of the aspect of activities in daily lives, which is a part of the meanings of “to

live”, rather only the aspect of the state of being, such as how the dead are and where the

dead are, is captured as the component of the meaning of “to die”. Regarding the

physical state of being dead, some children are able to expand their thoughts to the issues

of brain death, organ transplantations, and euthanasia, beyond their age. Lastly, it

became apparent that children knew what was going on the world and naturally continued

to discover the meanings embedded in their daily lives to shape their understanding of

life and death.

Commentary

It becomes evident that the children's notions of life and death were acquired

through their own daily experiences, such as, playing with friends, attending School,

keeping pets, losing loved ones, and watching TV programs portraying scenes of death.

Their lived experiences open up the possibilities for them to directly grasp the meanings
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of life and death. This is because people are “self-interpreting beings” (Benner &

Wrubel, 1989, p. 41). In other words, by living the children continue to uncover the

meanings which have been already in context. This naturalistic nonreflective way of

learning is taken for granted so much that people or children often do not notice until a

certain breakdown of situations happens (Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Plager, 1994). This

explains why children had greater difficulty defining “what it means to live” than “what

it means to die”. The meaning of “to live” is “tacit knowledge” (Benner, 1994, p. 17)

for children living in the world. In other words, what it means to live itself is

continuously discovered by children daily. Thus, children are in the midst of “the

“circle’ in understanding” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 195; Benner, 1994, p. 72). Therefore,

children listed what they did and how they were in everyday life in order to grapple the

meaning of “to live”. In addition, as mentioned in the text, some dimensions of the

meanings of “to live”, such as, to participate in daily activities and to feel happy, are

interrelated. This interrelation indicates that the children’s notion of life cannot be

reduced into detached, abstract entities. Rather, it consists of a web of contextual

biographical themes.

While the meanings of “to live” are taken for granted by children, the meanings

of “to die” are grasped through a mixture of embodied knowledge, such as, to die is

fearful and to die is not to exist here, and theoretical knowledge, such as, to die is lifeless

and to die is malfunctioning. However, since most of the meanings of “to die” are also

taken from their own everyday experiences, the children's notion of death is, again, not a

sum of the disengaged formulaic components. For instance, children’s experiences of

losing loved ones were instantly connected with a perception of death as being dark and
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horrific. This fear of death, also reported in the studies on Japanese children's notion of

death (Okada, 1979; Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education, 1983) including the

latest research (Okada, 2001), might mirror the negative attitude to death in Japan as well.

From a phenomenological stance, Japanese children are born into (‘thrown into’ as

Heidegger (1962) described) this Japanese cultural world that is already there and is

ready to be discovered its “meaningful set of relationships, practices, and language”

(Leonard, 1994, p. 48). As previously discussed, there is a deeply rooted fear of death

in the Japanese culture. Accordingly, Japanese children gradually encounter this fear of

death as a socially and culturally embedded meaning by living in this society and by their

direct experiences of death. These children's embodied knowing also explains their

shared notion that togetherness is a requisite for living, which mirrors conformity, one of

the most highly valued elements of Japanese society, and more valued than individuality

(Shin Nippon Seitetsu, 1989). In this way, the children's shared background as those

‘thrown into' Japanese society certainly affects their grasp of the meanings of life and

death.

As to culturally shaped practical knowledge, let us turn our attention to

cross-cultural comparisons of the findings of children's meanings of “to die”. This will

focus on the children’s notion of death, because as the extensive literature search revealed,

the body of research on children's notion of death does not explore the children's notion

of life. With exception, Lonetto (1980) mentioned in the study’s conclusion how life

and death are connected in the children's perception, which will be discussed later in

relation to my findings of the relationship between children's notions of life and death.

As indicated in the review of literature, since few studies employed systematic qualitative
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methods without imposing predetermined components, the comparisons with my findings

are somewhat limited. As previously mentioned, children's fear of death has been

reported in several studies cross-culturally including American (e.g., Carpio (1959);

Lonetto (1980); Wenestam & Wass (1987)), Swedish (Wenestam & Wass (1987)), and

Japanese children (Okada, 1979, 2001; Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education, 1983),

while classic researchers, Schilder & Wechsler (1934) did not find any episodes

suggesting such fear in children. Regarding the second dimension, to die is joyful, a

similar response was found in Lonetto's study (1980) of 26 children between seven and

eight years old in a Catholic school in the United States. These children predominantly

regarded death as “being the start of a new life in a heaven that is full of love, happiness,

and peace” (p. 97). Although Lonetto counted these children's perception of death as

the mere representation of their teachers’ beliefs at school, the children might rather use

the Catholic beliefs learned in the classroom as a practical tool to open up the

possibilities in the world in which the meanings of death are embedded. No existing

research reported the view of death as lifeless, that is, a loss of one's Inochi (life). The

children who mentioned this dimension did not attribute it to the Christian view that

“God gives and takes away”. Rather they described a lifeless condition that occurs at

death. Interestingly, regardless of age, they did not have much to discuss about this

definition. It might be because this definition is more related to theoretical abstract

thinking than to everyday understanding. One question still remains, that is, if the

meaning of death as lifeless is “given or taught” knowledge, why has it not been

discovered in other cross-cultural studies? In relation to the next dimension, Wass,

Guenther, and Towry (1979) in the study of the notion of death by American and
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Brazilian 10 and 11 year olds, indicated “change of existence” as an emerging definition.

They reported that significantly more Brazilian children held this “metaphysical view of

death” (p. 49) than their American counterparts. Unfortunately, the lack of further

discussion limits investigation of their analysis in terms of the basis for the children's

perceptions. As for the Japanese children in the present study, both their pre-ontological

sense of their own being in daily life and their experiences of the absence or invisibility

of a loved one guided them to find this meaning of death. Regarding the fifth dimension,

to die is malfunctioning, both Lonetto (1980) and Wass et al. (1979) found that

participants regarded death as “not being able to hear, talk, see or move” (Lonetto, 1980,

p. 142) and “cessation of bodily functioning” (Wass et al., 1979, p. 45). This perception

of biological death occurs in their everyday observations of the living and their daily

encounters with “small deaths” in accordance with their learning experiences in science

classes at school. In other words, children grasp death from the physiological viewpoint,

fusing their personal situational understanding with taught empirical scientific knowledge.

Lastly, the view of death as complicated including the issues of brain death, organ

transplants, and euthanasia is not identified in other studies of school-aged children's

notion of death. Although Wenestam (1984) introduced a Swedish girl’s comment, “If

you are very ill---it is probably rather nice to die” (p. 342) as an example of the

experience of dying, she was 16 years old. Thus, the depth of comprehension of the

three 10 year olds in this study calls attention to the prevailing application of

developmental theories of children's notion of death. As reviewed, while two

dimensions are uniquely disclosed in this project, five other dimensions are consistent

with the findings of the existing studies on the different cultural children. It might be
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because certain meanings of death are culturally situated, but at the same time, they are

grasped as the ‘human condition’ (P. Benner, personal communication, 2000). * .
*::..

In this study, age differences based on children's cognitive development did not º,

emerge in their everyday understanding of life and death but in their skills of - - - -

understanding the meanings of the questions or elaborating the answers. Thus, to a

certain extent, children's age may have an impact on a “technical” aspect of the study, but

not on the content. For instance, children whose definitions were concise and limited

were frequently in the same age group as children who reflected deeply and made an -
effort to think things through. Furthermore, although two children aged 10 and 12 who -: ■ º

noticed the ill had immobility were still categorized as living, another 10-year-old º -
defined death as immobility. Additionally, it is unclear why the other 10-year-olds did º º
not perceive death as immobility. It is also possible that they did not even hold this view. º

- -

Thus, children's notions of life and death do not depend on chronological age differences. *
---

Rather children's qualitative understanding of life and death are developed through º º º

everyday experiences. For instance, a girl who supported organ transplants after brain º
º

death had frequent discussions with her mother about death and had thus deepened her 3
thoughts on the subject. A boy who realized various conditions in which human beings

exist and who expanded his vision of life and death was brought up in a minister’s family - -

where matters of life and death were openly discussed and he had many opportunities to º
7

attend funerals. He also loved to watch documentaries and often thought about the

issues raised. In this way, again, the children's narrative and biographical understanding

of life and death consists of their lived experiences of the world.
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Conclusion

This chapter explores the Japanese children's naturalistic, qualitative

understanding of life and death. It became clear that children directly grasped the

meaning of life and death from their everyday experiences. Therefore, their notions of

life and death are more contextual and practical rather than detached and abstract.

While the notion of life is taken for granted by children, the notion of death consists of a

combination of embodied and theoretical knowledge. The developmental differences

are not found in children's quality of understanding. Rather the differences in children's

lived experiences in daily lives had a noticeable impact on the depths of their notions of

life and death. Both culturally shaped meanings and common meanings of the human

condition emerged in the children's notion of death.
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Chapter Five

INCORPORATION OF RELIGIONS

IN JAPANESE CHIDLREN’S VIEW OF DEATH AND AFTERLIFE

The attitude to and traditions surrounding death in the society in which children

live are inextricably linked with children's notions of death (McWhirter et al., 1983).

As indicated in the second chapter, in particular, the Japanese view of life and death has

been intertwined with a multi-layered belief system composed of Shintoism, Buddhism,

Confucianism, and Christianity. Therefore, it may not be surprising to find the

distinctive incorporation of major religions (Shintoism, Buddhism, Christianity) in

Japanese children's ideas about life and death. However, it is noticeable that

Confucianism did not appear in the children's views of these phenomena. This may be

because, from its beginning, Confucianism has influenced the Japanese moral code

(Shinnittetsu, 1989) rather than the religious practice. This chapter explores the

relationship between seven children's religious experiences and their perception of death

and the afterlife. The children were both covertly and overtly exposed to more than one

religious belief in their daily lives. First, three children’s stories will be introduced to

describe the Buddhist notion of Joubutsu (rest in peace) with the influence of Shintoism,

which is fused with Christianity. Another three children's stories will be discussed in

terms of the Buddhist notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation) blended with the Christian

notions of God, heaven, and hell. Finally, one child’s story will be described to show

the Buddhist notion of Joubutsu (rest in peace) and Umarekawari (reincarnation) slightly

influenced by Shintoism, and mixed with Christianity.
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Joubutsu (rest in peace)

Joubutsu (-suru) is a Buddhist notion meaning that dead sprits go to Gokuraku

(Paradise) and rest in peace. In the interviews, three children used this term, Joubutsu

(-suru), to explain the types of dead sprits. Used alone, the word Joubutsu is used as a

noun. However, with -suru (do), -shita (did), and -shinai (do not), Joubutsu is used as a

verb. Additionally, with —shiteiru (is) and —shiteinai (is not), Joubutsu can be used as an

adjective.

Tomo's story

Tomo's religious background is a mixture of Buddhism from his paternal

relatives and Christianity from his maternal relatives. His father has no religious beliefs.

His maternal grandmother is Catholic. Although his mother had a Christian education,

she was not baptized and no longer attends church, but she does practice Buddhist rituals

during visits to ancestors' graves. When Tomo once asked a question about life and

death, his mother told him a story about a person who died, went to Anoyo (the Buddhist

afterlife), witnessed Sanzunokawa (Buddhist ‘the River Styx'), and then returned to this

world. According to the mother, Tomo seemed to accept this story. Tomo has been

educated at a Christian school and is in the fifth grade. He goes to church on Sundays

with his younger brother. Thus, Tomo has been exposed to Buddhism at home and

Christianity at school and church. In this way, Tomo's religious background mirrors the

Japanese pantheistic belief system.

Tomo's understanding of life and death represents a fusion of Buddhism,

Christianity, and Shintoism. He regarded death as going to Anoyo (the Buddhist

afterlife); however, when asked about Anoyo (the Buddhist afterlife), he answered that it
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was heaven where God lived. In addition, God is almighty and a creator of souls.

He drew a murder scene with three kinds of souls and divided a sheet of paper

into two parts, Ten (heaven) and Chi (the ground) for the theme of “what it means to die”

(see Figure C15-D). In his explanation of what happens at the moment of death, he

returned to a mix of Buddhism and Shintoism, i.e. when a soul separates from a body at

death, it becomes a spirit, which is classified into three types. These types are: (a)

Joubutsu-shita spirits, who can go to heaven and watch their descendents or people on

the earth; (b) Joubutsu-suruka mayotteiru spirits, who are in limbo between heaven and

earth; (c) Joubutsu-shiteinai spirits, who can not go to heaven and stay on earth. In

Joubutsu-shiteinai spirits, there are two kinds: the “bad” spirits who haunt the living and

the “good” spirits who do not do evil things to the living. Moreover, although Joubutsu

(rest in peace) is a Buddhist word, Tomo defined it as going to heaven in the Christian

SenSC.

As Tomo was describing the drawing of “what it means to die” (see Figure

C15-D),

I: So, (as you said) are there two types of spirits, those who are wavering between
Joubutsusuru (rest in peace) or not and those who go to heaven?
T: No. This (pointing the spirit drawn in the upper part of the paper) is (as you said)
going to heaven, /but that (pointing to the spirit drawn in the middle of the paper) is
Joubutsu-shiteinai.

I : ■ 5 A/... + U+ 2 (DER■ 1, j ■ ,7), Užºv \7)x}}<2 C 3: P , & P ■ it}{EE|{C^T K #
OD 2 ## 2 J
T : ■■ : 5, huli KEE|{&#T 27-#7 ºf P J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
T : ■ - huli, #2 C 3 G. L.E., J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
T : ■ - 2 tº 2 tº C to , huli E■■ !, U-CºV \***), J

Regarding the same drawing (see Figure C15-D),

T. This one (pointing to the spirit drawn at the bottom of the paper)...has not been to
heaven, I mean, not yet Joubutsusuru (rest in peace)...and, well, stay in the
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world...then do the evil things, like that.
I: All right. What you meant by the world is the world where we are?
T: Yeah...on the earth.
I: All right...OK....What kind of evil things do you mean?
T: Well, haunting, I guess.

As continuing his explanation about the same drawing (see Figure C15-D),

T: ...I guess, well, people who are here (pointing at the spirits drawn in the middle of
the paper) are those who haven’t been to heaven yet, right...because it is impossible to
come down from heaven.
I: So, (as you mentioned before) do they do the evil things?
T: Some may do, some may not.

Particularly, his explanation of two kinds of spirits in Joubutsu-shiteinai (do not rest in

peace) spirits, as stated above, seems to come from early Shintoism, which believed in

two types of spirits, Soryo (good spirits) and Onryo (bad spirits). That is, as long as a

close relationship between the dead and the living remains, the spirits remain harmless,

even supportive. When one of the survivors neglects the deceased, these spirits will

seek revenge by haunting the living. In addition, Tomo clearly stated that he didn't

believe in the Buddhist idea of Umarekawari (reincarnation).

Thus, Tomo's understanding of life and death incorporates the notion of spirit

from Buddhism and Shintoism into the Christian notion of heaven as a place for all good

spirits. Tomo had been taught about Buddhism at home and Christianity at school; he

had not been formally taught Shintoism. However, the influence of Shintoism is evident

in Tomo's perception.

Ken's story

Ken's religious background is similar to Tomo's in terms of being surrounded by

several religions. As in Tomo's family, Ken's father also does not believe in any

particular religion. Ken's mother, brother, and Ken have been educated at Christian

schools. However, they have not been baptized. Ken's grandmother used to believe
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only in Buddhism and keeps the religious practices; Ken also participates in these

practices. However, after her husband's death in 1993, the grandmother started to go to

a Shintoist group with Ken and his mother and brother. Ken was taken to the meetings

frequently. Thus, Ken's religious background is a fusion of Buddhism, Shintoism, and

Christianity. Similar to Tomo, Ken's grasp of life and death reflects the mixture of

religions.

While Ken explained that a life starts at the moment when God creates a human

being's soul, he incorporated Buddhism, Shintoism, and Christianity to describe his

notions of death and the afterlife. According to Ken, at death, a soul leaves a body and

becomes a spirit and there are two types of spirits: (a) Joubutsu-shita spirits, who can go

to heaven or hell in Reikai (the world of spirits); and (b) Joubutsu-shiteinai spirits, called

Onryo (bad spirits), who are everywhere on earth and haunt people and animals. He

claimed that this occurs when people are killed by traffic accidents and become Onryo

(bad spirits) and stay on earth; Joubutsu-shita spirits are able to go to Reikai (the world of

spirits). He added that in Reikai (the world of spirits) there was a heaven for only pure

spirits where they would be given eternal life from God, and hell for the dead who had

been evil-minded, non-Christian believers, or betrayers of God while alive. In hell,

Enma Daiou (Buddhist Judge of Hell) lives.

K: /Even when you die, your soul lives forever. Right! (in a bit of a kidding tone)...A
soul is alive. (in) Heaven, hell, God, Enma Daiou (Buddhist Judge of Hell). Something
like that! Ho-ho-ho.
I: God and Enma Daiou?
K: Un-huh...Something like that!
I: Right? What do you mean by “a soul lives forever"?
K: A Soul?
I: Do you think so?
K: Well...a soul is...like a ghost. Then when a person dies, its soul leaves a body,
becomes a ghost, and goes to either heaven or hell....at the moment of death, a soul
leaves (a body) and a mind...Something like a heart, well, leaves a body and goes to
either heaven or hell...
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Heaven or hell. If your heart is pure, (you can go to) heaven...if you are evil-minded,
(you must go to) hell...something like that (silent) I read things like this in Bible. -
I: Yeah? Did you learn this at school?
K: Yes. * *

K: ■ 5EAv-■ to #734:# CVY 32 U. × Av J -
I: ■ .S.-Av, 3-A, 8-Ave FEA/C bi■ 754: # CV N3 P J A
K: ■■ 754: # CV 3, XEF, Hlížk, ####, Rº■■ k-E.J. 7,2, Av.G.S.S.G.§s, J - - - ,

I: ■ & Av.&A, 8-Av. J
- -

K: ■ 5EF, Häk, ####, ■ ºlºix-EAv.3.3-3. 3s., J
I: ■■ :##!C}|■ ix-E32, J
K: ■ Av.8-8-8-e J
I: ■ 5 Ave J
K: ■ P V N 5 ; U. C. J
I: [+ 3 #734:# CV N 32 C P 5 v \ 5 - J P J
K: ■■ 2 J

K: ■ 5 -Av: -iño C# 3.5, 3:3: Aftv \7; tº Avºrs C, 5EAv-■ |{{{{4}#U C, 44 eº
#(C7º 2 C, FEE|7)>}##kºff Ke J ---

I: ■ 5 Av. J ... --sº ; :
K: ■ 5EAv-■ iž73;{j-C # 3%),[N ? J >

-

I: ■ 5 Ave J
- ---

K: ■ ºft, , ) ºr 5 v \ 5 to 0D, 7S, z –& OD{#7), 2 #!j 2 C → C , XEE|7)x}##~ º ".

*T K 2 C, J …?
I: ■ 5KE]?)x}###3, J --- -

K: ■ XEF|7|\{{#s ■ ix0) # #UV Yº:#|tj■ [E], J HI: ■ ,\OD # UV \??:#|+}{[F], 5 Ave J
K: ■ ix0)}{j\ \{ 0) {i+}k-e J
I: T.S.-Ave J º
K: ■ 2 C32...HE # J. 7)\{ {, , ºr Avi)x^ 3 V \ 5 - P. 75+ v \{3}, ofte J ---
tº twº #

- -

K: ■ 5 Ave J I, “. . .

For the theme of “what it means to die,” Ken drew a picture of a town that had been

completely demolished after an air raid (see Figure C14-D). He had just finished

reading an antiwar novel as an assignment for the summer vacation and stated that he

wanted to draw a scene from the book. He explained what happened to people stuck

under destroyed houses. 7

I: Last time when I interviewed you...well, you mentioned a little bit about heaven and * ~ *

hell... Are they related to this drawing? ! ...
K: Not that much, I guess. * *

I: Then, what you are saying is that the dead either return to soil or not. Is this correct? - -

K: Yes. (The dead) become spirits (laugh).
I: Right, yah, these spirits...what do you mean by “become spirits”?
K: Well, I guess...because (the dead) do not do Joubutsu yet...because (the dead)
cannot Joubutsu...Well, then (these spirits who) don’t do Joubutsu fly around - *--

everywhere?...Fuuuu (imitating a sound of flying). “Someone please help me
-
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Joubutsu!”(laugh)
I: Well, why can't it do Joubutsu'?
K: Um, maybe because of a place where it died...Or Joubutsu...well, Joubutsu'?
I: Yah, what do you mean by “can’t do Joubutsu”?
K: Well, what can I say? graves...bury them in graves properly. What can I say...then
visit them and worship the dead? Well, we do this kind of things (to help the dead
Joubutsu). But after, um, after a war, people can’t do it in a proper way because of a
war...well, you know, gunpowder, you know, something like it, on TV that's how
people call, “rain of ashes,” you know, those things falling from the sky...Something
called “black rain.” Radioactive dust. It may still remain on the ground, so the dead
can’t Joubutsu well, you know.
I: Then what do you think will happen to those dead spirits flying everywhere?
K: What will happen? They may haunt people or animals and make them sick, and
...that’s all?
I: Uh-huh...then even now, not after a war, do you think those spirits are flying
everywhere?
K: That's what I think...for example, like in traffic accidents (people die) and can't
Joubutsu well...So, if a spirit can’t do Joubutsu well, or can’t Joubutsu because of the
cause of death such as a traffic accident, it still remains on the earth.

I: Then about heaven and hell...last time, what you said was people whose minds are
clear---
K: Well, you mean, pure.
I: Right, pure, OK.
K: Well, that's how I think and I am not sure it's true.
I: It's all right. I just want to know what you think. So it’s perfectly OK. Now, what
about hell?
K: ...um, how did I write last time?
I: Evil-minded people.
K: Well, then, those who didn’t believe in God...yeah...
I: Anything else?
Y: Well, those who betrayed God...Yeah, like that.
I: Yes?/Go to hell?
K: To hell.
I: Right, that's good (fading out).
K: That’s what I think, but not sure (if it's true or not).

In this way, a fusion of Buddhism (Joubutsu, and Enma Daiou), Shintoism

(Onryo), and Christianity (heaven and hell, eternal life, and the Judgment) clearly

emerged in Ken's notions of death and the afterlife. It mirrors his involvement with

mixed religious beliefs through his daily experiences. Not one of these religious beliefs

seems powerful enough for him to establish a one-religion oriented perspective. It

might be because, as stated in the second chapter, the Japanese tend to accept religion as

rituals or habits rather than as beliefs (Yamamoto, 1996). This attitude is clearly
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delineated in the following story of Mai.

Mai's story

Mai is from a divorced family. Mai’s religious background is a mixture of

Christianity and Buddhism. She is educated at a Christian School, and goes to church

on Sundays when her mother can get up early enough. On the other hand, at home her

maternal grandmother makes offerings, such as cups of tea and incense, every morning to

her deceased husband's Buddhist altar. Mai’s family visits her grandfather’s Buddhist

grave about once a month. They still practice Obon rituals (Buddhist celebration of the

dead spirits’ temporal return to this world) every August. Nowadays, it is uncommon

for urban families to follow the Obon tradition so devoutly. Mai’s mother told her that

her grandfather came back to earth. She also heard her grandfather come back home at

the anniversary of his death by riding on a vegetable horse, which Mai and her sister had

made at Obon (Buddhist celebration of the dead spirits’ temporal return to this world).

However, her mother emphasized that although her family kept this Buddhist tradition, it

did not mean that Buddhism was their religion. This attitude seems to be typical in

Japan. That is, keeping religious rituals can be just a tradition or even a habit, which

does not include religious dogma.

Mai described two kinds of souls or spirits: (a) those who go to heaven; and (b)

those who stay at home. She regarded heaven as a holy and relaxing place where God

and Jesus live and where dead people carefully watch and protect the living on earth. In

addition, dead people in heaven serve God. Although she did not use the exact word,

Joubutsu (rest in peace) to describe souls or spirits, her comments indicate this was the

intent. Unlike Tomo and Ken, Mai claimed no distinctive difference between these two
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souls because souls staying at home can be good and protect us from evil. She stated it

was her schoolteacher who told her a story of good souls or spirits who watch and protect

the living. If it is true, it is no wonder that Mai holds a mixed view of death and the

afterlife, because even adults are conveying mixed religious messages.

I: Well, then, when human beings...die...where do you think they go?
M: To heaven.
I: They will go to heaven. Then, as you just said, souls go to heaven, or?
M: Souls exist at home...there are two types of souls...those who go to heaven and
those who stay here.

I : [+ 3 + 3 } , JV■ ; lit, J
M : ■ 5 Ave J
I : ■ 5EAv U x 5 P. J
M : ■ 5 Ave J
I : ■ J & K-4T K ? )
M : [X|E|, J
I : TREEE|{-4T K • U x #2, 4) # tº º A/SH 2-C « hi-Z}.7:v\??, #, 75 (“75” &
###), REE|{&#T & O 2*h, P. t.), J
M : ■ i■ liº ODIH (C#2, ## U C 3's J
I : ■ i■ liº (DTH (C## U C 3, J
M : ■ i■ , 2 ||##52 C, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
M : ■ ix:EE|{C^T K 0) J. (CVN 3 ODe J

I: Um, some souls stay at home...and some others go to heaven?
M: Yeah.
I: These two types?
M: Yes.
I: What do you think about heaven?
M: Jesus lives (there)...many dead people stay there and they carefully watch and
protect the surviving families?
I: / Is there anything else about heaven?
M: A holy place...a place where people can rest.
I: / Anything else?
M: (long pause) A place where people can live with God.
I: / Anything else?

-

M: A place where (dead) people can carefully watch and protect all the people in the
world...and living animals.
I: / Is there anything else?
M: I don’t know.
I: Is that all?
M: Yeah.
I: Then, in heaven, as you said now, besides watching carefully and protecting all the
people and animals in the world...what do you think people in heaven do?
M: Serve God...and feel whether those people (on the earth) stay happy or not.
I: / Who are those people?
M: Like family, dogs kept (on the earth), friends, best friends, cousins, well...and
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acquaintances.

In addition, Mai exemplified her grandfather as one of these good souls in heaven. Part

of Mai’s view of life and death seems to be affected by her grandfather's death. As

described in the previous chapter, her maternal grandfather died unexpectedly in 1997.

Mai remembered that when she returned home from the hospital, she saw sweets for her

friends who were supposed to have been to visit her that afternoon, that had been

prepared by her grandfather. She mourned his death deeply. In particular, she regrets

that she rejected his offer to take her to and pick her up from school everyday because she

felt ashamed in front of her friends. She still feels very guilty about it. She wishes she

had been with him more because “once a person dies, you are never able to do anything

with him or her again”. However, Mai is not as sad as she used to be because “all

human beings die and we will surely see each other again sometime later”. She still

dreams of him and then becomes very happy because she feels as if she could meet him

again.

His death appears to have affected Mai’s image of death, that is, feeling a loss of

(family or community) members. First, she related her answer directly to her former

pet.” However, later in the interview, when she was asked about her thoughts about the

dead in general, her answer was connected to the grandfather's death and it was

noticeably similar to her first answer linked with her dead pet.

Firstly, she gave an image of death relating to her dead pet.

M: It’s very sad to lose one (carp). (very thoughtfully and slowly)
I: Um, to lose one---
M: Friends must be very sad if they lose one...An owner must be sad, too, if one
dies... Sad (fading out)
I: Right...Who...do you think is sad?

13 It is not uncommon to keep fish, e.g., goldfish, carp, and tropical fish, as pets in Japan. Fish
frequently come as the first pets to children.
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M: An owner and friends?
I: / So what about a dead carp?
M: Of course, it wants to live more, but... it must be fate?...And also...other things,
too...Maybe...But nothing can be done...But because it could go to heaven...It's good.
Well, (there's) no way (to avoid death)...I guess...All human beings and animals have
their own time (fading out) (in low tone).
I:/Then, what do you think a dead carp is now?
M: I think it's serving God in heaven.

Later, she addressed her views of the dead after death in general, which were entangled

with her thoughts about her grandfather's death. She claimed that he did Joubutsu (rest

in peace), went to heaven, and served God because he hadn’t done anything evil. He did

not want to die so soon, which is true of many others in heaven. Mourners, in general,

see the dead off to heaven from earth with much sorrow. Therefore, in return, her

grandfather keeps protecting her from heaven and she feels grateful for his protection.

Moreover, she views death that occurs during an operation (a similar situation as

her grandfather's) as staying forever in the dream, dreamt by the person undergoing the

operation:

M: Operation, well, when die during an operation, um, a person is under anesthetic,
right?
I: Uh-huh (overlapped)
M: I think being under anesthetic is the same as sleeping, so, I guess a person (under
anesthetic) dies while dreaming a good dream.
I: Yeah.
M: And then, when an operation finishes, a family is notified (about a death). I guess,
to die in this situation (under anesthetic during an operation) means to stay forever in
the dream (which the patient was dreaming at that time).

In this way, Mai’s image of death and the dead was influenced by experiencing the

unexpected death of her grandfather who had been very close to her. Additionally, the

experience of being pulled away from him seems to influence her fear of death; that is,

death would take her away from her family. She strongly expressed her desire to live

for a long time. However, simultaneously, she repeated that all human beings and
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animals would die anyway and we had to accept it. This implies that thinking of others’

mortality was more acceptable than her own.

Thus, Mai delineated a vision of life and death that incorporated Christianity

(such as notions of God and hell), Buddhism (such as notions of Joubutsu (rest in peace)

and the temporal return of the dead spirits to the earth for the occasions such as Obon and

the anniversary of its death), and Shintoism (such as a notion of spirits who remain on the

earth). Similar to Tomo, Mai also showed the influence of Shintoism, though she had

no formal exposure to this religion. Again, this may reflect the general influence of

Shintoism, as stated in Tomo's story. In contrast, Buddhism appears to be handed down

through generations by maintaining practices and rituals. In addition, as previously

discussed, Mai’s experience of losing her grandfather had a great impact on her notions

of death and the dead.

Thus, these children categorized the dead into two or three groups according to

the Buddhist notion, Joubutsu (rest in peace), while describing a character in each group

in the Shintoist notion of spirits. Moreover, the Christian view of God, heaven or hell,

and the Judgment are combined with the perception of the afterlife.

Umarekawari ( reincarnation)

Ryo's story

Ryo's religious background includes Christian education at School, though he

does not go to church at all. According to his parents, Buddhism and Shintoism are

respected at home as traditions on both sides of the family. For example, all family

members pray to Buddha at graves, whereas they pray to Shinto gods at their home shrine

in the mornings. Thus, Ryo has grown up in an environment that blends these three
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religions. Both of his drawings reflected his Christian view of life and death. In his

drawing of “what it means to live” (see Figure C16-L), he drew one figure who, he

explained, served God and delivered a soul from heaven to earth. Ryo was not sure if

this figure was an angel although he added an angel’s halo and wings. This “angel”

cannot be seen by people on the earth but can be heard. It has no gender, because it

does not exist in the way human beings exist. If it delivers a life to foreign countries, it

will become a foreigner.

R: From heaven, it is coming down to the earth...Yeah, well. Heaven? Um, yeah,
something like that.
I: Then, is this (pointing to the figure in his drawing “what it means to live”) alive or
dead now? Which do you think it is?
R: Well, now it’s dead, no, I mean—[interrupted by Yuh]—it is already inside a
mother's tummy...then, its soul is going to come down. /Then the baby is going to
live.
I: And this is what you think it means to live?
R: Oh, yes. Then, human beings are going to live.

R: ■ 5KE]?), 2, ##R(CIÉ)7), 2 CV S K P J As J
I: [KE]7), 2 Hºkk■ ál)--> CW \ K P J A P J
R: ■ 5 Ave KBE, P V N 573–, Avs 3: * 5 v \ 3 - P. C. J
I: [+ 5 v \ 5 - J. G. PJ
R: ■ Avl
I: ■ U. × #9, º 0) JN-2 °C, A-4:# C 3 OD 2 AEAV-C 3 OD 2 P 2 tº 2 J
R: ■ A-li-EAV-G 3 ºf , 3EAv-G 3 P V N 5.7x—J
[{{0}}{}^37,3]
I: ■ 5 Ave J
R; ■ is# 3 AVOD+3#0) HH (CVN-C-J
I: ■ 5 Av)
R: ■ zé hy-G, º 0D■■ 7)\}. W) CíT & J
I: [+0)#73% W) C4I & Avi■ , ■ 273–J (# 3313)
R: ■ zéºn-G+0)+{#75 (### Hy■ v■ ’) or v \ } - P. G. J
I: ■ zé: 27)x—J
R: ■ Av J
I: [++u)SAE # 3 2-C - P 2 J
R: ■ zé 3 v \ 5 - P. &#v-G, JJH]734:# CV \ { } \, \ } - P. C. J

R: Then, this (pointing the figure in his drawing “what it means to live”) is a scene that
says, “Oh, that is the earth where I am going to live!”
I: All right. Then, is this a human being, or not?
R: Well,
I: What do you think it is?
R: (silent)

---
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I: You don't know? Then—[interrupted by Yuh)
R: (That is) something which carries souls.

R: It can be a foreigner.
I: This? (pointing to the same figure in his drawing “what it means to live”)
R: Yeah...I haven’t drawn here, but here, / here is supposed to be the USA around here.
I: Yeah, then, this is coming down to the USA?
R: What? Oh, yeah, it is...It is coming down here (pointing to a space on the paper).
I: How do you think it feels now about coming down to the USA?
R: Don’t know.

I: This one (pointing to the same figure in his drawing “what it means to live”) who
carries souls...Is it alive or dead?
R: People on the earth can’t see it, but...they can hear the voice, like God’s voice, um,
this is someone who serves God.

In his drawing of “what it means to die” (see Figure C16-D), he drew a person who he

said had sinned and was crucified in a thunderstorm. It offers a vivid reminder of the

death of Jesus. Ryo added that if a person does things that are not forgiven by God, he

or she must go to hell after death. This view of a punishment at death, together with his

drawing of the crucifixion, indicates his Christian vision of death and the afterlife.

Herein, the effect of a Christian school education emerges.

I: OK, a person (on the cross in the drawing of “what it means to die”). What happened
to a person?
R: Half dead...But still breathes.
I: But half dead? And what is this?
R: Thunder.
I: This is thunder. And what are they?
R: Clouds...Well, thunder maybe...Right, dark clouds.
I: Dark clouds...Why do you think this person ends up on the cross?
R: Don’t know!...Because he has sinned.

R: (After death), (s) he will be put in the soil, (touching a recorder) then, will go to
either heaven or hell (in a low voice)—((S)he) will go to either heaven or hell (in a low
voice).
I: Then, what will happen?
R: Then...then...then, (s) he will go back to the soil. Then ((s)he) will go to
heaven... and like my drawing last time...((S)he) will be given a soul and... and will
come back to the earth again (in a low voice)
I: Um, good, I always wanted to ask you about it. What do you think about a body
when a soul comes out of a mouth at death and a soul is carried back to the earth?
R: Um, I have no idea.
I: I know this is hard. I myself looked at your drawing last time and kept thinking this
was very difficult. Uh-huh.
Ryo kept silent.
I: Oh, right. I think, oh, yes, let's try this person first (pointing to a person on the cross
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in his drawing). Does (s)he have a soul?
R: Yes, at this moment.
I: /Then, what about the moment when (s)he can't breathe and his/her heart stops?
R: (His/her) soul leaves a body.
I: / All right, then, what will happen to his/her soul?
R: ...I guess, it will go to heaven, maybe, not sure though.

Ryo also stated that at death a person's soul came out of the mouth (see Figure C16-DB),

was eaten by “someone” who served God, and was carried back from heaven to the earth.

As quoted above, this “someone” is already in a mother's stomach. When a soul

arrives there, a baby is born. In this way, Ryo's view can be interpreted as Umarekawari

(reincarnation). However, it is not clear whether after receiving the soul the baby grows

up as the same person who used to own the soul.

I: Um, you think this one is carrying souls?
R: Yeah.
I: What are---
R: Souls?
I: Yeah! What do you think?
R: ...Souls?...souls? Like this (starts drawing something gray breathed out by a
person)...This is coming out from the mouth, just like this, then it goes like this
(pointing to a gray shape on the paper)...Then, in this way, it (a person) dies...then it
(the same figure in his drawing “what it means to die”) eats a soul...Then again it will
carry it.
I: / By “it” do you mean this gray one?
R: Uh-huh, yes.
I: Right, this gray one. OK, what does this one feel to carry souls?
R: Don’t know.

However, Ryo negated the possibility of a return of a dead person to the earth.

I: So, you think that a dead person can come back to the earth after death? Again?
R: I don’t know.

I: / I was asking you if the dead come back to the earth or not. Then you said you didn't
know.
R: No, I didn't...Do you know?
I: Well, I am a Christian...so, in Christianity, there is no such idea of coming back to
the earth again after death. Because once you die, you will go to heaven and serve God.
That's it. But I really want to know how children think about it.
R: Have no idea (big sigh).

I: Then, well, people who go to heaven...will be able to come back to the earth? Or will
not be able to come back to the earth?
R: Well, I don’t know
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Thus, Ryo seems to have a sense of Umarekawari (reincarnation) but not a solid notion of

it because he did not know if the dead could return to the earth. However, the influence

of Buddhist notions is still seen in his vision of life and death.

On the whole, Ryo thinks that at death, the soul departs from the body and goes

either to heaven or hell while bodies may return to the soil. If human beings do

something against God when they are alive, they will have to go to hell. If they have

not sinned, they can go to heaven. Souls who go to heaven will be brought back to the

earth by someone with an angel's halo and wings, who serves God in heaven. When

these souls are delivered to expectant mothers, their babies will start their lives. Thus,

souls keep living. In this way, Ryo showed a sense of Umarekawari (reincarnation),

although historically in Japan, Buddhism failed to strongly establish the notion of

metempsychosis (Shinnittetsu, 1989). It might be because either the idea of

Umarekawari (reincarnation) has been conveyed by Ryo's family during visits to the

ancestors’ graves, or like Shintoism, Umarekawari (reincarnation) has covertly

surrounded him in the atmosphere of his daily life. However, Ryo did not show any

particular thoughts related to Shintoism even though he has been overtly exposed to it in

his daily life. One may wonder if his family has only told him how to worship Shinto

gods but has not taught him the underlying beliefs. As a result, praying to Shinto gods

at home may be mere rituals to him.

Nami's story

Nami was educated at a Christian school, goes to church on Sundays and sees

her mother offer incense at the Buddhist altar every morning. Thus, while learning

Christian beliefs outside the family, she has learned Buddhist traditions through familial
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religious practices. In this mixed religious environment, Nami addressed the existence

of God in heaven (Christianity) and the notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation)

(Buddhism). In her explanation of her drawing about “what it means to live” (see

Figure C8-L), as mentioned in the previous chapter, she said when a person died, (s)he

would go up to heaven where God would give him or her Inochi (life) and he or she

would be sent back to the earth by Him. She drew a three year old girl who had been

given a new life, and now was going down to the earth to live as a different person.

Thus, her notion that after death people will be given new life reflects the Buddhist

influence. However, Nami claimed that it was the Christian God who made

Umarekawari (reincarnation) possible. In this way, it appears that she has both

Christian images about the ultimate ruler who gives and takes human lives and Buddhist

notions of reincarnation as life after death.

I: All right now, Nami, last time what you said---
N: Yeah?
I: I would like you to check (what you said) if I understand correctly. Nami, last
time...Oh, right, this girl, um you said that this girl will have new life injected into her
in the sky? Did you say here (pointing to the drawing “what it means to live”) was the
sky?
N: Yeah.
I: In the sky, this girl is injected with a life and is coming down to the earth...that's
what I think you said, but is this correct?
N: Yeah.
I: And then, this girl dies again.
N: Yeah?
I: Now, does this girl again go to heaven, or? Right, then, if God injects a life, will the
same girl return to the earth? Exactly the same girl?
N: No, different...A bit different...Yeah, looks similar but different.
I: / All right, OK. Then, it is not the case that always the same girl lives, dies, goes to
heaven, is given a new life, and comes back to the earth.
N: NO.
I: She becomes a different person?
N: Yeah.
I: / All right, then...so, which one do you think if the dead come back to the earth or
not?
N: ...(The dead) come back to the earth?
I: It's OK to say what you think it is.
N: ...(The dead) come back to the earth.
I: / All right...so, do they come back as exactly the same people? Or totally---
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N: A bit different.
I: / OK. Understood...then, as you said, this girl is injected Inochi (life) and will return
to the earth. Um, what do you think Inochi (life) is?
N: (long pause) Well...(Inochi (life) is) something necessary to live on, on the earth.
I:/OK, good, right. Then where does it come from?
N: (long pause) From the place where God lives.
I: / OK, uh-huh, hum, hum. Right. / So you mean it does not come from God but from
the place where He lives?
N: Um? Yes, it comes from God.

I : [+ 3 Už ■ , Š " ?? v \f, Žež tº * A/73, - 0) #TC,33;# U C & hit ... }. #7-#!,
75 tº re A, J. Wº Z; t < Av7); # 2 C K #17- - - 4)7), 2 C7-7) jº--> TC # 5 OD (D■■■ as
Žež tº x. Avli, º ■ ºw \fº...+3 ) 2 - 0) fro) ºf , 0) #0)-f-lit, ####7), P , fi & W
■ u ºn, C , 73, 5 – A P. 32, Žež tº & Avi); # o C K #17-0){i, T ~7)3, 2.É7)*, J
N : ■ 5 Ave J
I : [2E, G, ####7), 2 fl & Wh ºv-C, #1 Ek■ & V) C = 3; 37... 2 CH-2 C < hº■ t/v
jºj Jº, ºh, liv \v \ 2 J
N : ■ 5 Ave J
I : [++L-G, º 0DH}{-, i.e.73 tº x. Avli, 5 – A P , - (D-f. , 0)-f-lifa, U. × &
####7), 2 fl & Åh, 231. 3 #jli P 5 LC7-Avº L E 5 , o C#|V \7: P \ 3 – A P , º
ODHjøDJV■ ;|753EA, U. × 2 C, ºh,7), 3 4:3; #12;35 V) o C# o C K #17:/v7 ºf P ,
3 —A, J. ...* 5 # 3 P , ■ º tº & Avo) H-2 C K Žužt P. & # tº Av P , #1.73%)7)**, 3
J. H. 5 Aviºj P × 5 U.7- 3 - CºA, U x 27: Mi, FEA, U. × 27t)\{i, Žež;.
to x, Ay, XEE|7)x}{1}{r}:{T K 2 C#j#2 C < #17:/v7: Jºža, º ■ l Cº...??)--> 7: . U &
5KE]{& L J 5 g ×[F]+, W \,\ P & L7- JN)\{T & S → C H → C K Žužt/v7 ºf P , ºr
Žulj – 9 #3: -3°, v \v \ 2 + 3 H 5 'P U x #5... - - lit, OD####73v 32.É0) E■■ li R[F]
jº (D, ºn P to jã 5 B■ 2 J
N : ■ 5 Av, jš 5 Fr. J
I : ■■ : 3 E■ , 5 Av, 3}7^27-e U x & JJH], [+, 3EAv U × 5 , P: ... U x , ■ ºil 3 ºf
& ODfro)+, fl & Wh ºv-C#, Ek■ º () # -j-...-C, 0)-f-7); # , 5E/v Q U + v \{ L
7-, + L7- 3 - 0)+lis &li P 5 # 3 } { } {2 J
N: ■ ...}{[E], 7.x, (x+-2S-7 y 7) J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
N : ■ hlºk, J
I : TFE7)x}{H}r P 5 Ave G. Hºrli P 5 v \ 5 JV75%T & 2 C#27- - , i■ :# P. 7), 2 C,
Hijº z_-C < hº■ -Aviºj Jº... + A P : ... *■ huli■ → C+ 5 P + 3n - to (Z-2S-7 sy
7) J
N : ■ 5 Ave à 2 C 3's J
I : ■■ : 2-C 3, 5 Ave U x * 0) frº)—f-lif P otº (C L J 57), 7 J
N: ■ REF), J
I : TREE, 3 Ave & L7- 3, # 0)+\i R[E]{cff-> C , º L7- 3 FEE|{i, 0)####
7); V × 3 Ef P lijš 5 2 C# of:/v7: Jºža, J
N : ■ 5 Ave J
I : [+ 27), U x #5, XEE|{c^T K U x & ...}}7^2 fºe Av-, U & 3), £1,73, fiflá
7-7), 27- 0) ºf, fººt, º Avºc■■ ■ 7), 27-0) ºf, 0) fro) ºf , fi■ h & Wh, 9.31% #ff,
lit, (Dfc/D+|f P 27), 25%f-Avº L E 3 2 J
N: ■ REFle J
I : [KE] (+-2 R-7 y 7) J
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N : TH}}}#ke J
I : ■ ix[F]7)*Hººk?)- 2, OD, ########3 E■ kjá7- J H 5 P.J *::.
N: ■ 5 Ave J --"

I : ■ ???) tº & Avo); 2 C 3 iH, V, GV v N.E. J …' . .
N : ■ 5 Ave J --- -

I : ■ y■ : C, ###7), ºffi & Wh ºv-C (Z--2R-7 y 7.) J -

N : ■ 5 Ave J -"

I : ■ h; ERC}}< 3 2 CVY 5 - J P J
N : ■ 5 Ave J
I : [+ L7- 3, OD+73 to 5 1 [H], WEA, U. × V \# Uže J
N: ■ 5 Ave J
I : ■ .--C, REE|{C^T K Avi■ 27-2 ºf 2 + U+ 2, 4= < , - G + f_{###!&## Wh,
2:317- 24:3 , ■ till frº)+7); Hh E!C}{2 C#3 (D 2 J -

N: ■■ je J º
I : ■■ : 5 PJ :

--

N : ■ ix E o! É 5 s ] * *
I : ■ tº E → E iè 5s J --

N: ■■ p. C. 3 ºf P■ š ), J º --
I : ■■ p. C. 3 ºf Piš 5, & Av.&Ave U x , ■ il U , 0)+73, K. 3 K. 3 K 3 & 3D12 C º t

3 #5 j L & ■ º V YA/7′s J --- -

N : ■ 5 Ave J ---
I : ■ i■ 5, J —i

-

N : ■ 5 Ave J * . . .
I : ■ ºf 5 (3: 3 s tº E → E iá 5 #3. V \\ \ k ...* L7- 2 3EAvi■ JN-2 CVY 3 ODI+, 5EA, --- º

U. × 27-JV-> TCW \ } 0) {i, B& 2 (33% 0)7,372, E2 (337; V \0)7)>7: 'P J º
-

N: ■ ...}}{2 C, #3 P J
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* *

N : ■ ...}}{2 C, #3, J J
I : ■ B. 2 C# 3., 5 Av...* U7- 2 #3/v7r LHZ-CB& 2 C# 3.0) ‘P + h, P to tº E → J.
jë 3%-GB, 2 Cyß:30) ‘P + h) J to , 4-#8 (+-2R-7 y 7)

-

N : ■ ix E → E iá; 5 e J º
I : ■ ix E o P. jã 3% GB£2 C# 3.0), 5 Av 3 Ave v \v \ Jºs #57-27-...* U7- - , ºr -
Z}, t) & Avijñ■ → 7t, (D, ■ h, & Wh/C, (D-f-lifth E!C3%3Aviºj■ u P , ■ º 2 C, -
Jº Avº to 0D?: J H 5 PJ
N: [... (tº) # E-G...AB = 3, Æ is 37-850) to 0), J ■ º
I : THE ECAF # 37-850) to 0), 3-A, G, AV, V V N Jºe P. 27), 25% 5A/?: Z, 5 PJ -
N: ■ ... (ºtº) ####0), H 353ET), 2, J ‘. . . .
I : ■■ :###0)}#3 #fff;), 3, 5 Av 5 A, 5 Av 3 Ave ####0)}#3 #Eff), 232, U & #5, # - - -

#7), 25%. 3 o C#5 ºf U x fºv \Aviº. ####0)}#3 #Eff), 25%. 3 2 J 1: . .
N : T & Av ‘P 5 Ave ####7), 25%. 3, J

Although Nami experienced relatives’ deaths consecutively, dissimilar to Mai,

her experiences did not seem to overtly influence her view of Umarekawari
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(reincarnation), as described above. Her mother reported that Nami had lost her

maternal uncle in February 2001 and her maternal grandfather in April of the same year

because of illness. However, Nami did not mention these deaths. According to her

mother, although Nami did not seem scared by the dead bodies when they had been at

home, she had vomited at the crematorium. Nami's mother reported that Nami was only

worried about losing the award given to students who always attend school because she

had to skip a few days at school for the funerals. Nami stated the only thing she

remembered from the funerals was hanging on the back of her father's chair and when he

suddenly stood up she fell onto the floor with the chair on top of her.

On the whole, Nami held the idea of reincarnation, which might be caused by

her mother’s Buddhist worship and the notion of the Christian God and heaven that she

has been taught at school and church. Her experiences of relatives’ consecutive deaths

did not have a visible impact on her notion of life and death. The potential reason could

be because the incidents were too “huge' for an eight-year-old to digest, especially in

such a short time frame.

Sakura's story

Sakura is Mai’s younger sister. Her religious background is described under

Mai’ story. Like Mai, Sakura also mentioned her grandfather's death four years

previously. She remembered that she was taking a nap at kindergarten when her mother

picked her up. Sakura wondered why. She remembered arriving at the hospital, with

the other grandchildren, and she asked the grandfather's doctor to operate on him. The

doctor explained the operation was impossible because he already had too much brain

damage from the fall down the stairs. Sakura remembered that the mechanical
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ventilation was disconnected and she saw her grandfather's arms and legs move. She

thought this was his good-bye. Then she heard the machine make a sound and the

monitor (EKG) became flat. At his funeral, Sakura was told that she was too young to

gather her grandfather's ashes. She remembered staying with her mother's friend who

bought bubblegum for her, but not for her sister. Though feeling a little scared, Sakura

still wants to gather ashes if she has another chance. When she thought that her

grandfather was already in heaven, she became a bit sad because she would never be able

to see him again. She feels sad especially when seeing someone similar to her

grandfather who reminds her of him. Sakura reported that her sister, Mai, cried when

she had to sing a song called “My Grandfather's Clock” at school on the day after their

grandfather's death because she, Sakura, and he always wound the old clock at home.

Mai still cries when she listens to the song. Thus, Sakura and Mai still mourn their

grandfather’s death deeply. Sakura's experience of his death affected her perception of

the afterlife. As further explained below, she believed that he and other good dead

people could return home at Obon (Buddhist celebration of the dead spirits’ temporal

return to this world) by riding on a vegetable horse. In addition, Sakura and Mai have a

common view of the dead watching and protecting the living from heaven. It could be

possible that both of them were told about this notion after their grandfather's death.

As stated in Mai’s story, the family still keeps Obon rituals and the sisters help

their grandmother to practice them. Sakura was told by her mother that souls of the

dead came back home at Obon. Moreover, according to her mother's report, Sakura told

her mother that if the dead serve God well, they were able to be revived. Her mother

suspected that Sakura might have been taught this story by her kindergarten teachers.

3
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Sakura herself claimed that, after death, if we did good things to God, we were able to go

back to other mothers but not to our own mothers and live again as different people.

She also mentioned that she heard the rumor, that is, after death if we help God well, we

are able to be revived. She stated clearly that she believed this:

I: Well, do you think the dead come back to where we live?
S: Yeah, well...everyone...says that...once you go to heaven, you can’t come back,
but...we can come back at Obon and some other time...Also, if you help God...you
can be revived.
I: / All right, OK.
S: Well, that’s what people say!
I: / All right, how about you? What do you think about that?
S: Well, I guess, not like if you help God, but do something good for Him...you can
come back.
I:/Uh-huh, all right, then, how do you think you will be at the time when you come
back here? For example?
S: For example, into a mother's tummy... you will go...and will be born again.
I: Into the same mother?
S: No, into a different mother.

I : ■ 5 —Av, 337-, -, - (< E → C & 3 J. H. 3 P - 0)#1, #734:# CV N3 E■ ke J
S: ■ 5 -Ave & 0)32, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
S: ■ º Ay???a, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
S : ■ 350Dža, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
S : [REE|{<\ \?: 333, to 5 ##L, (Cliºužºv \ 2 CVY 5 ºf Pºža, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
S : ■ i3% P. 7)\{C}#}#}l 3 Uža, J
I : ■ z v. 7 ºz, J
S : ■■ :###0)+3={RVN L7- 232, J
I : ■ 5 Ave J
S: ■■ :7-4E # 33 231% Aviº Jºe J
I : ■■ :###0D+3={zºv \ U7- 0 , 33% (C7º 27- 37 S E → T. T. 31, 3 2 J
S : ■ 5 Ave J
I : ■ 7 × 7 × 7 ºz, J
S : ■ cu \ } lie J
I : [-C v \ 5 ■ lº. 3 K 25 to x. A P 5 # 5 2 + 0)|| 2 J
S : ■ z —, ####0)+3={{zºv \ U. × jºs & C, ####!CV v \ . P. L7- 2 J
I : ■ 5 Av. J
S : ■■ :h, 3 } {# 5 - J
I : ■ 5 – A/S ##1, 3 } { } e ]
S : ■ 5 Ave J
I : ■ z v. 7 v, *.0)B. Fli Jº Avºr, PA/º3+2-C K 37,27, 27- - x_{fa, J
S : ■ 5|z_{f, 33 R+ š A/0):3# (C, J
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: ■ 5 Ay, J
: ■■ :7:v\ 2 C, J

: ■ 2 > 7 ºz, J
: ■ ºn, G, 3:7-4: ##L-C K Ž), J

: ■■ :7-4E■■ UC < 3, [H] Liºff & Avº)+3}# 2 J
: ■ 5 5 Ave v \% Aviriº RP & Ave J

:
The distinctive incorporation of Christian education, which Sakura has been

taught at school, and Buddhist practices, which her family have preserved, was revealed

throughout Sakura's interviews. Sakura explained that her grandfather and great

grandparents coming back to the earth at Obon would go back to heaven. She added

that she didn’t know where heaven was but it was the place where the Christian God

resides and where all the dead got along. Moreover, from heaven, God and the dead

keep watching and protecting the living on the earth. The reason why she had this idea

was that she had already been asked the same question at school.

S: Today is Obon, so my grandpa will come back home.
I: Today?
S: Well...I mean Obon has already passed...it was a few days ago.
I:/All right... your grandpa is coming home...what did you do at Obon?
S: At Obon, before Obon, my sister made a horse from a cucumber and an aubergine. /
It (the horse) is downstairs.
I: / And...what happened?
S: Then...we put it at Buddhist altar, and then, we put a saucer with newspaper down...
and put a wooden stick (on the newspaper)...then, poured water in a kettle...then we
burned (a wooden stick on the newspaper on a saucer)...well, my granny told me that if
you saw a big fire, it meant that my grandpa came back home...then, we showed him
the way to the house. ...To this place, (we) kept showing (the way) to here...we did
and then...my grandpa went into the Buddhist altar with my great grandparents...And
then...at the dinner table...my sister asked if school was fun, or something like that.
And that’s it!
I: To whom? To you?
S: Yeah.
I: All right, I got it. OK, um... did you see a big fire?
S: Yeah.
I: OK, did you watch it?
S: Yeah...I was a bit scared.
I: OK, why?
S: Because, ghosts come into the house, don’t they?...(It means) The dead come inside
the house, right? / The dead are ghosts. So I was a bit scared.
I: OK, I understand. All right, so what do you think ghosts are doing right now?
S: Because they have to go back, I guess, they are packing now.
I: Yeah? Are they going back today?
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S: Yeah, so that's why they are packing suits or something...they are ready.
I: Where do you think they are going 2
S: Oh, to heaven.
I: Have you ever thought about heaven?
S: Yeah.
I: OK, what did you think?
S: (Heaven is) where God is, and various people are, too.
I: Yeah?
S: Well, people who just died and, / people who had been dead for a while become
friends...and have...a good life...Then, from heaven such a place, they keep watching
and protecting us. That's all what I have thought.
I: Well, you think a lot!
S: ...At school we all thought (about heaven) together.
I: / You mean, in class?
S: Yeah. We thought about the question, Where is God?...I mean, where is heaven?
I: Oh, OK. Where is heaven?
S: I don’t know.

In addition, Sakura depicted how she has been surrounded with Christianity. She

mentioned about Jesus card games" in class, organ accompaniment for hymns in school

assembly, and explained how the goat, which had been kept at kindergarten, was buried

in a Christian way.

Sakura clearly described how her grandmother and mother passed on the

Buddhist tradition at Obon and visits to the grave by Sakura and her sister, Mai. They

gave their descendants religious training and education at each Buddhist ritual. For

instance, each time the family visits the grave, Sakura's grandmother weeds the graveside,

which was drawn by Sakura for “what it means to die” (See Figure C19-D), and teaches

Sakura and Mai its meaning, that is, to make their grandfather feel cooler by taking away

some grass. She additionally tells them to stay at the grave until the incense was

completely extinguished for consoling their grandfather and also for safety. Thus,

besides Christian education at school, Sakura and Mai were simultaneously exposed to

Buddhist practices.

14 This card game is similar to Karuta, a traditional Japanese playing cards. When a dealer reads the
sentences on a card, players take a picture card, which fits the sentences that were read.
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The following is another example of their grandmother passing down Buddhist - *

practices and their meanings at the grave. * ,
º: º

- i

I: Well, Sakura, what do you do over there? ---,
S: When I go there, firstly I burn incense. And then, if granny tells me to get water in … ."
the bucket, I will go to the drinking fountain. Then (after getting water) it will be very, -- *

very heavy but I will do my best (not to spill the water). Sometimes I spill, but I am
doing my best...then, I didn’t know the meaning (of pouring the water)...so, I asked
granny the meaning (of pouring the water), don’t remember either granny or
mommy...because I was very young. Then she told me, and now I get accustomed to it.
I:/So now you know what to do.
S: Yeah, I do.
I: And something else? Um, you get the water for the grave and?
S: And I carry the water and pour it...So, you see, pour the water in this (bucket), right.
I pour the water here, and change the water (in the vase). That's it!
I: You also change the water (in the vase)?
S: Oh, yes (fading out)
I: / Why do you pour the water (onto the grave)?
S: Well, um, to purify it.

2
t

-*:-Sakura told that it was her mother who taught her the Buddhist rituals to perform and

their meanings at her first time in Obon. i -* --

S: And then, well, (Mommy) said, “Today is Obon.” And I asked her, “What is
-

Obon?” She said, “Obon is Obon.” And added, “Let’s go outside to do Obon. All right, * . . . .
we are going!” But I didn’t know what Obon is...I do know Obon (the same

-

pronunciation of a tray)...So, I carried Obon outside (laugh)...Then (Mommy said,)
“Why on earth are you bringing Obon?” But it was, in fact, Obon, wasn’t it?...Then
(Mommy said,) “Obon is the day when the dead come back home.” And I said,
“Yeah?”...So, I was watching while wondering if the dead could be visible...Then, I
asked, “Why are you carrying a kettle? What are you going to do with it?” Yeah,
something like that. Obon. See, Obon...Because I didn’t know the meanings of Obon.
But my sister already knew the meaning because she had, in fact, seen the late great * . .

grandpa and great granny....yes, she had already done it once.

º
- -

º - - *
-

Moreover, Sakura said that her teacher at school told her that human beings died once *

and could be revived. Therefore, Sakura wondered if she had been alive when Jesus - , ,

was alive. However, because she could not remember his face, she concluded that she º

had not lived at that time. She emphasized it was her teacher in Bible class who told her

about the circle of life. If teachers at Christian school even mention the Buddhist idea

of Umarekawari (reincarnation), it is no wonder that children like Sakura, who have s
-

some background of Buddhism at home, have a mixed religious view of life and death
-
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despite their being educated about Christianity.

In her last interview, the fusion of Christian terms of heaven and hell and

Buddhist notions of Obon and Umarekawari (reincarnation) was illustrated. That is, if a

person who was able to go to heaven does well for God, she or he is able to not only

come back home for Obon, but also will be born again in a mother's stomach to start

another life. However, if a person is evil and goes to hell, she or he will be killed there

and will not even be able to come back at Obon.

I: Then, Sakura, what kind of people do you think stay in heaven?
S: Well, the dead.
I: / All the dead go to heaven? What do you think, after death?
S: Um, I think there are people who go to hell...but there are others who go to
heaven...But hell is not a good place.
I: / Well, why do you think so?
S: Because, hell is, (the place where) the dead go, but they all will be killed again at
hell....They can’t go at Obon./They can’t come back at Obon...That’s what my
teacher said. / Because if people get killed again at heaven, / then they will have to go
upper that heaven. It’s too far away.
I: All right. So, / people who go to hell, / will be killed again at hell.
S: Right.
I: OK, then people who go to heaven won’t get killed again?
S: No.
I: Right...have I ever asked you the difference between those who would go to heaven
and those who would go to hell?
S: Yeah.
I: Um, what kind of people do you think will go to heaven? And what about people
who go to hell?
S: People who did evil things will go to hell...Only people who did good things...can
go to heaven.

I: What do you think is Obon?
S: (That's the time when) The dead come return home.

In this way, while affirming the existence of Jesus, God, heaven, and hell,

Sakura accepted the notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation). There seems no

incompatibility between these two religious beliefs in Sakura's notion of life and death.

This reflects her mixed religious background, that is, a fusion of Christianity, which she

has learned at church and in school, and Buddhism, whose rituals and meanings have

been practiced by the family during Obon and visits to the grave. In addition, even at
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Christian school she seemed to be exposed to mixed notions of Christian and Buddhist

beliefs by teachers. Moreover, this lack of conflict mirrors the Japanese pantheistic

attitude to religion.

Thus, these children had the Buddhist idea of Umarekawari (reincarnation) of

the dead, yet believed the dead are ruled by a Christian God.

Co-existing Notion of Joubutsu (rest in peace) and Umarekawari (reincarnation)

Hana's story

Hana has been educated at a Christian school and goes to church on Sundays

with her parents. Her mother wants to be baptized with her husband in the near future.

Thus, her religious background emphasizes Christianity. In fact, Hana revealed notions

of heaven, hell, angels, God, and His judgment at death and quoted the Bible twice

throughout the interviews. However, she also mentioned the idea of Umarekawari

(reincarnation), which seems deep-rooted in these Japanese children. Additionally,

Hana claimed that people who went to heaven returned to the earth as souls or spirits and

watched the living. This notion is similar to Sakura and Mai’s idea that the dead return

at Obon. Hana also said that if the dead were cremated, she or he would not stay on the

earth, but if not, she or he would stay here. This is similar to Ken and Tomo's idea of

the spirits who are not able to do Joubutsu (rest in peace). In this way, even in a child

who has only been exposed to Christianity, the Buddhist notions of life and death have

infiltrated from Japanese society and have become incorporated in the child’s view.

In her first interview, Hana demonstrated the deep impact that Christianity has

had on her notions of death through her words and drawings. Her definition of death is

to go to heaven.

I: What do you think to die is?

H

---

3
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H: To go to heaven.

I: ■ 5EA, U. × 5 2-C P 5 v \ 5 - P Že Aviº J. H. 3 2 J
H: ■ 35EE|{<^T K - P. f. J. H. 5. J

In addition, she mentioned heaven, hell, angels, a sanctuary, and God related to her

drawing of “what it means to die” (see Figure C17-D). She claimed that God gives

people in heaven “the everlasting water,” which was cited from the Bible.

I: / You said that (the drawing of “what it means to live” is a sequel to the one of “what
it means to die”) is the point---
H: / If we die here like this (pointing to the part of the drawing of “what it means to
live”) (See Figure C17-L), there (in upper part of the drawing), God will give us the
light and we will be able to go up (to Him) / ...The light will come from where God is.
Then we will go up like this.
I: /Then what will happen after going up like this?
H: Well, around here (pointing to the middle of her drawing) God will ask us if we
believed in Christianity while being alive or something. Then, if I say, “No, I didn't",
He will ask something like, “So will you become a Christian now?” Then, if I say,
“No,” well, um, my clothes will immediately become brown. Then He will ask, “Do
you know your sins?” If I answer, “No,” I will suddenly fall down here (pointing to the
lower part of her drawing).
I: And then will you come up here (pointing heaven) again?
H: No! Let's draw again. / Can't you guess? We just had the last interview. (When you
fall down) You will go directly to hell...and if you say, “Yes,” your clothes will
suddenly become white and you will be able to go up to play with all the others.
I: Right, the others you drew last time.
H: Right, right. But if you say something like, “No, I won’t believe in Christianity,”
you will have to work down here forever (pointing to the lower part of her drawing).
I: You mean at hell---
H: Yeah. Here (pointing at heaven) you can play forever, but here (pointing at hell) you
will have to work forever!
I:/Did you say if we died God would give the light?
H: That's right.
I: /Then how does God know one dies?
H: Because He is always watching everyone from heaven...Yeah, so that's why if God
watches us from up there, He can see us without any clouds blocking his vision. He
feels like floating in the air.
I:/Then, well, if one dies, God will notice, lift her/him up, and ask some questions,
right?
H: Yeah, yeah.
I: So, then (if we die) we’ll go either to heaven or hell?
H: Uh-huh, right.

On the other hand, she also mentioned the notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation).

H: Yeah, I wish he (the family’s pet) would be reborn.

In her last interview, this notion was explained further. That is, when one life ends, a
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new baby will be born at a hospital. However, this baby won’t remember anything from

his or her previous life. Thus, although people can be reborn, to her it does not mean

that their thoughts and feelings will come back.

I: So you mean that even people who went to heaven will be able to return?
H: Well, I mean “return” is that they watch us invisibly, transparently, around here or
walk around with a cane. (They are like) spirits, like souls.
I: OK, so is it different from reviving and living another life here on the earth?
H: Yeah.
I: All right, it's different. The dead can’t do such things.
H: Well, in addition, at the moment my existence diminishes, a baby will be born at the
hospital. Just at the same time. So Umarekawari (reincarnation)?...So a baby doesn’t
remember anything in his/her previous life...Yeah, something like that.
I: / So the dead are able to return in that way.
H: Uh-huh, it's different from being reborn with the same feelings and thoughts that
had in the previous life.

Moreover, Hana mentioned her idea that the dead in heaven sometimes come

down to the earth and watch the living. She stated that although people who went to

heaven lost their physical appearance, they would be able to come down invisibly in the

shape of angels and watch the living. In contrast, people in hell will not be able to visit

the earth. This notion is, as stated above, similar to Sakura and Mai’s notion of the

dead’s return at Obon. It might be related to the fact that Hana is Mai’s best friend.

Children might talk and exchange ideas of life, death, and the afterlife in their daily lives.

Hana repeated that only those who went to heaven would become spirits or souls and

come down here to watch the living.

In addition, Hana stated that if the dead were not cremated, the dead would stay

here on the earth. It might mean that if the living did not bury the dead appropriately,

they would not be able to do Joubutsu (from Buddhism) and become Soryo or Onryo

(from Shintoism). This idea might lead us to the notion that Ken and Tomo addressed in

terms of Joubutsu, as stated above.

Thus, while holding noticeable Christian notions of life and death, Hana
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addressed Buddhist notions of Umarekawari (reincarnation) and Joubutsu (rest in peace)

with a hint of Shintoism. Her notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation) is, at the same

moment of one's existence diminishing, a new baby, who does not remember anything in

his or her previous life, is born at a hospital. Regarding the afterlife, Christianity and

Buddhism are incorporated in her notions.

Commentary

This chapter has presented how these Japanese children smoothly incorporated

the major religious teachings (Shintoism, Buddhism, and Christianity) to which they have

daily access into their perception of death and the afterlife. This coalescence mirrors the

mixed religious background not only in families but also in society as a whole. As

previously reviewed, the Japanese culture is steeped in religion, but more in terms of

practices and rituals that constitute traditions rather than religious beliefs (Yamamoto,

1996). The 1996 opinion survey on the Japanese attitudes about religion reported that

58.5% of the participants regarded religion as either tradition or rituals necessary on

ceremonial occasions (Mizoe, 1999, p. 196). This, combined with a historical fusion of

Shintoism and Buddhism, leaves room for a co-existence of multiple religions in the

society (see chapter 2). Thus, it is understandable that these children understood death

and the afterlife in such a blend of the existing religions, because their understanding

comes from uncovering the meanings embedded in the pantheistic Japanese culture or

society. In other words, the children's view of death and the afterlife, as delineated

above, reflects the perception of the adults in Japanese society.

Although the historical backgrounds differ, a similar notion of incorporating

diverse religious components is identified in a study of teenagers in Hong Kong in

3
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relation to their death cognition (Hui, Chan, & Chan, 1989). These adolescents were

reported to perceive the notion of death in the mixed cultural-religious traditions of

Buddhism and Taoism, Hellenic dualism, and Christian eschatology. The researchers

suggested that the participants’ fused view was the result of “undergoing rapid

modernization and westernization” (p.116) in Hong Kong society. Additionally, it was

also found that receiving a Protestant education at school introduced Christian ideas to

these adolescents, but these were not strong enough to undermine the Buddhist and Taoist

views. This finding is also congruent with the perception of the seven children in this

study who attended Christian schools.

While none of the existing studies have reported children's notion of Buddhist

Joubutsu (rest in peace), their perception of Umarekawari (reincarnation) was found in

my pilot study and also reported in six studies in relation to children's notions of death.

Koocher (1973) mentioned that 4% of the U.S. participants between six and 15 years

referred to their view of the afterlife as reincarnation. Wass et al. (1979) reported that

6% of the Brazilian boys and 3% of the Brazilian girls studied described the notion of

reincarnation and rebirth. Unfortunately, questions about the reason for these children's

ideas of reincarnation still remain since neither study discussed this aspect. The

following four studies identify the Japanese children's perception of Umarekawari

(reincarnation). The Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education (1983) stated that while

less than 25% of fourth- and fifth-grade children mentioned the idea of Umarekawari

(reincarnation), 34% to 45% of children in grades six through nine discussed it in

relation to the view of the afterlife. Okada (1979, 2001), the pioneer of research into

Japanese children's notions of death, included the participants’ view of Umarekawari

3
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(reincarnation) as one major aspect of death, irreversibility, and did not investigate it

further. In contrast, Nakamura (1994) investigated children’s views of Umarekawari

(reincarnation) and regarded it as a characteristic Japanese trait. She linked the Japanese

children's perception of Umarekawari (reincarnation) with Buddhist “feelings”

embedded in Japanese daily lives rather than with Buddhism as a religious belief

(reviewed in detail in chapter 2). This assertion is plausible in terms of the varied and

layered attitudes toward religion in Japan. Thus, the Japanese children's perception of

death includes the idea of Umarekawari (reincarnation), which is acquired or passed

down through religious practices and cultural skills in daily life. Similarly, emerging

children's ideas of Buddhist Joubutsu (rest in peace) and the Shintoist view of good or

bad spirits as their notion of death and the afterlife are also formed in the Japanese

cultural tradition.

Conclusion

Japanese children uniquely embrace the religiously incorporated view of death

and the afterlife including Buddhist Joubutsu (rest in peace) and Umarekawari

(reincarnation), the Shintoist view of spirits, and the Christian notion of God and heaven

or hell. This perception reflects the Japanese pantheistic belief system and is cultivated

through cultural practices rather than religious beliefs.

3
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Chapter Six

CONTINUUM FROM LIFE THROUGH DEATH TO AFTERLIFE

It became apparent that the children grasped the notions of life and death not as

separate segments, but as parts of a successive flow toward the afterlife. More than half

the children defined the relationship between life and death as being opposite but

connected. Although the notions of the beginning of life and the afterlife vary among

children, most of them agreed that life flowed from birth to infancy through childhood,

adulthood, old age and, death. All the children held a view of the afterlife.

Relationship between Life and Death

Children contrasted the meaning of life and the meaning of death, but

simultaneously regarded these two notions as occurring one after the other in a successive

or circular fashion. They compared definitions of life with definitions of death on

various dimensions including physiological functions, participation in activities, and

“where to be”. For example, Rika compared the living who were able to breathe and

open their eyes with the dead who were unable to do these things. Additionally, she

mentioned the difference in location between those who were alive and those who were

dead. That is, the living are in the world while the dead are not. Nao also focused on

daily activities in his comparison of life and death:

I: So, Nao, what do you think when you hear the word “to live”?
N: (be) moving. /
I: Anything else?
N:/“To live,” well.../ when you are moving, you can play. / You can study, too (laugh).
/ If you are dead, you can’t (study). //
I: So what is “being dead”?
N: Don’t have Inochi (life). / Can't play. / You can’t play with others. / Well...oh, it is
opposite to this.
I: / You mean, being dead is opposite to “to live”?
N: Yeah.
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notion of Tamashii-no (spiritual) continuity through death to the afterlife and their vision

of life and death as two phenomena happening to one person in his or her lifetime. For

example, Tomo, who described life and death as being opposite from the viewpoint of

physical function, yet asserted that Kokoro” (mind) remained alive and Tamashii (spirit)

continued to live through death.

(After stating life and death were not only opposite but also connected)
T: When a body dies, well, Kokoro (mind), is like the same.
I: A body dies but Kokoro (mind) is the same?
T: I mean, oh, not the same, Kokoro (mind) is... still there//
I: You mean, Kokoro (mind) continues to be both when you are alive and dead?
T. Even when you die (it remains).
I: So, at this point, life and death is not only opposite...do you also think these two are
connected?
T: Yeah, maybe.

According to Tomo, the body and spirit separate at death, and the latter goes to either

heaven or hell while the former goes to the earth. He was not clear about the

relationship between Kokoro (mind) and Tamashii (spirit). In addition, he claimed that a

body and Tamashii (spirit) each owned Inochi (life), and that a body and a mind might be

united while a person is alive. In this way, Tomo regarded a body, Kokoro (mind),

Tamashii (spirit), and Inochi (life) as constituting a whole human being. This will be

discussed in a later section. Other children (Yuki, Sae, and Rika) also perceived that life

and death were connected within a person who experiences both while living. Thus, life

and death are connected in a person through his or her lifetime. For example, Sae

described the following:

I: Then, what do you think? Do you think there are any connections between “to live”
and “to die”? Or are they not related at all?
S: I think they are connected (immediately).
I: All right. Then my next question will be, as always, why do you think so?
S: (The same) creatures are born and die. / Like this, (“to live” and “to die”) are

15 Japanese-English dictionaries show English translation of Kokoro as mind, spirit, thought, will,
consideration, and sincerity. Herein, Kokoro is translated as mind due to its contrast to body in the
context of the interviews.
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connected.

However, some children “felt” the connection between life and death rather than having a

reason for their view. For instance, although Tetsu easily reached his first conclusion,

an opposite relationship between life and death, he was more hesitant on the connection

between life and death.

I: So, you are saying these two (life and death) are opposite, right?
T: Yeah.
I: /Then, do you think these two are opposite and don’t have any connection? I mean,
do you think life and death are not related at all?
T: ...well...(long pause) no.
I: No relationship, then.
T: I guess (life and death are) connected but I can’t think of the reasons.
I: / So, you are saying, you think they are Nantonaku (somehow) connected?
T: Yeah.

For other children like Nami, it was only possible to come up with definitions of death in

relation to life. When asked about the definitions of death alone, Nami remained silent.

However, when it was suggested to think about death along with life, she gradually

opened up. In this way, when thinking of death, the notion of life naturally shows up

alongside. However, Nami, again, was unable to give the reasons why she regarded life

and death as being connected. Thus, it was easier for certain children to view life and

death as being opposed rather than to regard them as being connected because their

definitions of life and death are already opposed. In contrast, the connection between

life and death is seen to be separate from the definition of each subject.

In short, children grasp the notions of life and death not as components detached

from one another, but as being opposite yet connected like two sides of a coin. This

perception may have its root in the view of a flow from life to the afterlife. Therefore,

the children's idea of this flow will be explored in the following section.
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Flow from Life to Afterlife

Beginning of Life

Children's answers were from their experiences at school and church, with home

education and their own experiences of having been an infant. Children's descriptions

of when life begins included references to spiritual, scientific, and “experiential” aspects.

Because of science classes at School and television programs, children were familiar with

terms such as ova, sperm, and fertilization. However, their perceptions still varied.

For example, Tetsu, and his older brother, Taku, said that life began when ova and sperm

existed separately, while Tomo argued that life started in a fertilized egg. Tomo also

stated that God created Inochi (life) and that was begun at fertilization. Other children

perceived that life began when God gave Inochi (life) to the embryo in a mother’s womb.

These children combined Christian belief and science education into their views of when

life begins. Thus, learning in school, at church, and at home contributes to children's

perceptions. However, it is interesting to note the minister’s sons (Tetsu and Taku)

described the beginning of life only in scientific terms despite their Christian

surroundings. In contrast, another child (Shin), also raised in a Christian family,

focused only on a spiritual explanation, indicating that life would start only when God

planned to create a person. However, Ken shared the same religious views on the

beginning of life despite his non-Christian home.

I: When do you think “to live” starts?
K: Well, um, when God creates Tamashii (spirit), at that moment, (a person) becomes
alive.

I : [AE # C 3 > CWY 3 ODIf P - (D:###7), 2 ### 3 P. ■ ) 2 J
K. : [A, P :##5, #####3, # 0), º&#E27-##!", to 5 + 0)É; G A## C 3's J

Yuki introduced the element of her own experiences; she asserted from her learning at
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School a life started in a mommy's tummy but she also “knew” this because of her own

“experience” as an infant. She had been taught about her own beginning when she took

nutrition through an umbilical cord and her heart beat in her mommy's tummy.

I: What are you before your birth?
Y: Don’t know.
I: So you have any image? Before your birth?
Yuki kept silent.
I: Like where you are, um---
Y: Well, just before my birth, I was in Mommy's tummy. / But I don’t know (where I
was) before coming out.
I: Un-hum, all right. Then, when do you think “to live” starts?
Y: When I was born? I mean, like coming out of (Mommy's tummy)?
I: When you came out of
Y: When I came out of (Mommy's tummy).
I: So, are you saying, (“to live” starts) when you are in your mommy's tummy?
Yuki kept silent.
I: Is this what you don’t know?
Y: Because a baby’s heart is already beating in (her/his) mommy's tummy!
I: Yeah, good, very good point.
Y: And (a baby) is taking necessary nutrition / through (his/her) mommy's umbilical
cord. Taking nutrition means being alive.
I: Un-hum, very good. So, you are saying “to live” starts in a mother's tummy?
Y: Yes.

Her identical twin sister, Sae, was not sure if life started at the time of being inside a

mother’s tummy or at the moment of birth. Her wondering was based on being taught

that identical twins were united in their mother's womb and gradually became two

individual people toward birth.

I: So, what were you eight years ago? [Sae was eight at the time of interviews]
S: ...zero year old.
I: Uh-um, good. Then, how about a bit before that?
S: Yuki and I used to be one person, I heard.
I: / Where did it happen?
S: In Mommy's tummy.
I: /Then what happened?
S: (We) gradually separated. //Then we were born almost at the same time.

In short, all of the children's notions of the beginning of life fall into either the

time before or at the time of birth and were grasped from various aspects of everyday

learning at school, church, and home.
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Growing Up

All children described life as a process of “growing up”. That is, after a birth,

an infant becomes a child, then an adult, then a very old person, and finally dies. Mai

emphasized the importance of Jiritsu (being independent) in order to become an adult,

which is something she might have been told in her daily life by her mother who is

divorced. Some children added details to the process. Rika, for example, described

the transition from being fed to feeding oneself, and from being carried to being able to

walk. Thus, despite minor differences, life was described as an evolving process.

Thus, all the children described life as a process that leads to death, and clearly

indicated that they would die someday.

Death and Afterlife

All the children referred to the afterlife as taking place in heaven and hell.

Interestingly, more than half the children indicated both Karada (body) and Kokoro

(mind) lived a life after death. For instance, Tetsu insisted that a whole person would go

to heaven even though he acknowledged the ritual of cremation followed by burial. In

his view, a person is burned to the bones, buried as a whole, and lives a life in heaven,

again, as a whole.

[Confirming his idea of a flow from life stated in the previous interview)
I: All right, good. Then, what about the stage in life after being an old man?
T: ...(He will) die.
I: All right...then after death, as you had said last time, a person will be burned, and
become bones. Then ((s)he) will be buried, will go to heaven. But there are people who
won’t go to heaven.
T: Yeah, good.
I: Un-hum, then, what do you think will go to heaven?
T: Humans.
I: Humans? Good, so you mean bones?
T: No, Karada (body).
I: Right...but, (humans) will be burned and become bones? Then, they will be buried.
But then, they will go to heaven, you mean with their bodies?
T: Yeah.

:
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I: Will they go to heaven with their bodies?
T: Yes.
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Rika did not hold a clear idea of “where” existence occurred after death, but she was

certain that a person would wholly live a life after death.

In contrast, other children held the view of mind-body separation at the moment

of death. In his explanation of his drawing of death (see Figure C4-D), Nao stated a

body would be burned and bones would be buried in a grave at death, while a spirit

would go to either heaven or hell to live a life afterwards. Similar to Tetsu, Nao

described the common Japanese funeral practice. Although he had never experienced

funerals, he had acquired this idea, possibly through indirect daily experiences, such as

listening to others’ conversations about funerals or watching scenes on television

depicting funerals.

I: All right, so, what will happen to these people who are burned here (pointing out the
figures in the drawing)?
N: (They will be) buried? / I think. //
I: So, as you said, these people who are burned will be buried?
N: Un-hum.
I: Then, what will happen after being buried?
N: Don’t know. Oh, they will be melted.

I: All right, so, as you said, people will become nothing by being burned and being
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melted after death?
N: ...Yeah, but maybe bones will remain in graves.

I: All right...um...do you think the dead will return?
N: (They) are in either heaven...or hell...but they may not come back.
I: / All right, so for example this one (pointing one person in the drawing), this dead
one will be burned and melted?
N: Uh-huh.
I: But...are they going to heaven or hell?
N: Yeah...oh, but this person won't go. / Well...how can I say?(in low tone)
Maybe...this Ningen (human) won't go, but like his Tamashii (spirit) may go.

Other children also referred to cremation. Tomo said that after the separation at death,

bones will be placed in an urn, which will be buried in a grave and the spirit either goes

to heaven or stays on the earth. Taku also mentioned a body will become nothing as the

result of cremation while Kokoro (mind) will go to heaven at death. The idea of a

mind-body split or separation was confusing for some children:

I: So, are you saying Karada (body) and Kokoro (mind) are different? I mean, are they
separate?
K: Um, well, they are united. Maybe...//Um...maybe both. (laughter)
I: What? Both?
K: Yeah...I mean, (Karada (body) and Kokoro (mind) do) not seem separate, but at the
same time, they seem separate.

Finally, Ken came to the conclusion that during life a mind and a body are united, but at

the moment of death, they become two separate entities; a body Tsuchi ni Kaeru (goes

back to dust) and a spirit goes either to heaven or hell. Ken was not clear about the

relationship between a mind and a spirit. The phrase Tsuchi ni Kaeru (go back to dust)

was a common expression among Japanese children. Although some of the children

claimed that the mind and body take different courses at the moment of death, they did

not view the body and mind as two separate entities while a person is alive.

Circular or Linear Flow from Life to Afterlife

As discussed in the chapter 5, three children addressed the idea of Umarekawari

(reincarnation) while the others regarded the afterlife in either heaven or hell.

:g-
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Additionally, two children also referred to a spiritual continuity that remains on earth.

In other words, the former group of children holds the idea of a circular flow of life and

death as contrasted with the perception of life and death as a linear flow. Umarekawari

(reincarnation) as a part of a circular flow is regarded as a reward for being good while

living and a chance to live a life happily again. All children indicated the difference

between those who go to heaven and hell was either being good or bad or a believer or

non-believer in Christianity. The image of heaven is regarded as sunny, peaceful and

full of hope with God, while the image of hell is viewed as dark, miserable, and full of

punishment.

I: What will happen after being burned, put in a jar, and buried?
N: ...Will go to heaven? Or hell.
I: Yeah, OK, is there any difference between a person who goes to heaven and a person
who goes to hell?
N: (Those who go to) hell are thieves, or someone like that. (Those who go to) heaven
are people who did good things, someone like that.
I: / So what do you think about heaven?
N:...(long pause) heaven? Um, like clouds? I don't know, I’ve never been there.
I: (laughter) Yeah, all right. Then, how about hell?
N: Like something like blood is filled in a place, like in mud. It is like a pool, but you
can’t reach the bottom, not at all. /Yeah, looks like a land near this pool like place, but
it's too far. You can never reach the land. (This pool is a place) like a sudden hole in the
middle of a land. No one else is there.
I:/So, thieves will go there?
[Nami answered but was too low to hear]
I: Now...so you have any image of those who go to heaven, then?
N: In heaven...they will become servants of God...like that. //
I: How about those in hell?
N: They are drowning

I: [+ 3 U7 tº , Jº-G#-K's hu-C, ~}{7}>{{|0} ]: ) ºr H K Wh ºv-C, #85 ºn, C
* OD4% P 5 # 3 P. ■ ) 2 J
N. ■ ...}{[E]{C, REF|{C^T & 2 * hy)x}###7), J
I: ■ 5KEE|{C^j Ks & Av.&Ave ºu, Že/v7)*, *■ 75 & 3 OD 2 REE|{C^T K M P ##Rººf■
KJV-O C. J

N: ■ Hºrlijë J. 7,37; Av7), XEE|{i, V \\ \ P. U7- 0 }. 73–J
I: ■ 5 Ave J
N: ■ U7t)\e J
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The children also perceive God as the creator of heaven and earth, and being !
-

*

º
- * --all-powerful. --

I: So, what do you think God is?
T: Almighty.
I: / What do you mean by “almighty”?
T. He can do everything.
I: All right...then where do you think He is?
T: In heaven.

:
This image of God directly links with how children perceived God as the creator :: *

of Inochi (life). Shin said, Inochi (life) is the indispensable source for living and

humans become alive at the moment God gives them life. -

Children's views of the afterlife contain an image of hope and happiness as long ;
as the dead are living in heaven or returning to earth as a result of being good or believing º

*

in God. In contrast, their image of the afterlife in hell is strikingly dreadful. Mostly, - ...]

the Christian God remains as the creator of Inochi (life) and the force behind the process º s

of life. --
* :

* - /
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Commentary

Children perceived life and death not separately as objectified notions, but as

interrelated contextual meanings from their perspective of a whole flow from life to the

afterlife through everyday experiences. Most of the children see the notions of life and

death as two sides of a coin, opposite yet connected. Some children like Nami were

only able to comprehend the meanings of death in association with the meanings of life.

This perception is congruent with the finding of my pilot study. Moreover, this flow

from life to the afterlife is constituted by but also constitutive of the notions of life and

death. In other words, children develop the notions of life and death in relation to this

successive flow. For example, several children perceived the beginning of life to be the

time when God plans to or gives Inochi (life) to the embryo in a mother’s womb, which is

derived from their view of God as creator of heaven and earth. In other words, this

perception is linked with the understanding of the afterlife in heaven with God. Thus,

children’s whole view of the course from life through death to the afterlife enables them

to perceive the beginning of life in connection with their perception of the afterlife.

Another example is that more than half the children believed a whole human would live a

life after death. This smooth transition from death to the afterlife also attributes to the

children's perception of a flow from life to life after death. Thus, children perceive the

notions of life and death in terms of the referential totality, which “constitutes the

phenomena” (Packer & Richardson, 1991, p. 343-344 as cited in Leonard, 1994). In

other words, children, as self-interpretive and situated in the world, do not assign

detached meanings to each life and death but uncover the embedded meanings of life and

death in relation to the whole context.

:
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Children's perception of circular or linear flow from life to the afterlife is

partially reported by Lonetto (1980). He presented these two types of flow regarding

life and death. He identified a circular flow of life and death as a characteristic in

younger children who perceived life and death as interchangeable and a linear flow from

life to death as a mature or adult way of thinking. In a linear view, life and death are

regarded as being no longer connected but separate and opposite through the

logical-causal mode of analysis, which is gradually acquired by growing up. However,

the present study did not show that the type of flow depended on the children's age, nor

did it show children gave up the perception of life and death as a continuum at any age.

Rather, the children, whose ages ranged from seven to ten, regarded life and death as

connected and exhibited the perception of a circular flow. There are two reasons for

these differences. First, it is because the causation could be one tool, but is not the only

tool, for children to find the meanings of life and death. Rather, children discover more

profound and comprehensive meanings by being engaged in the world, that is “the

meaningful set of relationships, practices, and language” (Leonard, 1994, p. 48).

Therefore, even if causal, analytical thinking is introduced to children, it does not wipe

away their pre-ontological understanding of life and death because meanings are not

assigned by humans regardless of the situations, but are uncovered from the context in

which the meanings are embedded. Second, in the current project, children's perception

of a circular flow from life to the afterlife is attributed to their religious sense of

Umarekawari (reincarnation) rather than their inability to separate life and death, as the

author asserted. Thus, Lonetto (1980) not only failed to explore the children's

perception of the afterlife and its relation to their notions of life and death, but also to

;
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take the aspects of religious training and cultural tradition in each society into

consideration. In addition, children's naturalistic way of understanding life and death *
". . .

was also missed in the investigation of their perception of the relationship between the -.

tWO. º º

According to Okada's recent study on the Japanese children's concepts of death

in 2001, more than half of the participants aged 6 to 15 agreed with the idea of the

afterlife. When children were allowed to circle multiple answers, as long as the answer

fit with their thoughts, 90% of six-to-nine year olds and 70% of 10-to-12 year olds

claimed that the afterlife would take place in heaven. More than 50% of six-to-twelve

year olds stated the afterlife would occur near God. Unfortunately, no explanation is

given regarding how many children related God and heaven or what kind of god they

- * -referred to. Simultaneously, more than 70% of children from 6 to 12 years stated that

the dead would go to a grave. Again, there is no further indication of how many * * * *

children chose heaven and grave, or “near God” and grave at the same time followed by

further exploration of children's view of mind and body relationships. However, ; º

Okada's study shows the idea of the afterlife, the notions of heaven, god (or Christian

God), and grave are common among the Japanese schoolchildren. My pilot study º *

derived the similar finding, that is, all but one participant perceived the notion of the --- |

afterlife in heaven and hell regardless of their religious affiliation. Although in Okada's º º º

7 .
study, the participants’ religious background was not mentioned, it is assumed that

because of the small number of Christians in Japan (less than 2% of the population) many

of them did not encounter Christianity in their daily lives. If so, it is interesting that

these non-Christian children also acquired the ideas of heaven and god or God as did the

204 ~.
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participants in this study, who attended Christian schools and churches. This may be

attributed to the Japanese attitudes toward religious beliefs, just as the notion of

Umarekawari (reincarnation) did not remain as a religious belief but became part of the

culture's traditions.

The Japanese children in this study held a holistic view of humans. Although

children have knowledge of the ritual of cremation and burial afterwards, more than half

of them claimed that a “whole” person lived a life after death. Furthermore, all of the

children regarded the mind and body united as a living person. This emphasis on the

whole rather than the reduced parts is compatible with the Japanese value of conformity

that supersedes individuality (Shin Nihon Seitetsu, 1989). Thus, the children already

embodied this holistic perception of a person that is culturally shared in the Japanese

society. However, we have to bear in mind that there were other children of various

ages who claimed mind-body separation at the moment of death. This view was also

found in my pilot study. In contrast to the children mentioned above, they emphasized

and attributed the funeral rituals to this separation. Thus, the role of the common

practices of funerals varies in children's perception of the mind-body relationship.

Conclusion

The Japanese children perceive the notions of life and death as opposite but

connected in a successive flow from life through death to the afterlife. Life was

perceived as an evolving process that leads to death, and death was regarded as a

transitional point to the afterlife. The children's view of this flow consists of and

constitutes their notions of life and death. Two types of flow from life to the afterlife

(circular and linear), showed up in children's perceptions. In the linear flow, the

i

:
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afterlife would occur in heaven and hell. The dead will be sorted into happy

heaven-goers or miserable hell-workers depending on whether they had been good or bad

or a believer or non-believer in Christianity. In contrast, the children who held the idea

of Umarekawari (reincarnation) perceived a life, death, and the afterlife as a cyclical flow.

In both ways, the Christian God who is regarded as the creator of Inochi (life) plays a

central role in the afterlife. Most of the children held a holistic view of a person while

living and after death that is consistent with the Japanese highly valued notion of

conformity. These children perceived a whole body would live a life after death.

However, there were also children who claimed mind-body separation at the moment of

death due to cremation followed by burial. Since the children in both groups

acknowledged these common funeral practices, the influence of the knowledge of these |
t

.

practices on the children's perception of humans varies. |
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Chapter Seven

CHILDREN'S WORLD OF LIFE AND DEATH

The aim of this study was to explore the lived experience of healthy Japanese

children in grasping notions of life and death, without applying any predetermined

components of the concept of death such as finality, universality, or irreversibility. In

other words, the study intended to explore children's pictorial, metaphorical, historical,

biographical, narrative, and even mystical understanding of life and death through

everyday encounters, rather than evaluating how these ideas measure up to formal

conceptions. Thus, this study was about knowing how and about rather than knowing

that, which had been the focus of previous studies based on the formal approach.

The first findings chapter illustrated the world of Japanese children who actively

engage in grasping the notions of life and death. These children’s experiences of

unveiling the meanings of life and death in their daily lives have been explored through

their stories and drawings. It has been disclosed that the emerging meanings of life and

death consist more of children’s spontaneous contextual understanding of life rather than

from given theoretical knowledge. The Japanese children's notions of life and death

that were revealed are culturally situated and culturally shared.

The second findings chapter explored Japanese children’s culturally unique view

of death and the afterlife. Children's stories indicate that three major religions

(Shintoism, Buddhism and Christianity) in Japanese society have each distinctively

molded their perceptions of death and the afterlife. Children who developed the idea of

death and the afterlife within the Buddhist notion of Joubutsu (rest in peace) also fused

the Shintoist view of spirits of the dead and the Christian beliefs of God, heaven, and hell.

;
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Children whose view of death and the afterlife was framed by the Buddhist notion of

Umarekawari (reincarnation) also accommodated Christianity. In addition, one child

incorporated all of these notions from each religion into her perception of death and the

afterlife. These characteristic perceptions of death and the afterlife mirror not only

children's familial mixed religious affiliations but also the multi-layered belief system in

Japanese society as a whole. The historical review indicates the attitude, peculiar to the

Japanese, of adopting several religions in their daily lives and the two major religions’

(Shintoism and Buddhism) tolerance of other religions, as the reasons for this distinctive

religious system in Japan. Japanese children perceive death and the afterlife through

their everyday experiences of disclosing socially and culturally embedded meanings in

this pantheistic religious system.

The last findings chapter aimed to give a holistic picture of Japanese children's

notions of life and death. Children have a comprehensive view of a flow from life

through death to the afterlife, which constitutes and consists of the notions of life and

death. In this successive flow, life and death are regarded not as detached, exclusive

phenomena, but as two sides of a coin, that is, opposite yet connected. Although two

types of a flow from life to the afterlife, linear and circular, have been found in children's

perceptions, in both cases the Christian God is perceived as the key figure who creates

Inochi (life). All of these Japanese children exhibited a holistic view of a person while

living. Most of them kept this holistic understanding of humans through death while

some children claimed a separation of body and mind at the moment of death and only

spiritual continuity afterwards.

Thus, this study has provided insight into what and how notions of life and death

:
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are discovered and presented by children from their own everyday descriptive terms.

Children in this study are grasped, from the phenomenological standpoint, as being

situated in their meaningful contexts and self-interpret the embedded meanings through

their concerns (Benner, 1994) in daily lives. From this stance, the current study findings

challenge the traditional view of children's notions of life and death as formal scientific

thinking. In relation, they also challenge the developmental features of the children's

understanding of life and death as reported in the existing research. Subsequently, the

characteristics and commonalities in these Japanese children's perceptions of life and

death are reviewed in order to open up the possibility of future cross-cultural studies and

practices of children's perceptions of life and death. Conclusively, an understanding of

children's daily experiences of grasping the notions of life and death challenges the

deep-rooted societal consensus of making a great effort to shelter children from the

subject of death.

Everyday Understanding vs. Formal Conceptions

As reviewed in chapter 1, the following formal properties of death, universality,

irreversibility, nonfunctionality, and causality, have been applied most frequently to

investigate children's perception, of death and to measure their developmental level of

“maturity” regarding the concept of death. Supposing there were children who were

aware of these four properties of death; what does this mean? It merely means that

these children acquired those components of death, no more or no less than this, unless

the researchers legitimately verified that these four concepts exhausted the children's

understanding of death. How can this be verified by researchers? They first have to

ask children what they think and know about death in their own terms. However, most

:
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of the contemporary researchers skipped this fundamental investigation and rather

conventionally employed these formal properties of death to their studies. This

tendency to compartmentalize children's notions of death into these predetermined

components risks narrowing our understanding of children's views of death. The

findings of this study indeed revealed children's broader, more profound scope on life

and death. Children's scientific and physiological thinking of death is one of six

emerging dimensions of their notions of death and not the only dimension. Other

dimensions indicate emotional, pre-ontological, definitional, and ethical aspects of death.

Thus, children capture life and death from various viewpoints, but mostly through their

daily experiences.

The literature review indicated an overreliance by contemporary researchers on

Piaget’s cognitive theory to assess their study findings derived not only from the

application of formal properties of death but also from qualitative methods. The

existing empirical results to test the relationship between children's death conception and

cognitive development yield notable inconsistencies. This may suggest that cognitive

understanding following mechanistic laws is not the only way for children to grasp the

notion of death. In this study, children's stories illuminated their narrative and

imaginary understandings of death in their daily lives rather than their formulaic causal

thinking of death. Most of the meanings of death have been naturally explored by

children through everyday experiences, such as witnessing deaths of insects or animals,

or watching television or listening to radio programs depicting scenes related to death.

Their experiences of losing loved ones especially had immediate impacts on their

perceptions of death. Children had much to tell about their background understandings

.
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with regard to their embodied knowledge of death. On the other hand, the study

findings showed that children have acquired some of the meanings of death through

scientific teachings at school or on television. However, children understood these

theoretical meanings of death not in a detached abstract manner, but in connection with

their own daily experiences, such as observing a pet's life and death. Thus, this study

demonstrates that children's understanding of death is composed of embodied and

theoretical knowledge based on their everyday experiences.

As discussed, when the current researchers intend to study children's notion of

death, they are most likely to predetermine children's ideas from the formal operational

aspect of death, and/or make great efforts to comprehend the children's notion of death

within Piagetian cognitive theory. In addition, surprisingly, none of the existing studies

on children’s perception of death explored their notion of life and its relation to their

notion of death, as if it is a tacit agreement that these two notions are unrelated.

However, the findings of this study suggest that children do not grasp the notion of death

solely, but they understand the meanings of death from the perspective of a successive

flow from life to the afterlife. The notions of life and death are grasped not as separate

objective entities but as interrelated contextual meanings. Moreover, in this flow, death

is perceived as a transitional point from life to the afterlife. As previously explicated,

this successive flow as a whole constitutes and is constituted by the meanings of life,

death, and the afterlife. Thus, the investigations limiting their focus solely to children’s

perception of death may overlook the cardinal meanings in children's everyday

understanding of death, which can only be derived from the whole flow of life to the

afterlife.

;
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As for developmental features in children's notion of death, the ages of 6 and 7

years are considered to be the turning point to “mature” thinking about death among the

existing studies employing the aforementioned formal properties of death. As discussed

in chapter 1, “maturity” in this type of research is mainly equated with the full attainment

of these four components of death. However, again, the question of whether children's

perception of death is thoroughly delineated by the acquisition of these properties is

provoked and, as previously indicated, the findings of this study refute this standpoint.

Thus, what may be stated from the previous researchers’ findings is the following only:

children aged six to seven are most likely to understand four formal properties of death.

As reviewed in chapter 1, in qualitative findings, rather different ages are indicated as

critical from diverse aspects. Lonetto (1980) and Tallmer et. al. (1974) linked their

findings with the causal thinking of death. Lonetto (1980) concluded that children from

six to eight years old started to grasp death based on the causal explanation and regarded

these children in a transitional period from holding a cyclical view to acquiring the

“adult-like” oppositional perspective of life and death. However, this study illuminates

that most of the participants between 7 and 12 years regarded life and death as not only

opposite but also connected. Moreover, the children who viewed the circular flow from

life to the afterlife varied in age and attributed their perspective not to causal logics but to

a religious sense. Unlike the work by Wenestam (1984) and Wenestam & Wass (1987)

described in chapter 1, this study does not link the contents of children's drawings to the

Piagetian cognitive stages due to its philosophical stance of human beings. Thus,

although the children's drawings are noticeably similar to those of the American and

Swedish participants, whose ages ranged from six to nine in the study by Wenestam &

.
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Wass (1987), it is considered that children in this age range are triggered by similar

aspects or concerns about death and develop their understanding of death more through

these concerns than from their preoperational causal perspective. Gartley & Bernasconi

(1967) indicated that seven year olds began to hold the view of mind-body separation

from their study of Canadian children. However, the findings of this study show that the

Japanese children, regardless of age, perceive a person as whole and most of them even

have an idea of mind-body unity about the afterlife. Thus, this mind-body perception

depends on cultural understandings of human beings in the society to which the children

belong, such as the Cartesian view in the Canadian society and the holistic view in the

Japanese society, rather than on chronological age. In this way, this study did not find

developmental differences previously reported in the existing research in the quality of

children’s understanding of death. Rather, age differences are exhibited in children’s

ability to comprehend the meanings of questions and explain the details of their answers.

Implications for Research

Since children's everyday understanding of death is revealed to have several :
dimensions and to be mostly based on their daily experiences, researchers should not

constrain their focus on children's comprehension of formal properties of death and /or

over rely on the cognitive theory as a theoretical framework, but should keep a broader

perspective to prevent limiting their own understanding of children's notion of death.

Practically, researchers should stop measuring children's understanding of death by

applying predetermined components of death, such as universality, irreversibility,

nonfunctionality, and causality. Or, researchers should abandon the presumption, that is,

regarding the formal cognitive theory as “almighty” to explain children's perception of
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death. Rather, we should let children freely express their ideas, imaginations, feelings,

and thoughts about death in their own terms. Children's narrated experiences and

storied events related to death should be welcomed and encouraged as a rich source for

their naturalistic understanding of death. Therefore, researchers should make a huge

effort to become attentive to their own presumptuous and predetermined attitudes and

prepare to understand and explore children's unique but legitimate understanding of

death.

Furthermore, because children's notions of death are disclosed as part of a

successive flow from the notion of life to the idea of the afterlife and being relational to

these two other notions, researchers should not only focus on children's perception of

death but should investigate children's perceptions of life and the afterlife. Again, a

wide scope in research is essential to delineate children's understanding of death as

closely as possible.

Lastly, researchers who aim to explore developmental features in children's

perception of death should be aware from which standpoint the “development” is .
determined. In other words, they must consider if there is any goal for the notion of

death to develop to reach: How should the issue of “maturity” be treated? Additionally,

all the researchers should be cautious not to confuse age differences in children's notion

of death and in their association, in their studies. In research on children, there is

always a potential risk to overlook their lively and concrete perceptions because of

insufficient elaboration. Their incomprehension of complicated questions sometimes

hampers the researcher’s ability to unveil the children's true notions. In order to reduce

this risk, researchers should practice various and age-appropriate ways to ask children to
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explore their thoughts. Drawings were found to be very helpful and essential for both

children and the researcher in relation to communication, expression, and further

investigation.

On the whole, in order to explore children's delicate but beautiful package of

notions of death, we must be careful not to destroy or alter these notions by imposing our

presumptions and our own perceptions of death. We should always bear in mind that

abstract conceptual notions of death are only one part of children's perception of death.

Rather, children uncover more meanings of death in a narrative and biographical way.

Cultural Understanding of the Japanese Children's Notions of Life and Death

This small study has delineated what it means to live and to die for Japanese

children in their daily lives. From a phenomenological perspective, the emerging

meanings of life and death in this study had been already embedded in the Japanese

society with children's various familial backgrounds, and the children discovered the

meanings by living. These children's situatedness as Japanese enables them to

immediately grasp the common or individual meanings in the Japanese “world of shared

background practices and familiarity” (Plager, 1994, p. 69). This is a culturally shaped

understanding. However, there is another understanding commonly shared by humans

over diverse cultures and societies. It is what differentiates humans from other species

and makes them humans. This understanding is nurtured as part of the human

condition.

In the Japanese children's notions of life and death, both these culturally shaped

and cross-culturally shared understandings appeared. As previously discussed, although

the scarcity of research on children's perception of life in relation to their perception of

- -
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death limits the cultural investigation here, certain assumptions will be attempted from

the findings of this study. Firstly, the dimension, “to live is to be Genki (high-spirited

and active),” may be assumed as a cultural meaning of “to live”. It is because the notion

of Genki (high-spirited and active) is commonly shared in Japanese society as a desirable

trait in children and thus children's embodied knowing of it is assumed to be cultural.

Secondly, another dimension, “to live is to be with Minna (others),” is also viewed as

culturally unique. Togetherness is highly valued as conformity in the Japanese culture

and is congruent with a holistic view of humans, which is also found in children’s notion

of a flow from life to the afterlife in this study. Thus, the notion of being with others

without conflict is so culturally familiar to Japanese children in their everyday lives that

they naturally take it as a meaning of “to live”. In this way, these two out of a total of

eight emerging dimensions are assumed to be culturally characteristic meanings of “to

live” among the Japanese children.

As previously reviewed in chapter 4, with regard to children's notion of death,

two dimensions, such as “to die is lifeless” and “to die is complicated,” are identified as

culturally specific. However, the children's view of death as lifeless needs further

investigation not for the cultural comparison, but as an emerging aspect. Since the

children in this study had little to say about this definition, the question of how they

acquired this meaning and what they really meant by the word “lifeless” remains unclear.

It is hoped that these queries will be explored further in future studies. “To die is

complicated” seems to be very 21” century, as the rapid development of medical

technology and biological research has challenged the existing morals and values and has

provoked new legal and ethical issues. The interviewees are in the midst of this stream

*
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and face the societal arguments of the issues of brain death and organ transplants. The

three 10-year-olds reported in the findings were in this situation and expanded their

thoughts beyond the scope of their age. (The use of “beyond the scope of their age” is

based on the fact that none of the existing studies on children's notion of death reported

that 10-year-old children were able to grapple with these complex issues.) The depth

and breadth of the understanding of death may be mostly attributed to their everyday

experiences, such as hearing parents talk about death and attending funerals, and their

ability to disclose and digest the meanings embedded in their experiences. These factors

are not culturally specific but unique to the individual. Thus, although this dimension of

death has not been previously reported in other cultural studies, strictly speaking, this

may not be determined as cultural but rather as “contemporary.”

In addition to the cultural aspect, the religious aspect should be considered in

exploring children's notions of life and death in this study because all but one of the

participants attended a private Christian school and received Christian education in their

daily lives. In the perceptions of both life and death, religious dimensions emerged,

such as “to live is to be given Inochi (life) by God” and “to die is joyful.” Certain

meanings of life and death are revealed to be disclosed by the children in the religious

experiences of everyday life. The children who described these dimensions did not only

go to Christian school but also grew up in a Christian family and went to Protestant

church on Sundays with all the other family members.

The study findings delineated the Japanese children's characteristic view of the

afterlife, which reflected the Japanese multi-layer belief system. The incorporation of

three main religions (Shintoism, Buddhism and Christianity) in Japan into children's
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understanding of the afterlife has occurred by cultural practices and religious training

passed down through generations. Although almost all the participants of this study

received Christian education at school, those whose familial religious backgrounds were

mixed or nonexistent held the religiously blended idea of the afterlife. As previously

indicated, this result is congruent with the common Japanese attitude to religion. In

addition, the perception of the afterlife involves much hope and happiness for the dead

who are able to live in heaven or return to earth as a result of being good or believing in a

Christian God. In contrast, children regarded the afterlife of the “bad” dead as strikingly

miserable and horrific. Regardless of children's familial religious backgrounds, the

Christian God was consistently perceived as a key figure who creates Inochi (life) of the

living.

Japanese children are found to grasp either a circular or linear flow from life

through death to the afterlife regardless of their age. As previously indicated, Lonetto

(1980) reported American children's view of life represented birth and death as a flow,

and at around six to eight years of age, children begin to have a linear perception of life

and death. However, Lonetto's lack of further exploration of children's notion of life

and the afterlife and the perspective regarding causation as an absolute marker for

children's maturity in thinking of death limit the cross-cultural comparison. Since none

of the other researchers identified this flow of children's notions of life and death, it is

difficult to ascertain whether this perception of a circular or linear flow is cross-culturally

shared or culturally shaped among the Japanese children. Children who believed in the

idea of Umarekawari (reincarnation) perceived a circular flow. All of them are from

religiously mixed families. In contrast, children who viewed the afterlife as being in
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heaven or hell demonstrated a linear flow. These children have either a mixed religious

or a Christian background. The notion of Umarekawari (reincarnation) has been

identified in both classic and current studies on Japanese children's perceptions of life

and death, while only two studies on children from different cultures mentioned it

(further explanation is provided in chapter 5). Thus, the children's idea of reincarnation

in their notions of life, death, and the afterlife is likely to be culturally specific to

Japanese children. On the other hand, children’s Christian education at school, home,

and or church affects their ideas of heaven, hell, and God as Creator.

Moreover, as previously mentioned, the Japanese children show a holistic

perception of persons. All the participants perceived humans as having a mind-body

unity during life. Fewer than half the children indicated mind-body separation at the

moment of death, while the rest stated that a whole person would live an afterlife. Since

none of the existing studies addressed the children's holistic understanding of humans in

relation to their notions of life and death, it is impossible to conclude whether this

children's holistic perception is culturally specific or cross-culturally common.

However, it might be assumed that children in cultures that are not dominated by a

Cartesian dualistic philosophy could be found to hold the holistic perspective of humans.

Thus, this study illuminates the similarities and characteristics of the Japanese

children's notions of life and death, compared with the previous studies on children of

different cultures. Moreover, the participants’ unique religious background as given at

Christian school, church, and/or home in this non-Christian Japanese society is also

intertwined with the Japanese shared cultural norms and societal values in the perceptions

of life, death, and the afterlife.
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Implications for Research

What do these cultural understandings of the Japanese children's notions of life

and death imply for future research? Before discussing this point, it should be borne in

mind that the scant numbers of qualitative studies on children's notion of death, and none

of the studies that explored children's notions of life and the afterlife in relation to it limit

our view on cultural diversity and commonality in children's perceptions of life and death.

Therefore, firstly, more studies on children's qualitative understandings of life and death

are necessary. Subsequently, the researchers are requested not to neglect children's

cultural and religious backgrounds, but consider how these link with their understanding

of life and death when interpreting the study findings. Especially, researchers should

avoid generalization of their findings as the universal markers for children's notions of

life and death, but should present them as culturally situated research. It is because all

the children are culturally embraced in their societies and they continue to find the

embedded meanings through their cultural and individual skills and practices from the

world to which they belong. The sound cross-cultural comparisons can then be

conducted after considerable numbers of qualitative findings are demonstrated.

However, herein, directions for future research, based on what was learned from

the study findings previously assessed from the tentative comparison, are indicated. For

further exploration of the uniqueness and commonalities of the Japanese children's

understanding of life and death, firstly, it is suggested that researchers bear in mind the

following dimensions: to live is to be Genki (high-spirited and active), to live is to be

with Minna (others), to die is lifeless, and to die is complicated. The last two

dimensions especially need to be explored in detail, as previously discussed. Secondly,
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researchers are advised to keep the preunderstanding about the incorporation of religions

through their investigation of children's ideas of the afterlife. Remembering that the

notion of reincarnation has been commonly expressed by the Japanese children is also

important. To explore the meanings of heaven, hell, and/or God to children, is helpful

in attaining a whole picture of children's image of the afterlife. Thirdly, it is suggested

that researchers have a preunderstanding of children's understanding of life, death, and

the afterlife in a manner of a successive flow and this flow is constituted and constitutes

the meanings of each phenomenon, and to make an effort to explore each meaning in

relation to its whole. Lastly, researchers are advised to look into how children view

humans, in other words, how they consider the mind-body relationship. It is because

this study revealed that the Japanese children's holistic perception of a person was

interwoven with their notions of life and death. Although at the beginning I started to

clarify the characteristics and similarities of the Japanese children, all of those mentioned

above are applicable for all the researchers who intend to explore children's notions of

life and death in any culture for the cross-cultural comparisons of their own findings.

Especially for Japanese researchers who are interested in the influences of religious

education in children's perceptions of life and death, it is recommended to study children

at a variety of schools, such as public, Buddhist, and Catholic.

On the whole, taking into consideration the view that cultural understandings of

children's notions of life and death are still in progress, further studies on children's

qualitative understandings in various cultures are called for and the findings of this small

cultural study may serve as a small signpost for the future researchers’ journey of

exploration.
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Understanding of Life and Death as Everyday Experiences

This study has demonstrated that Japanese children grasped the meanings of life

and death through bodily and spiritual experiences in their daily lives. The given

theoretical knowledge of life and death is understood in relation to these everyday

experiences. Children's notion of life is perceived through their own experience as the

living. In other words, what it means “to live” is grasped as what the living do and how

the living are. Similarly, children's notions of death are attributed to their daily

experiences of “small deaths” in addition to their personal experiences of losing loved

ones. As contrasted with their perception of life, children were taught the scientific

aspects regarding the phenomenon of death. As previously described, many children

learned the meanings of life and death from observations of their pets' lives. Yuki and

Sae noticed the notion of death caused by others to survive in observing their mantis.

Children often encountered deaths of insects or animals on the street. All the children in

the study had heard the news of deaths of those they know or had experienced the death

of a loved one and some of them deepened their thoughts about the meanings of death

along with these experiences, such as Rika, Sakura, and Mai. In addition, the contents

of popular movies, such as “Jurassic Park 3” and “Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi

(Spirited Away)” were sometimes linked with ideas of life and death. For instance, Yuh,

who was unable to explain his view of a flow from life to the afterlife to the questions in

the interviews, could talk about what would happen to the interviewer if she was in

“Jurassic Park 3”. Yuh stated that the interviewer would be eaten by a dinosaur and the

body would fall into a valley, would be covered with soil, and would become a fossil.

The body would also become nourishment for plants, while the mind and brain would go

-----
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to heaven.

Children have also been provoked by watching television programs portraying

scenes of death, hearing the news reports of homicides, suicides, or accidents, or hearing

conversations related to death at home, school, or on the street. When asked when he

thinks about life and death, Shin answered, “I don’t usually think so much of life and

death, but when I hear the news on radio or TV, or even hear the people talk (about

homicides) on the street, I do. Mostly TV (stimulates thoughts of death)”. As

exemplified in chapter 4, children notice what is going on in the world around them and

spontaneously continue to uncover the meanings that shape their understanding of life

and death in their everyday lives. Does this depend on familial or parental attitudes

toward discussing the issues of life and death with children? Theoretically, this question

is never answered since the parents who are against the idea of open communication

about these matters with children do not allow their children to participate in this kind of

study. However, as discussed, at least all the children in this study showed their

understandings of life and death regardless of their parents’ attitudes. Although these

children's parents did not have negative views about talking about the issues of life and

death with children, not all of them expressed positive views. Therefore, and also from

the revealed fact that children found the meanings of life and death from their everyday

familiar surroundings, it is plausible to assume that children notice death despite the

efforts of adults to protect them from death by keeping silent or avoiding discussion.

Thus, the findings of this study do not support the prevailing idea among the Japanese

society, not talking about death with children prevents them from knowing about death.

Roughly speaking, children anyway discover death on their own.
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Let us now turn to another deep-rooted, cultural presumption that death

unnecessarily stimulates children and conclusively hurts them. This study, again,

refutes this presumption. Firstly, as described, death is everywhere in children's daily

lives. Children's understandings of life and death are revealed more naturally than

adults realize. Children's narrative and biographical understanding of death is indeed

discovered as preceding logical operations. Secondly, children's impressions of this

study indicate that children were not scared by the topics, the questions, and the

discussion of death. Most of them claimed that they enjoyed this study. Some children,

such as Tetsu, Nao, and Hana, stated that drawing was fun. Especially, Hana, Shin, and

Mai indicated that they could deeply think and understand more about life and death by

being asked questions and given the opportunity to consider them in this study. When

thinking about Hana's initial refusal to participate in this study due to her deep fear of

death, her positive feedback is encouraging. As previously mentioned in chapter 4,

Hana's mother's sensitive yet steady approach, based on her belief in the value of open

communication about death, has played a significant role in the change in Hana's feelings

about death.

However, two children expressed sadness and discomfort at one point during the

interviews. Ken stated that he recalled the death of his pet three months previously and

the death of his grandfather seven years previously in the interviews and he felt sad.

However, when asked if he would have preferred not to be asked questions related to

death, he clearly negated it. Additionally, he stated that he enjoyed expressing his ideas

of life and death. Taku's overall impression of this study was alright. However, he

mentioned that once in the second interview he felt Atama ga Okashiku Nachatta (as if he
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becomes mad) to think where the dead would go, if not to heaven. After the interview,

this statement was reported to his parents and it was recommended that they observe him

closely until the third interview. However, his parents had nothing special to report and

at the last interview Taku stated that he did not feel scared or disgusted anymore.

Furthermore, he and Shin showed their positive view of death education in the interviews.

Both of them indicated the potential hazard of growing up without knowing what

happens in the world. For instance, Taku expressed his concern:

I: There are many adults who should not show or tell things related to death to children.
Because they think children will be frightened, then remember these things for long,
and become sad all the time. Taku, what do you think about this way of thinking?
T: But everyone dies someday, so it's OK.
I: Yeah, what you are saying is it's OK to know about death?
T: Yeah. / Die...I think it is Yabai (in big trouble) if children do not understand that so
many people die by not being taught it / If children remain not knowing (people) die in
various ways.
I: Yabai (in big trouble)?
T: Uh-huh.

Shin indicated death education as a preventive measure for suicide and homicide:

I: Among the adults, there is a thought that because children would be hurt by watching
news related to death we should change the television channel if that kind of news is
broadcasted / or we should not talk about death to prevent children from hearing
anything related to death. // Shin, what do you think about this?
S: I can understand some people would think in that way, but my family, well, I mean,
“I” think we should know these things (related to death). Yes, because the incidents (of
suicide and homicide) are recently increasing, I think children should know (the reality).
/Then, we should not commit them. / I think we get hurt to know (the reality), I mean,
become sad, but even so, we should pay attention to (the fact) that these things do
happen. Now people easily commit (suicides or homicides). So, we have to bear in
mind that (people easily kill themselves or others) to make (ourselves) realize (take
one's life is) bad.

In this way, most of the children did not feel scared or disgusted by being interviewed

about life and death and two children who once felt sad or uncomfortable in the project

still support this study. Thus, children may express sadness or discomfort by thinking of

death, however, they noticeably differentiate these feelings from the wish not to deal with

the matters regarding death and simultaneously recognize the significance of
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understanding death over their feelings. Taking this into consideration, adults should

prepare to face death-related matters and should not avoid the discussion of these topics

with children.

Implications for Research

Since it has been shown that children naturally grasp the meanings of life and

death in their daily lives regardless of the adults’ efforts to hide death from them,

researchers firstly should examine their own standpoint about the deeply embedded

societal presumption, that is, as long as adults keep silent about death children would not

know, and abandon this presumption. Researchers should go further than this

conventional view to open up the new possibility to understand children's actual lived

experiences of perceiving life and death. Secondly, researchers ought to scrutinize their

own thoughts about another prevailing cultural belief of the potential risk of hurting - *-

children by disclosing death and challenge this assertion. As reviewed, none of the * . . ;

children in the study showed any continuous signs of distress or withdrew from the study. f. º
-

Additionally, to date, none of the families have reported any problems in the children as a

result of the project. On the contrary, more than half the children found the project fun.

Researchers are recommended to bear this in mind. Children, indeed, welcomed s:

drawing and talking about life and death. This acceptance of the opportunity to discuss -

life and death encourages researchers to explore the children's world in terms of their º
*

experiences of these phenomena. /

However, researchers should remember that there were children who became sad ~ : |
or uncomfortable during the interview. Therefore, it is recommended that researchers : .

should be very attentive to signs that indicate discomfort during research. When these
----
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signs appear, researchers should ask children if they would like to take a break and try to

relax. The assessment of the meanings of children's expressed signs and follow-up of

the impact of these signs on their well-being are indispensable. Researchers should

report what happened in the interviews to the children's parents and ask them to observe

the children and provide feedback if necessary.

On the whole, the prerequisites for researchers are to recognize the

meaninglessness of the presumed overprotection of children from death and give more

credit to children in their natural yet steady manner of grasping the meanings of life and

death. During the project, researchers need to remain open and inquiring about

children's perceptions of life and death while being aware of their feelings.

Implications for Practice

Where can we go from here? For what does this interpretive account for the

Japanese children's understanding of life and death pave the way? To answer this query,

I should begin with the new basis for our intervention in children derived from this study.

As indicated above, the findings of this study oppose the deep-rooted belief in the

effectiveness of the avoidance of the discussion of death with children in terms of

blocking their awareness of death in Japanese society. Moreover, these findings

disagree with the socially shared “ignorance is bliss” approach to protect children from

getting hurt by knowing about death. All the interventions should start from a new

understanding of children's noninvasive everyday experiences of grasping the notions of

life and death. Children discover the meanings of life and death daily from their

collective source of information. Thus, children know what is going on in the world,

think what it is about, and shape their own perceptions, perhaps more than adults expect.
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Accepting this, the following interventions will be discussed: death education, terminal

care, and grief and bereavement care for children.

One of the aims of this study is to increase public understanding of the

necessity of death education and to advocate for it for children in Japan's death-denying

society. This study demonstrated that children discovered the meanings of life and

death by themselves, such as by keeping pets. From this understanding, the significance

of death education is mostly situated in decreasing children's unnecessary fear about

death, discussing questions or issues related to life and death, and, as Taku and Shin

previously indicated, helping children realize the reality of suicide and homicide and the

precious nature of life. Fears of death in this study are attributed to separation from

loved ones, past experiences of severe asthma attacks followed by hospitalization, the

cause of the grandfather's death, and the deprivation from favorite activities. Especially

Hana talked about her deep fear of death, which used to prevent her from sleeping.

However, as previously delineated, her mother's patient and open attitude helped Hana

not only decrease her fear but also shape her positive view of life through death to the

afterlife. In this way, making the atmosphere easy for children to raise their concerns

and providing opportunities to talk about them are very important elements in death

education. Moreover, in this study, some children asked such questions as “How long

can humans live?” or “Why do people have to die when they don’t want to die?” Thus,

since children have certain questions regarding life and death, adults should prepare to

give children chances to raise these queries and take time to discuss them. Lastly, as the

two boys emphasized, to know the reality of the death of others may make children

understand how precious life is, and, as a result, prevent future suicides and homicides.
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This clearly indicates the importance of knowing what is going on in the world, which

opposes the prevailing Japanese adults’ attitude to protect children from death, and the *
A. . . .

insufficiency of school education, which places great emphasis on life and ignores -:
Zi.

death-related matters. Thus, the key for death education for the Japanese children is to r----

keep the channels open for them to talk about their fears, questions, and concerns related

to life and death. Additionally, bringing up matters related to these two phenomena and

freely discussing them, including the current issues, such as brain death and organ

transplants, are found to “stimulate” children to expand and deepen their views of life and

death. In terms of school education, to enhance children's understanding, it is better to I A

introduce death as a concrete matter, which they may easily link with their daily – l

experiences, e.g., keeping plants or animals at school, listening to stories of those who

lost loved ones, those who are pregnant, or those who have survived acute illness and ----,
... "

writing compositions about them, or reading books about death in class. With regard to As ºf .

the argument over the type of death education between the founder and the executive

board members of Sei to Shi o Kangaeru Kai (detailed explanation is provided in chapter

2), as long as adults do not avoid the discussion of death and welcome children's

questions and concerns, it does not seem to matter if death education aims to prepare the º

child well for death and dying or is simply about thinking about death together without

such concrete goals.

Our knowledge of children's everyday understanding of life and death sheds

light on the shared uncertainty of death disclosure and discussion in pediatric clinical

settings. Given healthy children’s embodied knowing of life and death in their everyday ‘. . º

surroundings, it is difficult to support the view that sick children do not notice death. It
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is plausible to think that sick children perceive more about life and death than adults

think, they do, from their hospital experiences, such as having blood drawn, receiving

intravenous treatments, taking medications, and seeing and talking with other children.

If their illness is very serious, additional experiences, such as perceiving parents’ sadness,

looking at their eyes red and swollen from crying, receiving more invasive treatments,

witnessing perplexity in doctors’ faces, and receiving unexpected presents from

grandparents, add to their daily experiences. The more serious the illness is, the more

sources are provided for children's understanding of life and death. Thus, terminally ill

children are assumed to expand and develop their perceptions of life and death because of

their circumstances.

In this context, what can the Japanese healthcare providers, who are used to

non-informed consent or non-death disclosure especially to terminally ill children, do?

Japanese nurses should become accustomed to the idea that terminally ill children are

more likely to have a deeper understanding of life and death than they think they do and

should have the courage to stay with their perceptions. Moreover, nurses are in the best

position to enhance the understanding of other healthcare personnel and the children's

families and relatives in terms of the children's experiences of grasping the notion of

death. Nurses are also able to inform them of the potential hazard of ignoring these

children's notions. Unless the children wish to hide their understanding of life and

death, it is recommended that nurses provide an environment conducive to discussing life

and death whenever they want to talk about these issues. It is recommended that nurses

remember that almost all the children in this study held much hope and happiness in their

image of the afterlife for those going to heaven and many of them mentioned the
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possibility of the connection between the dead and the living. Moreover, nurse

scientists are able to plan further research to explore how terminally ill children perceive

their lives in terms of their notions of life and death by using the findings of this study as

the rationale for future studies. That is to say, by knowing the healthy children's

understanding of life and death, the appropriateness of the prevailing avoidance of open

communication with terminally ill children about these issues legitimately requires

attention.

In terms of grief and bereavement care for children, projects like this study, i.e.

drawing and talking about their notions of life and death, may serve as opportunities for

expressing their feelings and thoughts. For instance, Sakura and Mai, who still deeply

mourned the death of their grandfather, found this project enjoyable and regarded it as a

good opportunity to reflect on their thoughts about life and death. Again, it may be

useful for healthcare providers to bear in mind the brightness of the children's image of

the afterlife in heaven and their idea of the continuous contact between the deceased and

the survivors in order to relieve sorrow.

Lastly, on the whole, this cultural study may to a certain extent guide

interventions in Japanese and non-Japanese children. It means that, as previously

reviewed, a total of only 12 studies, including Japanese and non-Japanese research,

focused on children's qualitative understanding of death without imposing predetermined

components of formal concepts of death. Thus, not much has been done in this area of

study. Therefore, the findings of this study will not only help Japanese healthcare

providers, educators, and parents to understand Japanese children's notions of death and

to facilitate our intervention in them, but also will contribute to further understanding of
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children's unique perceptions of death and to enrich interventions across the cultures.

Conclusion

Children mostly grasp the meanings of life and death by living their daily lives.

Children's theoretical knowledge from teaching is indicated much less than their

embodied knowledge derived from their everyday experiences of life and death. It is

because their narrative and biographical understanding of life and death precedes logical

operations. Thus, the whole picture of children's understanding of life and death will

escape while imposing predetermined formal components of death. It is because the

meanings of life and death are not unidimensional or univocal, rather they are the warp

and the weft to weave the meanings of human beings; what it means to be a human.

Most importantly, healthcare providers, educators, and families should create their

interventions with children based on the fact that children notice what is happening in the

society from their involvement with the everyday world and continue to develop their

perceptions of life and death on their own.
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APPENDIX A - *

BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE CHILDREN *

No | Pseudo Gender | Age || Grade School | Family’s | Family in | Previous -
Name at Type: | Religious | Household | Death * -

Intv Public or Affiliation 2 Experience --"

1 Christian 1 (at Age) - *

1 Yuh M 7 2 C Mixed F & M Pet(5)
(B & S) &

Great
GM(4)

2 | Tetsu M 8 3 C C F, M, Pets(5)
B(Taku), &

& S Parental
friends
(many
times)

-

3 Nao M 8 3 C C GF, GM, Pets --
F., M., & (many °.
B(Shin) times) º

& --

Minister at --
church (5) º

4 || Jun M 8 3 C Mixed F, M., & PetS * * *
(C & B) B(Tomo) (many * . ."

times) -- º
& j,

GF(6) - *---

5 | Nami F 8 3 C Nothing | GF, F, & Pet(4),
M GF(7), &

Uncle(7) .
6 | Yuki F 8 3 C Nothing GF, GM, Pets(6&8), s:

(but M, & Great - - - -

Buddhist S(Sae) aunt(3), -
grave) &

Parental * >
friend(7) f

■ º

r
- - - -

'Family religious affiliation: B---Buddhism, S---Shinto, and C---Christianity
-

* Family in household: F---father, M---mother, S---sister, B---brother, GF---grandfather, --
and GM---grandmother * T :

/* // .
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No || Pseudo Gender | Age || Grade School | Family’s Family in Previous
Name at Type | Religious | Household Death

Intv Affiliation Experience
1 (at Age)

7 Sae F 8 3 C Same as Same as Same as Yuki
Yuki Yuki

8 | Rika F 9 3 P Mixed F., M., & B GF(8)
(C&B)

9 || Taku M 10 5 C C Same as Same as Tetsu
Tetsu

10 | Ken 10 5 C Mixed GM, F, M, Pet(9)
(C, B, & S., & B &

Shintoistic GF(3)
Cult)

11 || Tomo M 10 5 C Same as | Same as Jun | Same as Jun
Jun

12 | Ryo 10 5 C Mixed F., M., & S Pet(5-6)
(B & S) &

Teacher at
Kindergarten

(10)
13 | Hana F 10 5 C C GF, GM, F, Parental

& M friends
(9-10)

14 | Shin M 12 6 C Same as | Same as Nao | Same as Nao
Nao

15 | Sakura F 7 2 C Nothing GM, M., & GF(4)
(but S(Mai)

Buddhist
alter at
home)

16 || Mai F 10 5 C Same as Same as Same as
Sakura Sakura Sakura

f
* -
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APPENDIX B

PROFILE OF THE CHILDREN

CHILD 1-Yuh (Y)

Yuh is a seven-year-old boy living with his biological parents in the suburbs of a

metropolitan area in eastern Japan. He is in the first grade at a private Christian school.

T is close friends with another child in the study (Ryo). Despite their age difference, Yuh

and Ryo go to school together every morning and often play together after school and on

holidays. Their mothers are also good friends. Yuh loves insects, and even kept beetles

as pets. He enjoys movies and clearly remembers the details of ones he has seen. He is

an extraordinarily active child except while he is drawing pictures when he can sit and

concentrate. Yuh's parents consider him to be a very sensitive child; as a result, Yuh's

parents made a special request for interviews to be conducted with Ryo present. Both

Ryo's mother and Ryo accepted Yuh's parents’ request. Therefore, the first two

interviews were conducted at Ryo's house with Ryo. During the interviews, Yuh was

easily excited and had difficulty sitting still for more than 15 minutes. During the

interview with Ryo, Yuh intermittently ran around the room, played with furniture, and

disturbed Ryo’s interviews.

Yuh heard the news of the death of his maternal great grandmother three years

previous. However, he did not attend her funeral and has never experienced any funerals.

His pet, a stag beetle, died two years previous. Yuh did not mention any of these death

related experiences in the interviews.

CHILD 2-Tetsu (T)

Tetsu is an eight-year-old boy living with his biological parents, his older brother,
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Taku, and his older sister. He is a third grade student at a private Christian school. His

father, maternal grandfather, and maternal uncle are all protestant ministers. Tetsu's

mother was central in recruiting families from their church community for the project.

Christianity has been the central feature of Tetsu's environment since his birth. He goes

to church on Sundays and previously attended a Christian kindergarten. According to his

mother, he was exposed to many Christian funerals because of his father's job. Tetsu

himself never mentioned any of these funeral experiences. His family is close to other

Christian families, including other families in the study (Nao and Shin). The boys,

including Tetsu, often play together. Tetsu likes playing sports, especially soccer, which

he plays everyday at school. Tetsu and Nao sometimes talked about the project. During

the interview, he responded quickly to questions and easily remembered the conversation

from the previous interview.

Tetsu saw many dead animals such as beetles, Medaka (Japanese small fish),

snakes, baby pigeons, a dog, a cat, frogs, and hamsters.

CHILD 3-Nao (N)

Nao is an eight-year-old boy living with his biological parents, his older brother,

Shin, and his maternal grandparents. He is a third grader at a private Christian school and

a best friend of Tetsu, with whom he sometimes talked about the project. He has grown

up in a Christian family (Protestant). He attends church on Sundays and was educated at

a Christian kindergarten. He likes playing sports very much and plays soccer every day.

He easily got along with the interviewer and showed his pets to the interviewer after

being introduced. He loves animals. He kept ants, Dangomushi (special insects that look

like dumplings), snakes, turtles, Medaka (Japanese small fish), guppies, and hamsters.

*.
* .
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He cried very hard at the death of the guppies and hamsters. He buried the hamsters

especially carefully and prayed for them. At the age of five, he experienced a death of a

former minister at his church. While his mother reported that Nao was the first one to

burst into tears on hearing the news, he did not mention this loss in the interviews.

CHILD 4-Jun (J)

Jun is an eight-year-old boy living with his biological parents and his older

brother, Tomo. He is in the third grade at a private Christian school. He easily got along

with the interviewer and soon sat close to the interviewer. He could give rather long and

clear answers to the questions for his age, except when questions were asked about his

feelings and impressions. For instance, when asked about his impression of the whole

project, he simply answered that he did not feel or think anything about any of the three

interviews. This is quite similar to Tomo who was also not good at describing his

feelings in the interviews. In contrast with most of the other children in the project, Jun

stated that he had thought about life and death. That is, he wondered if he would see

complete whiteness or darkness at death. He loves reading biographies of great people

such as Abraham Lincoln. He remembered the previous interviews well. While the

interviewer’s impression of Jun was of rather a sweet boy, according to Tomo, both he

and Jun enjoy drawing knives to stab people in newspaper photos together.

After completing interviews, I was informed that Jun had injured his leg just

after starting school and he was unable to talk for a long time after this incident.

Therefore, his mother stayed with him all the time. The doctor explained that the lack of

speech was due to his sensitivity and loneliness because his mother worked and was not

at home. However, Jun’s mother and Jun never mentioned this incident.
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His religious background is a mixture of paternal relatives’ Buddhism and
- * r

maternal relatives' Christianity. The detailed explanation was under Tomo's story in ■y A
º

---

chapter 5. Jun proudly mentioned that it was he who first went to Tetsu's father's church -, * ,
** -

on Sundays and later invited Tomo. ---,

Jun's mother once told him that he would go to heaven when he became an old

man and Jun cried. Dissimilar to her explanation of death to Tomo, she did not use the

Buddhist term, Sanzunokawa (‘the River Styx'), in her talk to Jun. Although Jun and

Tomo have been brought up with the same religious background, in contrast to Tomo,

Jun did not have a mixed religious view of life and death but held only a Christian vision, RA:

such as, heaven is where God is and where only good people can go. This might be –
because Jun has a tendency to absorb Christianity more than his brother does. Moreover, *. º

since Jun's religious background at home is a mixture, his Christian way of thought is -*--

considered to come from his school and church education. ºf

He saw dead sparrows, Medaka (Japanese small fish), hamsters, beetles, ants, and

carp. He did not particularly feel anything about any of these deaths. Regarding an

experience of the death of a person, although his mother reported that Jun attended a

funeral only once (paternal grandfather’s), he stated that he experienced more than 10

funerals. He remembered was that a Buddhist monk recited a sutra and played a drum at

his paternal grandfather’s funeral.

Jun mentioned the serial killing at Ikeda primary school that occurred in mid June

2001 while explaining his drawing of a person who committed suicide. That is, Jun

heard the news reporting that the criminal’s motivation for his indiscriminate killing was

to be executed and Jun thought that the criminal should have chosen to die alone without
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involving others.

CHILD 5-Nami (N)

Nami is an eight-year-old girl living with her biological parents and her maternal

grandmother. She is in the third grade at a private Christian school. Her religious

background is a mixture of Christian beliefs learned at school and church, and family

Buddhist traditions. More detailed explanations are given in chapter 5. She was quite

good at revealing her thoughts and feelings through artistic expression rather than words.

Additionally, her responses to questions in the interviews were unique. For instance, she

described her image of life as taking a portion of cotton candy and her image of death as

eating a bat or catfish.

Nami lost her maternal uncle in February 2001 and her maternal grandfather in

April of the same year because of illness. Her reaction to their deaths is described in

chapter 5. Moreover, although Nami's mother reported that Nami had experienced the

death of a goldfish at the age of four, Nami herself did not mention it in the interviews.

CHILD 6-Yuki (Y)

Yuki is an eight-year-old girl who is the older identical twin of Sae. She lives

with her biological mother, Sae, and her maternal grandparents. She is in the third grade

at a private Christian school. Her mother reported that Yuki's divorced father was

missing for a long time, but she told her children that their father lived in the Philippines.

In contrast to her younger sister, Yuki never mentioned her biological father during the

interviews. Yuki's mother was noticeably different from her daughters in terms of her

activity level. She is a professional composer, has her own band, and sometimes

performs concerts. Both Yuki and Sae seem to be overwhelmed by her.
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While Yuki and her younger sister, Sae, look identical, their personalities are

noticeably different. Yuki seems rather difficult to get along with because of her

indifferent attitude. She is expressionless and smiled only once in all the interviews. She

basically answered the questions with “I don’t know” and repeated it. Thus, it was

difficult to explore her thoughts during the interviews. She also sometimes uses a

precocious way of talking, such as, “I am sure I will have an answer later but not now.”

Simultaneously, she is quite sensitive. According to her mother, she even cries when an

electric appliance is broken. Moreover, Yuki desperately tried to prevent her mother

from leaving the room even for a few seconds. Of all the participants, only she and her

sister, Sae, behaved in this way. While her approach to the tasks of drawing pictures and

explaining them was realistic, she does not seem good at expanding her imagination. For

instance, in contrast to other children, she did not have any images of life and death.

Additionally, she drew her late pets, two goldfish, for the theme of “what it means to

live” and her late pet, one mantis, for the theme of “what it means to die.” Thus, Yuki

represent things as they really are rather than from her imagination. Moreover, she is a

good observer of laws of nature. She noticed one’s life was sometimes at the cost of

another one’s life from her experience of feeding spiders to her pet mantises.

Her religious background is a mixture of Christianity from her education at school

and Buddhist rituals at visits to the ancestor’s grave. Yuki and her family never attended

at church on Sundays. Although there is a Buddhist altar at home, Yuki's mother

reported that the family did not believe in any particular religions including Buddhism.

Yuki experienced deaths of her pets such as mantises, goldfish, ants, and snails.

Although she did not mention any of her experiences with the death of people she knows,
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her mother reported that Yuki had attended the funeral of her maternal great

grandmother's sister at the age of three and had heard the news of a family friend's death

at the age of seven.

CHILD 7-Sae (S)

Sae is an eight-year-old girl who is the younger identical twin of Yuki. Sae is

also in the third grade at a private Christian school. Unlike her older sister, Sae showed

her emotions dramatically. At the very beginning of the first interview, when asked if

Sae was younger than Yuki by the interviewer, Sae suddenly burst into tears and could

not stop crying for six minutes. However, after my apology, Sae then started the

interview with a big smile. During the crying episode, her mother who had been asked to

stay in the same room by Sae, was rather indifferent and let Sae cry for a long time.

According to Sae's classmate, Sae cries at school at least once a day.

Sae’s familial and religious backgrounds were explained above, under Yuki.

Unlike her sister, Sae mentioned her biological father. Only at the end of the last

interview, Sae stated that the time when all of her family, including her father, were

together was better than it is now.

Sae often complains of her bodily symptoms. At the interviews, she mentioned

that she had a slight fever and coughed much. However, her mother stated that it was her

way of getting attention and we should not worry. Moreover, after the last interview, it

was reported that Sae had twisted her back in gym at school and had been confined to a

wheelchair for a while. However, when the doctor told her about the possibility of being

hospitalized, she jumped from the wheelchair and could suddenly walk by herself. The

doctor told Sae’s mother that this might be because she wanted more attention from her
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mother who had been working a very hectic schedule during the summer.

Sae remembered the previous interviews well. Additionally, in contrast to other

children, when asked if Sae had had any thoughts about life and death since the last

interview, she could always relate something from her daily experiences to these two

themes. Similarly to her sister, Yuki, Sae witnessed deaths of a Japanese drone beetle,

snails, goldfish, mantises, and ants. Her experience of human death was the same as

Yuki’s. Like her sister, Sae also did not mention any of her reported experiences in the

interviews.

CHILD 8-Rika (R)

Rika is a nine-year old girl living with her biological parents, her younger

brother, and with her paternal grandmother in an adjoining house. She is the only child in

the study who went to a public school (in the third grade) but she went to church on

Sundays. She loves sports such as soccer and in early July was already noticeably

suntanned from playing outside. Her mother described her as a tomboy, but because of

her quiet manner people easily mistake her as being a quiet girl.

Rika's approach to the interviews was realistic and practical. For instance, she

drew pictures by actually looking at her pet and her late grandfather's picture. Her

answers to questions were direct and short and she did not hesitate to say yes, no, or I

don’t know. Her way of making conversation is noticeably similar to her mother's. Her

mother reported that before the project K had worried about drawing pictures because

Rika was not artistic. However, while Rika took longer to start drawing than the other

children, she did not mention her hesitation about drawing at all. Rather, she stated that

she enjoyed drawing.
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Rika's religious background is a mixture of paternal Buddhism and maternal

Christianity. However, both religions were not strongly taught at home. Although Rika's

other recognized Catholicism as her religious belief, she had not attended church for

years and now practices Buddhist rituals instead, such as praying at a Buddhist altar

every morning, burning incense and purifying ancestor’s graves by water. Rika's father

does not believe in any particular religion. During the whole interview process, Rika

only mentioned one religious idea, that is, mentioning that her late grandfather might go

to heaven.

Rika lost her paternal grandfather in March 2001 and experienced the first Obon

event after the first interview. She often mentioned his death in the interviews. Her

experience of the death of her grandfather seems linked directly to her notion of death. A

more detailed description is provided in chapter 4. Rika remembered the details of the

rituals such as his funeral and the forty-ninth day after his death (the day of the Buddhist

service for the response of the dead soul). For instance, after cremation, she and her

family lined up to pick the bones up with chopsticks. The bones were pure white, very

thin, quite small, and light. In contrast to her detailed description of the rituals, Rika did

not mention anything emotional such as people’s responses. Thus, this may be again a

good example of her realistic approach to the world. There was no mention of

experiencing the death of animals.

CHILD 9–Taku (T)

Taku is a ten-year-old boy living with his biological parents, his younger brother,

Tetsu, and his older sister. He is in the fifth grade at a private Christian school. His

familial and religious backgrounds were described under Tetsu. Every aspect of his life
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has been Christian-oriented. Therefore, Christianity defines his views of daily life. For

instance, when mentioning his school visit to the museum, he wondered if the artifacts he

saw there were from Jesus’ time. In another interview, he stated that he had no idea of

what becomes of those who cannot go to heaven because there was no detailed indication

in Bible.

Taku is a silent thinker who is able to reflect deeply and thus deepen his own view

on matters. For instance, he has his own opinion on brain death and euthanasia and is

strongly against racial prejudice. However, despite his expanded views, he is inarticulate.

Simultaneously, Taku is sensitive. At the end of the second interview, Taku stated that

he felt as if he was going to be mad to imagine a place where those who do not go to

heaven will go. He also answered he would feel scared and nauseous to think of the

possibility of a revival of the dead bad people. His parents reported that Taku used to

suddenly start crying loudly at night. He seemed to have become scared all of a sudden.

It continued until he became a third grader. He no longer has these “attacks.”

Taku witnessed the sudden death of his dog. Additionally, he mentioned seeing

dead animals such as a cat, a rat, a rabbit, a lion, a cheetah, a hyena, and an elephant both

through television programs and in his daily life. As stated under Tetsu, due to his

father’s occupation, he attended many funerals. He remembers a photo of the deceased

and a coffin in which the deceased wears clothes and holds flowers across the chest.

Moreover, he mentioned a funeral hall was usually full of flowers Additionally, every

year he participates in the annual church retreat with his family and he has visited the

graveyard more than 10 times. He stated that while at the graves he remembered what

the deceased were like when they were alive.
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CHILD 10-Ken (K)

-

Ken is a friendly 10-year-old, chubby boy living with his biological parents, an

older brother, a younger sister, and a maternal grandmother. Neither of his siblings are in

the study. He is in the fifth grade at a private Christian school. He has a busy weekly

schedule with violin practice, Karate, and going to cram school three times a week. He

won the Karate tournament championship this year. Although he was alone in the house

at the beginning of the first interview, he soon became friendly to me and started talking

about himself. On the other hand, he was quite nervous about other children's drawings

and having the interview recorded. When the protection of privacy was explained and it

was confirmed that the interviews were not tests, he seemed relieved and agreed to being

recorded. He sometimes talks nihilistically, such as, “Adults are never able to understand

how I really feel”.

He experienced a pet's death (a budgerigar) about two months prior to the first

interview. He still feels very sad and guilty for its death. However, just before the last

interview, the family bought a new budgerigar. He links this incident to the image of “to

live.” That is to say, this pet joined his family as a new member, a new life.

His only experience of a person's death is that of his grandfather. The detailed

information is provided in chapter 4.

CHILD 11-Tomo (T)

Tomo is a ten-year-old boy living with his biological parents and his younger

brother, Jun. He is in the fifth grade at a private Christian school. His religious

background is explained in chapter 5. He often gave sidelong glances in the interviews

and did not usually give straight answers to the questions. Therefore, the interviewer
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sometimes felt it was like coming up against a stone wall. He was not good at talking

about his impressions. In relation to “September 11", he answered that he did not feel

anything when he saw the pictures on television and newspaper. His view of the incident

was from a noticeably different perspective from that of the other children. That is, he

thought (the government of) Afghanistan should extradite the criminals to the U.S.

otherwise more attacks might be planned. Additionally, he stated that although the

previous planned attack on the World Trade Center had failed, this time the attack was a

SUCCESS.

As mentioned under Jun, he stated that he was good at drawing “death” because

he often enjoyed drawing a knife stabbing a person's throat in newspaper pictures with

Jun.

According to Tomo's mother, Tomo experienced the death of his pet hamster a

few years ago and his paternal grandfather's death two years ago. However, he did not

mention either experience in the interviews by himself.

CHILD12-Ryo (R)

Ryo is a ten-year-old boy, who is small for his age, living with his biological

parents and his older sister. He is in the fifth grade at a private Christian school. Ryo's

mother reported that he used to refuse to go to school and in the lower grades took a

while to get accustomed to school. However, he now enjoys school very much and takes

an active role in class. He and his mother are close friends with Yuh and his mother. His

family is also close to Sakura & Mai’s family. Ryo and Mai sometimes talked about this

study at school.

He is quite composed for his age and takes good care of Yuh. During the first
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two interviews with Yuh, despite Yuh's frequent disturbance, Ryo stayed calm and

focused on his answers. According to Ryo's mother, he is more mature than his sister

who is four years his senior. He is also quite good at drawing. He can delineate things

accurately and in a lively manner. His pictures were hung in various places around the

home. In each interview he immediately started drawing.

Ryo's religious background information is provided in chapter 5.

According to Ryo's mother, Ryo experienced the loss of his pet hamster five

years ago and he recently went to the funeral of the principal of the kindergarten, which

both he and his sister had attended. Although his mother and his sister cried, he

reportedly stayed calm and sat quietly. However, he did not mention any of these losses.

Instead, he addressed his feelings about the recent death of his great grandmother. He felt

somewhat scared and somehow repulsed.

CHILD13-Hana (H)

Hana is a ten-year-old girl living with her biological parents and her maternal

grandparents. She is in the fifth grade at a private Christian school. Her religious

background was also explained in chapter 5. She is one of the two children who used

respectful language to the interviewer in the project.” She is noticeably brisk and friendly.

She is also quite articulate and chatters. Therefore it sometimes took more than 30

minutes to get into the interview. She has a very good memory and could easily recall the

content of the previous interviews.

She was born prematurely and could not walk well until the age of three.

Therefore, her parents made Hana take lessons in ballet and now she loves dancing. She

*In the Japanese society, due to its hierarchical system, the young are expected to use respectful language
called keigo to senior people.
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also likes drawing very much. Simultaneously, she was curious about the other children's

drawings and was tenacious in her request to see the drawings.

In 2000, Hana's maternal grandfather was hospitalized because of tuberculosis

(TB). Soon after Hana developed a severe cough. She was therefore hospitalized for a

while for TB treatment. Her symptoms could not clearly be diagnosed as TB. She

sometimes vomited when a blood sample was being taken. The doctor told Hana's

mother that Hana was so sensitive that the coughing could be caused by her

hypersensitivity. Her cough gradually went away.

She has heard the news of the death of two family friends consecutively. She

drew one person in her drawing of “what it means to die.” More details are mentioned in

chapter 4 and 5.

CHILD14-Shin (S)

Shin is a 12-year-old boy living with his biological parents, his younger brother,

Nao, and his maternal grandparents. He is in the sixth grade at a private Christian school.

Shin’s mother was the first person in the school to decide to participate in this project.

He is well-disciplined and is one of the two children who used respectful

language to the interviewer. He is very good academically and athletically. He is a

leader of the student council at school, took the first prize at a ski tournament at school,

and is captain of a little league in the community. He had a good memory of the content

of each interview and linked his daily experiences to the topics of the next interview. His

answers in the interviews were noticeably different from many of the other children in the

study in terms of depth and extent. Although he does not usually think about life and

death, when listening to television or radio news programs or people’s conversations he
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starts thinking of the issues surrounding death. He often wonders why some people could

take lives that are so precious. Additionally, he questions whether it is human nature to

have a desire to knife a person.

He experienced the deaths of his pet hamsters and guppies. He was very sad and

felt guilty. He also experienced the death of the former minister, who was his friend’s

father, three years ago. However, he did not mention this death in the interviews.

CHILD15-Sakura (S)

Sakura is a seven-year-old girl from a divorced family. She lives with her

biological mother, her older sister, Mai, and her maternal grandmother. She is in the

second grade at a private Christian school. Her maternal grandfather died four years

previously. Sakura's experience of her maternal grandfather's death is described in

chapter 5 with her religious background.

Sakura is rather precocious and has a very good memory of each interview. Her

answers to the questions were full of expression yet were noticeably consistent. She

chattered a lot and often mentioned her feelings. Simultaneously, she frequently asserted

how well she could do things.

She experienced the deaths of a rabbit, a sheep, and a goat, which were all kept at

kindergarten. She remembered each death well and was greatly saddened by the rabbit's

death.

CHILD16-Mai (M)

Mai is a 10-year-old girl from a divorced family as mentioned under Sakura,

who is her younger sister by three years. Mai is in the fifth grade at a private Christian

school. As mentioned above, Mai’s family and Ryo's family are close. Mai is also best
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friends with Hana.

Mai behaves briskly and got along easily with the interviewer. From the

beginning, Mai could tackle the theme of death and could deepen her thoughts because of

the loss of her grandfather. (Mai’s story of the experience of her maternal grandfather's

death is also given in chapter 5 with her religious background.) She still mourns his

death deeply and sometimes dreams about him. She wonders why humans die if they still

wish to live. In relation to definitions of “to live,” Mai repeated the word, Jiritsu

(independence), which was never mentioned by other children. Moreover, she

emphasized the importance of togetherness. That is to say, a death causes a loss of

community members, which makes the survivors sad and a parting from a family, which

makes the deceased lonely. Compared with thinking about death, she claimed that

thinking about life was much easier because she was alive. In contrast to the first

interview, she was noticeably moody in the following interviews. She fidgeted and

seemed to try to make fun of the interviews by whistling, humming, and answering in a

funny tone.

She experienced the death of her pet carp, also described in chapter 5.
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APPENDIX C ■ º

ABBREVIATIONS, NOTATIONS, & CODES * . .
A. . .

Abbreviations 2- .

I interviewer

Intv interview

Notations & Codes in the Excerpts

[] Brackets indicate information about the situation during interviews

() Parentheses indicate clarification of speaker's conversation, nonverbal

activity, or tone of voice

Three periods indicate short time lapse, discontinuous dialogue, or

omissions of assurance by the interviewer tº º
- * -

---
Dashes indicate overlapped conversations ---T

/ Slashes indicate omissions of assurance frequently used in Japanese style * M:

- - - - º A -- º Aof conversations such as repetitions of speaker's answers -

- - - -
~ *

// Double slashes indicate omissions of parts of conversations due to non- tº -

related contents to research topics

(silent) indicate speaker's silence sº
- - - f - - º(fading out) indicate speaker's fading out |

-

Blank indicates inaudible verbalization tº

Italic indicates Japanese words followed by English translation in parentheses / . . . .

º,
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APPENDIX E

TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH OF APPENDIX D

The Meanings of Life and Death to Children in Japan:
An Interpretive Study

1. STUDY AIM / PURPOSE
This research is aimed at exploring healthy Japanese school-aged children’s

lived experience of grasping conceptions of death without employing any pre-determined
components of death concept such as finality. How do these children acquire the notion
of death through their daily life? The objective of this study is the following; To identify
qualitative similarities and differences in the healthy Japanese children’s grasping
conceptions of death with the comparison of the existing research findings among other
ethnic / cultural population.

2 BACKGROUND
The literature search reveals that only four systematic studies focused on the

Japanese children's conceptions of death have been conducted to date (Nakamura, 1994;
Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Education, 1983; Okada, 1979, 1988, 1990). No studies
employed qualitative approaches and only one study applied conceptual framework to
guide the study. On the whole, the progress in this research area seems noticeably slow.
This state is intertwined with the Japanese societal attitude towards death phenomena.
Japan has been described as a death-denying society where discussion of death is one of
the biggest taboos (Hirayama, 1991; Sagara & Pickett, 1998). The avoidance of
confrontation of death has its deep root in the history of religious training and cultural
practice in Japanese society. In particular, there is a remarkable emotional reluctance to
discuss death with children. It is argued that any mention of death could traumatize
children. Therefore, children should be protected by not talking about death as delineated
in one Japanese proverb “ignorance is bliss”. However, in Japan, children are daily
exposed to the reality of the society through mass communications such as newspaper,
TV news, and magazines. Thus there are various ways for children to collect information
of life and death issues even though families, educators and health care professionals try
to avoid discussing death with children. Given children’s exposed to death in the media
and in everyday life, it is difficult to support the idea of protecting children from any
death notions by keeping silence and to believe that children would not notice death at all.
In addition, Japanese society has currently confronted various issues related life and
death, e.g., the indiscriminate murders by a 13-year-old boy, a series of brutal homicide
by 17-year-old boys, school-aged children's continuous suicides due to severe bullies at
school, and the worst suicide rate of 40–55 year-old-men due to the economic crisis in
1998. The successive increased number of juvenile delinquencies, especially atrocious
crimes, since 1995 is reported as the fourth peek in postwar period (Murayama, 2000). In
fact, these changes have occurred so rapidly in recent years that people tend to have
difficulties in grasping what is happening to their society, themselves, and how these
dramatic changes affect their thoughts and emotions. In this situation, people gradually
begin to pay attention to the work of a few pioneers such as Prof. Deeken at Sophia

|
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University in Tokyo, who has emphasized the value of death education for children since
1980s. Moreover, a few teachers have started teaching life
and death issues individually at schools in various prefectures.

3. SIGNIFICANCE
This study is the first systematic qualitative study exploring how the Japanese

school-aged children grasp the phenomena of life and death through their lived
experiences. These following are the research goals of this study. This study will aim to:
Delineate children’s everyday understandings of life and death using naturalistic
descriptions of children’s drawings.
Describe children's lived experiences in the context of their notion of life and death. In
order to increase insights about children’s view of life and death phenomena in daily life.
Explore Japanese children’s everyday understandings of life and death and evaluate them
compare to: 1) current development theories; 2) societal norms and expectations related
to death awareness of children; 3) cross cultural research on children’s notions of life and
death.
Facilitate establishing environments where children are given opportunities to express
their curiosity and fear of death and to discuss them freely without feelings of any
imposed inhibitions.
In particular, for participating children, this study may give permission that they are able
to talk about their thoughts and feelings and ask questions, whether this topic is a societal
/cultural taboo or not. The background assumptions of this study are that children may
experience anxieties triggered by exposure to death in the media, yet children may not
have avenues to discuss in their everyday life. Anxiety and fear are likely to be induced
by ignorance as Deeken (1994) indicated. Therefore to have open dialogue on life and
death issues with children and to be together towards these phenomena may be effective
to avoid unnecessary fears about death in their mind. The present study advocated this
open approach, which is opposite to “ignorance is a bliss”. In addition, the findings of
this research will possibly allow potential implications of the existing study results in
different cultures for interventions in the Japanese children. Thus this study will pave the
way to the further research and interventions.

4. METHODS
This is an exploratory / interpretive study. Fifteen to thirty healthy Japanese

school-aged (7-12 year old) children will be recruited. At request, in the first meeting
with parent(s), the general explanation of the study will be provided and any questions
will be discussed. With agreements, parent(s) will be requested to either give the oral
consent or sigh the consent form as legal guardian(s). In case of a written consent, a copy
of a form will be given to keep.

5. PROCEDURES
After agreements are acquired from both children and parent(s) for the

participation in the study, firstly parent(s) will be briefly interviewed about the family
such as family history and a name of the school of children. Subsequently, parent(s) will
be requested to leave a room and children will be asked to draw a picture at one time after
each of the following questions 1) How do you feel and what do you imagine when you
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hear the word “life”? and 2) How do you feel and what do you imagine when you hear
the word “death”? After each picture, children are requested to give a brief explanation
or story about their drawing. The conversation with children will take 30–45 minutes.
However, the time and the number of sessions will depend on children’s response. Study
sites will be arranged at participant’s convenience such as their houses, study rooms,
rooms in the community, and church.

6. SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
1. A few children may experience agitation when they are asked about the image

of death that may not have been mentioned directly. However, care will be taken to
minimize such risks by the followings: 1) At the beginning explain to children that they
can withdraw from the study at any point whenever they feel sad or scared. 2) At the
beginning explain to children that they do not have to talk about anything or answer to
any questions if they do not want to. 3) During the study observe children’s conditions
carefully and in the case of manifestations of distress immediately ask children about
their feelings and stop the study. 4) Chose the least invasive / strong / simulative words
for explanations and questions to children. 5) To conduct the interview so as to help
children stay relaxed and maintain rapport with the interviewer.

2. A few parents may feel anxious about children’s potential further queried about
death phenomena after the study. The researcher will ensure parent(s) that she will be
available for follow-up discussion with them and their child about the interview.

7. CONFIDENTIALITY
Confidentiality, anonymity, and privacy will be vigorously protected. Tapes,

drawings, and notes will be distinguished only by the code numbers and first name.
These materials will be only accessible by the co-investigator, Dr. Elizabeth Davies. You
will never be identified with any stories or quotations in any publications. Drawings and
tapes will be returned to you after the study at request.

8. QUALIFICATIONS OF INVESTIGATORS
The main researcher, Miharu Sagara, R.N., PhD(c), (BSN(Hons), 1991, St.

Luke's College of Nursing, Tokyo, Japan, MSN, 1995, U of Pennsylvania), originally
from Japan, is a fourth-year doctoral student at School of Nursing, UCSF. She worked as
a pediatric nurse at St. Luke’s International hospital in Tokyo and completed summer
intern at psychiatric wards both in Japan and the US in addition to one-year MSN
internship as a family therapist for abused children. She conducted a pilot study based on
the same procedure suggested in this application. Her two papers were published both in
Japan and the US.

Dr. Elizabeth Davies (BSN, 1970, U of Alberta; MSN, 1974, U of Arizona; PhD,
1983, U of Washington; Postdoctoral fellow, 1986, UCSF) came to UCSF in September
2000 as Professor and Chair, Family Health Care Nursing. Before coming to California,
she helped establish North America's first freestanding hospice program for children in
Vancouver, BC. She has conducted numerous studies, using primarily qualitative
research methods, to explore the experiences of children and families in palliative care.
She has over 100 publications, including two books, and is section editor of Pediatric
palliative Care for the Oxford Textbook of Palliative Medicine.
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Miharu Sagara, R.N., M.S.N., Doctoral Student
Department of Family Health Care Nursing
School of Nursing, University of California, San Francisco
(Home)
Tel/Fax
SUPERVISOR / RESEARCHER
Dr. Elizabeth Davies, R.N., Ph.D., Professor and Chair
Department of Family Health Care Nursing
School of Nursing, University of California, San Francisco
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APPENDIX F

GUIDANCE FOR PARTICIPATION OF THE STUDY IN JAPANESE
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APPENDIX G - *

-> -

TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH OF APPENDIX F * * * ,
* - -

* * * º

University of California, San Francisco - . .
Guidance for Participation of the Study ºf .

Project Title: The meanings of Life and Death to Children in Japan: An interpretive - *

Study

Purpose: Miharu Sagara, R.N., PhD(c) and Dr. Elizabeth Davies, PhD, school of
Nursing, are conducting a study about how Japanese children think and feel about life
and death in their daily life. We would like to ask you to participate in this study.

Procedures:
If you agree to support your child’s participation and your child agrees to participate in
the study, the simple questionnaire about your family background will be sent to your
home address. You will be requested to fill it in and return to Ms. Sagara using the
enclosed stamped envelope before the first interview. Ms. Sagara will initially contact
you over the phone in the end of June. At your request, a meeting will be planned apart
from the first interview to discuss your concern and questions about the project, if any. * *
Otherwise, the first 10-15 minutes of the first interview session will be spared for this sº º
exploratory process. Please bring this information sheet with you to the first session for
the brief discussion. Subsequently, you may be asked to leave the room and your child
will be requested to draw a picture about either live or death at his/her choice and to give
brief comments about the drawing for about 30–45 minutes. A place will be chosen at
your request, either church, study rooms, your own home, or a place in the community
that is convenient for you. In total three interviews are planned. However, the time
duration and the number of sessions will vary to certain extent due to child’s response.
Later meetings may be scheduled if we both agree.

Risk / Discomforts:
Being asked about thoughts of feelings about life and death may cause a child agitation.
However, your child will be only asked to continue the study when (s)he feels
comfortable and talk about what (s)he wants to. (S)he may withdraw from the study at
any time. You may also feel anxious by the further questions about life and death from
your child. Miharu Sagara will be available for any follow-up at your request. You may
be concerned about your family’s privacy. Your confidentiality, anonymity and privacy
will be strictly protected. Only code number and you child's first name will be recorded
on any materials to be distinguished. They will be only accessible by the co-investigator,
Dr. Elizabeth Davies. You will never be identified with any stories or quotations in any
publication. If the conversation is recorded, tapes will be destroyed after the study is
completed.
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Benefits:
There are no direct benefits to you. However, this study may help you to see how your
child feels and thinks about issues related life and death in daily life and may give you an
opportunity to talk about these things. Additionally, the information you and your child
provide will help people involved with child’s development such as health care
professionals, educators, social scientists to understand children’s situations and their
experiences of death. This information will also significantly contribute to the further
research about thoughts and feelings of Japanese children suffering serious illness.

Cost / Reimbursement:
No cost is anticipated for informants.

Questions:
You have talked with Miharu Sagara about this study and have your questions answered.
However, if you have further questions or comments, you may call Miharu Sagara at xxx
xxx-xxxx (US) or xxx-xxx-xxxx (Japan) or Dr. Elizabeth Davies at (1)-415-476-4433
(US). If you have any comments or concerns about participation in this study, you
should first talk with the researchers. If for some reason you do no with to do this, you
may contact the Committee on Human Research, which is concerned with the protection
of volunteers in research projects. You may reach the committee office between 8:00 and
5:00, Monday through Friday, by calling (415) 476-1814 (US), or by writing: Committee
on Human Research, Box 0962, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco,
CA94143, USA.
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APPENDIX H

DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS IN JAPANESE

{####0)####~0D7 × ºr— F
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APPENDIX I

TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH OF APPENDIX H

Questions to Parent(s): Family History

Code No.

1. When is X’s birthday? Yr Mo Date

2. Who is in your family? ---e.g., another child, grandparents, etc

3. How old are they?

4. Are all your family members Japanese? If not, ask nationality/ethnicity.

5. Which school does X go?...e.g., public/private, any special religion oriented?

6. What is your family’s religious affiliation? Please specify.

7. How actively are you engaged in religious activities?

8. Is it same as X’s religious affiliation? If not, please specify.

9. How much is X involved in this religion? ---e.g., attend at Sunday school every

Sunday

10. Has X ever experienced any pet’s death?

11. Has X ever faced with the death of someone whom X knew before?

12. Has X ever attended a funeral? If so, when and whose funeral?

13. Have you or any family members talked with X about the life and death issues?

14. If so, please specify.

15. What was X’s response?

16. Any comments:
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APPENDIX J

INTERVIEW GUIDE WITH CHILDREN IN JAPANSE
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APPENDIX K

TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH OF APPENDIX J

Questions to Children

1. Do you know why you are here today?

If, Yes -> Ask why and how did X know

If, No -> Explain that X will be asked to draw two pictures and talk about them

2. How do you feel when you hear the word “life”?

3. What do you imagine when you hear the word “life”?

4. How do you feel and when you hear the word “death”?

5. What do you imagine when you hear the word “death”?

6. Which one would like to draw first, about “life” or “death?

7. So can you talk about your drawing? (Use “go with the flow” type approach. Listen

X’s story and clarify it by asking open-ended questions as much as possible)

* Probe for talks with child about drawings

Major forms in drawings

Major colors in drawings

Emotions while drawings

8. (Repeat 6 & 7 for the other topic, either “life” or “death”)
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APPENDIX L

PETITION FOR ORAL CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE

IN A RESEARCH STUDY

I request for the permission to conduct a present study with an oral consent

instead of a written consent.

In the Japanese society, the culturally accommodated communication style is

indirect and not well attuned to explicitness in both conversations and written documents.

Indirect communication is highly emphasized and valued to maintain harmony, avoid

confrontation, and remain polite. Silence is often valued as conveying more meanings

than words do and people are expected to read between lines. Therefore, the concept of

informed consent has not well prevailed in the society after three decades since the first

time the former West German concept was introduced to the Japanese legal domain in

1970. Explicitness is likely to cause people more discomfort and anxiety rather than

making them feel well prepared. Additionally, the action of signing contracts is regarded

as very uncommon in Japan. The following are examples from my experiences. Two

years ago, in my pilot study, I was strongly recommended by the gatekeeper to the school

not to write about tape-recording the interviews but rather to mention it in the first

meeting in order to avoid provoking unnecessary fear among the parents. However, I

proceeded along with CHR protocol and indeed caused some parents discomfort. Except

for this point, no children and parents reported any confusion, fear, anxiety during the

pilot study and afterwards. Regarding the current project, I was recently informed by a

key person in the community that potential participants’ parents re-considered their

º
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participation in the study due to the necessity of filling in the official written informed

consent from UCSF. Some of them already decided not to participate.

Thus, the written informed consent is culturally incongruent in the Japanese

society and in line with societal values, the alternative needs to be considered. Therefore,

I suggest an oral consent (written information will be provided) and deletion of the

written information about tape-recording as a more culturally appropriate style to

approach the participants and their guardians in the present study.
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APPENDIX M

CHILDREN’S DRAWINGS OF LIFE AND DEATH

.
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C1-L “Kaonashi" (character in Spirited Away) (Yuh, 7-year-old boy) - -
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C1-D “Dead Person in Hell” (Yuh, 7-year-old boy)
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C3-L “Soccer Match” (Tetsu, 8-year-old boy)
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C3-D “Old Man in Hospital” (Tetsu, 8-year-old boy)
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C4-L “Playing Soccer at 8:05am” (Nao, 8-year-old boy)
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C4-D “People in Hell” (Nao, 8-year-old boy) --
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C5-L “Fat Person needs Help” (Jun, 8-year-old boy)
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C5-D “Person who committed Suicide” (Jun, 8-year-old boy)
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C8-L “3-year-old Girl given Inochi (life) by God, again” (Nami, 8-year-old girl) º
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C8-D “Eating a Bat” (Nami, 8-year-old girl)
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C9-L “Goldfish, Our Former Pets” (Yuki, 8-year-old girl)
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C9-D “Mantis, Our Former Pet” (Yuki, 8-year-old girl)
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C10-L “Me, Enjoying Skipping” (Sae, 8-year-old girl)
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C10-D “Dead Beetle” (Sae, 8-year-old girl)
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C12-L “My Pet, Ellie” (Rika, 9-year-old girl)
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C12-D “My Dead Grandpa.” (Rika, 9-year-old girl)
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C13-L&D “Person who is Alive (left) and Person who is Dead (right)”
(Taku, 10-year-old boy)
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C14-L “Minna (Being with Others)” (Ken, 10-year-old boy)
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C14-D “Demolished Town by Air Strike” (Ken, 10-year-old boy)
\! {
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C15-L “Enjoying Comedy Show on TV” (Tomo, 10-year-old boy)
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C15-D “Person stabbed Another Person to Death” (Tomo, 10-year-old boy)
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C16-L “Figure who serves God carrying Inochi (life) to the Earth”
(Ryo, 10-year-old boy)
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C16-D “Person Crucified because of Sin” (Ryo, 10-year-old boy)
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C16-DB “Tamashii (soul) “(Ryo, 10-year-old boy)
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C17-L “Gal, Me, Car at Police Station” (Hana, 10-year-old girl)
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C17-D “In Heaven” (Hana, 10-year-old girl)
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C18-L “Dinner with My Family” (Shin, 12-year-old boy)
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C18-D “Paradise” (Shin, 12-year-old boy)
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C19-L “Loving Couples of Giraffes & Elephants” (Sakura, 7-year-old girl)
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C19-D “My Grandpa's Grave” (Sakura, 7-year-old girl)
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C20-L1 “Birth->Kindergarten->Primary School->Junior High->Senior High”
(Mai, 10-year-old girl)
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C20-L2 “Independence” (Mai, 10-year-old girl)
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C20-D1 “Hit by Car” (Mai, 10-year-old girl)
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C20-D2 “Afterwards transferred to Hospital” (Mai, 10-year-old girl)
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